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DATA OH PHOTOGRAPHS

Fig. #1 (frontispiece) May 7, 1952 - T. 59 S., R. 35 E., Sec. 22 - 
Small glades bayhead. The plants of this stand are Paurotis, 
poisonwood (Metopium), myrsine (Rapanea), wax myrtleTCerothamnus) 
and redbay (TamaIa)T

Fig. #2 - April 15, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. 9 - Shot W  from 
tree marked (X19).

Fig. #3 - April 15, 1952 - Same area as #2 - Looking E. to edge of 
Palma Vista #1 hammock.

Fig. #+ - April 15, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. 8 - Shot of Pine 
Area #2, Long Pine Key, looking NW from marked tree (#20) on 
Dark Hammock Road.

Fig. #5 - April 8, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 25 - Pine Area #1, 
Long Pine Key, looking W. from marked tree (#11) on Sawmill Road. 
Taller understory shrubs are dahoon holly (ilex Cassine). Other 
shrubs are wax myrtle, redbay, bustic (Dipholis), satinleaf 
(Chrysophyllum), Tetrazygia. cabbage (Sabal),"and rough velvetseed 
(Guettarda scabra).’

Fig. #6 - April 8, 1952 - Same area as #5 - Looking SW from marked
tree (#12). Understory of fire-pruned buttonwood (Conocarpus)
in pineland.

Fig. #7 - April 8, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 2b - Pine Area #1,
Long Pine Key, looking SW from 12' NW of marked tree (7C).
Low pinewoods with pure saw palmetto (Serenoa) understory.

Fig. #8 - April 8, 1952 - Same area as #7 - Looking HE from 25' ,W.
of marked tree (70). Open saw palmetto flat in pinewoods.

Fig. #9 - May 5, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 15 - Clump of willows 
in deep pothole in pine woods. West edge of Crabwood Hammock.

Fig. #10 - April 30, 1952 - T* 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. k or 5 - View
of the interior* of Dark Hammock, Long Pine Key.

Fig. #11 - April 15, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 13 or 25 - View
of the west edge of Sawmill Road. Hammock. Looking NE from 12'
W, of marked tree (#15).

Fig. #12 - May 6, 1952 - T. 59 S., R. 35 E., Sec. 16 - Trunk of a large
mahogany (Swietenia) in Big Mahogany Hammock.

Fig. #13 - May 7, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 11 - Looking across 
sawgrass marl glades at a bayhead north of Concrete Bridge.
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Fig. #lh - May 6, 1952 - Same as #12 about l/2 mile E. of Big
Mahcgany Hammock - View of one end of a small hammock (?) or 
bayhead (?) in glades. This is one of the rare stands in which 
hammock species seem clearly to be replacing bayhead species 
on a deep peat deposit. Individuals of bayhead species are 
more abundant than hammock species at this site, but the specific 
representation is about equal. Woody plants present are live oak, 
cabbage, gumbo-limbo (Elaphrium), poisonwood, bustic, cocoplum 
(Chrysobalanus), wax myrtle, redbay,'sweet bay (Magnolia), 
strangler fig (Ficus aurea), marlberry (Icacorea), lancewood 
(Nectandra) and myrsine.

Fig. #lkA - May 7, 1952 - T. 59 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 16 or 17 - View
of bayhead trees on rows in Jennings plantation area looking
S from Ingraham Highway.

Fig. #15 - April 15, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 25 - Looking ME
up Twin Hammock Glade from Long Pine Key Road. Saw palmetto
invading glades.

Fig. #16 - May Ik, I952 - T. 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. 21 - Ragweed growth 
on marl glades farmed for winter tomatoes - Barne's farm. South 
of Long Pine Key.

Fig. #17 - May 7, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. 32 - View of west 
side of bay-cypress head north of Cocoplum Bend, looking M E  
from I%raham Highway across scrub cypress area.

Fig. #18 - May 13, 1952 - T. 57 S., R. 38 E., Sec. 29. Overstory pines
killed by fire 123-6 (March 1951).

Fig. #19 - April 15, 1952 - Same area as 7#2. Basal fire scar on pine
just HE of turn of Long Pine Key Road.

Fig. #20 - April 29, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. l6 - Fire-pruned
wild tamarind (Lysiloma) in pineland.

Fig. #21 - April 9, 1952 - Same area as #20 - Base of fire-pruned 
poisonwood in pineland.

Fig. #22 - May 5, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec, 23 - Fire marked 
mastic (Sideroxylon) in pineland.

Fig. #23 - May 5, 1952 - Same area as #9 - Trees, white ironwood 
(Hypelate) and wild tamarind, in pineland,

Fig. itsh - April 8, 1952 - Same area as #20 - Gopher apple (Geobalanus) 
in bloom on new burn.
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Fig. #25 - April 29, 1952 - T. 53 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 23 or 28 - 
View of broom grass (Andropogon) growth on a one-year old 
burn. looking SSE from 30' S of marked tree (#29) on east 
side of firebreak for fire 123-12 (June 1951).

Fig. #26 - May 1*+, 1952 - Same area as #9 - Another view of broom
grass growth on this burn. Looking WSW toward the east edge
of Crabwood Hammock.

Fig. #27 - May 6, 1952 - T. 59 s., R. 35 E., Sec. 3 or k - Looking 
SW from 100 yards M of red marker on glades buggy trail I'M from 
end of Canal Road. Dense fire-induced growth of palmetto.

Fig. #28 - May 26, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 30 - Severe edge
damage (fire 123-1^, May 1950) to southeast corner of Little
Royal Palm Hammock, Long Pine Key.

Fig. #29 - April 9, 1952 - Same area as #20 - Small hammock area 
that turned a pineland ground fire.

Fig. #30 - Same as Fig. #11.

Fig. #31 - April 30, 1952 - Same area as #10 - View of the east end 
of Dark Hammock, Long Pine Key, looking N. from 35' N. of marked 
tree (#25).

Fig. #32 - April 30, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 37 E., Sec. 15 - View of 
burned-out interior of Paradise Key, looking E. from marked 
tree (#31) on old road to south end of Paradise Key.

Fig. #33 - April 30, 1952 - Same area as #10 - Basal fire scar on 
a large mastic inside Dark Hammock.

Fig. #31+ - April 30, 1952 - Same area as #32 - View of fireweed growth 
of sumac (Rhus leucantha), Paradise Key, looking ME from 35' N. 
of marked tree (#32).

Fig. #35 - April 30, 1952 - Same area as #10 - Live oak invasion of 
pineland near Dark Hammock, looking WSW from 10' N. of marked 
tree (#26).

Fig. #36 - Same as Fig. #3.

Fig. #37 - April 15, 1952 - Same area as #=2 - Encroachment of hammock 
vegetation into fire-protected pineland, looking E from 20' El® 
of marked tree (#1 7).

Fig. #38 - April 30, 1952 - Same area as #U - Hammock nucleus around 
a large sink hole.

Fig. #39 - May 5, 1952 - T. 58 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 23 - View looking W. 
across Hidden Glade, Long Pine Key, at south end of Turkey Hammock
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Fig. #kO - April 29, 1952 - Same area as #k - Small hammock of wild 
tamarind in pineland, Long Pine Key. Looking WWW from Dark 
Hammock Road V  NE of marked tree (22).

Fig. $kl - May 7, 1952 - T. 59 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 13 or 1^ - Interior 
of burned-out bay-cypress head.

Fig. #1*2 - Same as Fig. #ll*.

Fig. #l)-3 - May 7, 1952 - Same area as jjhl - View of burned-out bay- 
cypress head looking S. from Ingraham Highway.

Fig. / M  - May 26, 1952 - T. 56 S., R. 36 E., Sec. 29 - View of ruins 
of burned-out bayhead two years after fire 123-1^ (May 1950).

Fig. Oh5 - May 14, 1952 - Same area as #kl - Close-up view of the edge 
of a burned-out bay-cypress head. The interior now occupied by 
a growth of willow.
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SUMMARY

The present report provides the results of recent field investiga
tions of the effects of wildfire upon the vegetation of Everglades National 
Park. This project was carried on in the winter and spring of 1951-52 at 
which time the author held a temporary position as Fire Control Aid in Ever
glades National Park. Earlier field investigations in south Florida by the 
author supplied much of the original data presented here, and provided a 
background of knowledge of the area without which the present work would 
have been impossible.

The information presented is divided into four sections as follows: 
Fire history of the Everglades National Park area; Description of the burnable 
vegetation types; Effects of fire on the burnable vegetation types; and, 
Conclusions and recommendations. The following paragraphs summarize these 
sections.

I. Fire History - An attempt is made to reconstruct the history 
of fire occurrence throughout the geological existence of south Florida in 
its present relationship to sea level. Evidence is presented which strongly 
suggests that natural fire has been a constant factor affecting the local 
distribution of vegetation types through the ages, and that the arrangement 
of plant cover types has probably always been similar to that seen today.
Fire frequency is believed to have increased as aboriginal peoples occupied 
the area. With white settlement came another marked increase in fire frequency 
and also an increase in the severity of fire damage as drainage lowered water 
levels in the Everglades. Records indicate severe and widespread fire in
south Florida for more than 1/3 of the years between 1900 and 1952. A half-
century fire chronology compiled from the scientific literature, from news
paper accounts and from interviews with local residents is given. A summary 
of rainfall records since 19C0 is presented. Examination of these data in
dicates that the Lake Okeechobee-Everglades si’-stem is no longer an effective 
drainage unit, and that water levels and fire danger in Everglades National 
Park now depend entirely on rainfall south of the Tamiami Trail. This section 
is concluded with an account of fire occurrence since the establishment of 
Everglades National Park including a map of fire occurrence by years, and a
graph of fire occurrence by months in the two chief fire types.

II. Description of Vegetation Types - This section presents ac
counts of the following burnable vegetations: Rockland pine forests;
tropical hammock forests; bayhead forests; and Everglades marshes. For each 
the description includes as detailed a survey as is possible from data at 
hand of: The plant species and general aspect of the vegetation type; the
major variations noted from stand to stand through south Florida; the factors 
which appear to govern local occurrence of the vegetation type; and, the 
major gaps existing in our present ecological understanding of the vegetation 
type. It is emphasized that present knowledge of the vegetation of Everglades 
National Park is incomplete and that these gaps hinder understanding of the 
effects of fire upon the plant cover.

III. Fire Effects - For each of the above cover types a discussion 
is given of fire effects upon the soil and upon the plant cover. Recovery 
of the plant cover after fire is discussed, and the influence of fire upon 
the successional relations of the plant communities is analyzed.
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Pineland fires remove the ground cover vegetation and prune hack 
the shrubs of the hardwood understorv leaving bare limestone. ‘The fires 
are ground fires which do not ordinarily kill the overstory pines. Recovery 
after fire is marked by an outburst of bloom of the small pine woods 
herbaceous plants, and by stands of tall broom grass on one-year old burns,
A single fire kills few hardwood shrubs. The roots of these shrubs are 
deeply driven into the limestone, and are protected by it. They soon send 
up crown-sprouts and most individuals show a typical many-stemmed growth- 
form brought about by frequent fire-pruning. 'There is some evidence that 
hardwoods tend to be eliminated from the pineland by frequently recurring 
fires, and to be replaced by an understory of low palms, especially saw 
palmetto.

Two kinds of fire effects are noted in the case of hardwood 
hammocks: 1.) pruning back of the hammock edges; and, 2.) complete hammock
destruction occurring when fires ignite the organic soil deposit of the 
hammock. In the latter case the trees of the forest canopy are commonly 
killed by fires burning around their roots, or later windthrown due to loss 
of supporting soil. Eecovery is long-delayed in the case of complete burn
outs, and some of the more sensitive epiphytic orchids and ferns may be 
lost entirely. In early stages of recovery, hammock interiors become clogged 
with a rank growth of fire weed shrubs and vines.

Fire prevents succession of hardwoods into pine forest by fire- 
pruning hardwood shrubs and cutting back hammock edges. In the Long Pine Key 
area of Everglades National Park this succession is rapid in the absence of 
fire. Here a fire—free period.of 15 to 25 years is considered sufficient 
to establish a continuous'young hardwood forest on most pineland sites.

Fire effects upon the bayheads of the Everglades are similar to 
those on upland hammocks, but more severe. Those tree islands occupy deep 
deposits of combustible peat and their occurrence requires the elevation 
above the surrounding marsh which the peat mass provides. Fires remove 
the peat entirely commonly leaving burn-out ponds, and a long period of plant 
succession must occur before bayhead forest can again occupy the site. ;:/here 
these peat burn-outs result in establishment of ponds, they have the bene
ficial effect of furnishing a dry-season refuge for many glades water animals.

In sawgrass glades fire damage is severe only in the muckland 
area little of which now remains south of the Tami ami Trail. It is probable 
that over a period of years sawgrass fires have decreased the water storage 
capacity of the Everglades by destruction of the peat and marl seal over 
the highly permeable underlying limestone. Over most of the marl soil glades 
of the park no definite fire effect can be indicated. Much more information 
on the ecology of the many species of sedges and grasses which comprise tho 
Everglades vegetation is needed before fire effects on stand composition 
can bo satisfactorily studied.

?/'ith drainage much of the Everglades area has become suitable for 
invasion by woody plants, especially willow and the woody species of the 
bayheads. Fire acts to restrict this forest extension into the marsh. In 
spite of the severe fires of tho last twenty years plant succession has 
entirely changed the aspect of considerable areas, from open herbaceous 
marsh to scrubby thickets.
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IT. Conclusions - Fire is a natural environmental factor in 
Everglades National Park. Elimination of fire would result in eventual 
disappearance of the fire-maintained cover types, the pine forest and 
Everglades marsh prairies.

The severe and frequent fires occurring under present altered 
conditons are rapidly eliminating the hardxvood forest types, and seem capable, 
also, of causing degenerative changes in the fire types. It thus seems im
perative that an attempt he made to control all fires in the area with special 
efforts to protect the tropical hammock and bayhead vegetation.

Restoration of former, water levels on the glades would change the 
necessities of fire control, and should bring about a situation in which only 
areas of special use or interest need be guarded from fire.

Careful long-term attention should be given to the study of fire 
effects on vegetation of Everglades national Park with particular concentra
tion upon the problem of fire effects upon the stand density and composition 
of the sub-climax fire types. A program of investigation designed to meet 
this need is outlined.

The fire problem promises to remain one of key importance in 
Everglades National Park. Enlightened administrative procedures will require 
a background of full information on all aspects of fire effects in the area.
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Tree island with a clump of tree 

saw-palmetto (gaurotis wrightii) 

in sawgrass glades
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Resume of Research Time

She field investigations upon which this report is "based were 
carried on over the period November 26, 1951 - June 18, 1952. During 
this time the author was employed as a GS-3 Seasonal Fire Control Aid in 
Everglades National Park. Field work was thus subject to some interrup
tions, particularly in times of fire emergency, by calls to perform the 
more usual duties of a Fire Control Aid. A few days earlier in the period, 
and morning hours during the months of April, May, and June, 1952 were 
devoted to field work directed toward the completion of a study of the 
abundance and ecological distribution of breeding-bird populations of the 
region, begun in the summer of 1950. Such a division of research time 
was agreed upon in discussions in June 1951 when the fire effects study 
\iras first planned. A total of 123 days or parts thereof were devoted to 
field study of fire effects. This total includes many lieu days spent 
in the field.

Previous to the above period of employment the author had spent 
nine months (June - August 1950, February - July 1951) in ecological field 
work in southern Florida, as a National Park Service Collaborator. During 
the fire emergency of the spring and early summer of 1951 several periods 
totalling about one month were spent as an emergency fire fighter, per-* 
mitting first hand observation of glades and pineland fires and their 
effects. Field notes and experience gained from earlier work were con-"- 
stantly drawn upon in the preparation of this report. Without this back-r- 
ground, particularly in knowledge of the regional flora, progress in the 
study of fire effects would have been much more difficult,

The initial work of preparing the report, including investigation 
of available literature and interviewing local residents as to past fire 
history of the area, occupied five weeks in July and August 1952, spent 
in South Florida. Several months of additional time in the fall and winter 
of 1952-53 spent at the University of Illinois were devoted to completing 
the report.

STUDY METHODS

Shortly after the beginning of the present study it was decided 
that the time available could best bo spent in obtaining an extensive 
qualitative survey of fire effects rather than in making intensive quanti
tative studies of plots in particular burned areas. Several reasons cont
ributed to this decision.

1. Difficulty of determining the fire history of any 
■particular site.

2. Lack of adequate ecological information on the vegeta
tion which makes u~o the most important fire-types.

The above difficulties which now hinder study of fire effects 
in 3vergl.ades National Park will be disoussed later in this report. They 
make the obtaining of reliable data on the quantitative effects of fire 
on stand density and composition well-nigh impossible at this time. I



am fully conscious that quantitative data are needed to complete the 
picture presented here; and aware that important fire effects may he 
concealed from this qualitative survey, however painstaking. A study
program calculated to meet this need is presented at the end of the report.

The .qualitative survey undertaken had as its object the collecting 
of information bearing on the following questions for each burnable vegeta
tion type:

1* What effect does fire have on the soil?

2. What is the effect of burning on the vegetation, including 
plants killed and injury to those that survive the fire?

3. VJhat are the major features in the recovery of the vegeta
tion after fire?

4. What would be the probable course of development of the
vegetation in the absence of fire?

With these points in mind all major burns of known age wero
examined and notes were obtained on fire effects and recovery after fire, 
as well as lists of tho plant specics of tho areas. Areas free of fire 
for the five years covered by Everglades national Park records were studied 
noting the development of vegetation during the fire-free interval and 
evidence of earlier fire. A number of people with long field experience 
in the Everglades region were interviewed in order that their observations 
and beliefs concerning long-term fire effects in the region might be put 
on the record. Finally, some of the literature pertinent to the problem 
was examined and the bibliography accompanying this report compiled.



Introduction

?ire and water, two of the four "primary elements" of the ancients, 
are matters of the utmost present day importance in Everglades National Parle. 
Interaction oetween fire and water played a major role in shaping the Ever
glades landscape. Disruption of their natural "balance by ill—conceived land 
use practices of the past forty years has brought the entire region to the 
point where its survival in any condition resembling the original is seriously 
in question. The ecological problems which pose this question are essentially 
problems in the control of fire and water. It is not too strong a statement 
to say that all hope for the future of Everglades National Park rests in their 
proper management.

This report is a survey of the effects of fire in Everglades National 
park. Or, more exactly, it is a survey of the effects, primarily upon vegeta
tion, of a few recent fires, together with an attempt to synthesize from all 
available fragments of evidence a clearer concept of the total ecological role 
of fire in the area. The writer's aim has been twofold: to array information
now at hand in a manner designed to lead to its practical application; and, 
to provide a foundation for future study. In a region such as this, where 
published information on plant ecology is extremely sketchy, and where reliable 
records of fire-history are virtually non-existent, conclusions formed from a 
six-months study of fire effects are necessarily tentative in large part.
Some talent in the employment of the prayerful "educated guess" is required 
for one to be able to present a report at all. Throughout, however, I ha.ve 
felt the strong necessity of keeping information of various grades of re
liability sternly categorized. It is hoped thus to avoid the doimhill leap 
from insufficient data to unwarranted conclusions - so easy and frequent a 
hop in the Everglades, a country half-destroyed before it was even half under
stood.

To date in South Florida the approach to the problem of wildfire 
has been governed by attitudes more often emotional than realistic. The 
debate, both written and spoken, which has gone on at length under these 
conditions has been largely unencumbered by facts, and has been vastly more 
heated than enlightening. The crying present need is for more and far more 
realiable information as to just what fires do here in different vegetation 
typos and under different conditions. It is intended that this report will 
provide a, contribution in that direction.



I. FIRS HISTORY OF THE EVERGLADES NATIONAL PARK AREA

A. Introduction

South Florida is perhaps unique in that it has had more fires and 
kept less account of them than any other section of the country. This 
questionable distinction of the area placed many a roadblock in the path of 
the investigator who, arriving on the scene at this late date, attempts an 
inquiry into the effects of fire. One reason for this casual attitude has 
been the very frequency of fire. The belief is widespread that wildfire is 
an intimate and perhaps a necessary part of the natural order in south Florida 
rather than an exceptional or catastrophic event. Over and over one hears 
such statements as, "This country always has burned and always will. Anyway 
fires don't hurt anything here."

In truth there is much to justify this view. Within a few weeks 
after fire the glades are green with sawgrass shoots, and the pinelands full 
of flowering herbs and new grasses. Even the scars of burned-out hammocks 
are soon hidden by a rank growth of fireweed shrubs and vines. To a not 
overly careful observer it must seem inconceivable in many cases that the fire 
can have done any significant damage.

These local conditions - frequent and widespread fire, fire which 
often had little obvious effect, and a vast wilderness area where fires might 
burn undiscovered for days without threat to any works of man - have long 
retarded any serious consideration of fire effects. The succession of severe 
fire years within the last decade finally brought the problem to general 
attention. The realization has gorwn that, whatever its previous ecological 
role, wildfire has gained a new and menacing importance under the radically 
altered conditions of present day south Florida.

In consideration of fire effects it is important to reconstruct 
the history of fire occurrence in the area as fully as possible. This section 
of the report is an attempt at such a reconstruction considering the fire 
history of the region in four periods:

The pre-aboriginal period.

The period of aboriginal occupation of south Florida.

The period of intensive occupation by white man 
beginning around 1200.

Hie period 19^8-52, for which detailed records of 
fire occurrence are available.

Obviously any comments on the first period are entirely conjectural, 
based on backward projection of certain present day characteristics of the 
area. Comments on the second period are also largely educated guesses, plus 
fragmentary early records. I believe that these mental exercises are justi
fiable, however, because of the theoretical importance of determining about 
how long fire has been a major ecological factor in south Florida. For the 
third period considerable information has been collected including weather 
data, accounts from the scientific literature, newspaper reports, and 
personal reminiscenses of residents with much field experience in the area.
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This material, however, ia extremely scattered and scanty when apnlied to 
the picture of fire occurrence throughout the area for this period.

3. Fire in the Pre-aboriginal Period

It is of some importance to an understanding of the area to attempt
to determine whether or not wildfire was a major ecological factor in South
Florida under original conditions prior to any human occupancy of the region. 

v Although a definite answer is not within reach here, consideration of geolog
ical and paleobotanical evidence as well as characteristics of the present
vegetation permit certain reasonable inferences to be drawn.

1. The Geological Background - Detailed studies of the geology
of South Florida have been presented by Parker and Eoy (194-3), Parker and 
Cooke (1944), and Cooke (1945). These accounts show that throughout the 
Pleistocene Ice Age the Florida peninsula was alternately flooded by shallow 
seas and exposed bejrond its present shores, as sea level rose and fell in 
response to glacial controls. Sea levels were below present sea. level during
each of the five major ice advances of the Pleistocene. During each of the
four warmer interglacial periods melting back of the continental glaciers 
increased the volume of water in the oceans and submerged much of the Florida 
peninsula. High stands of the sea are well marked by marine terraces and old 
shore lines in the southeastern coastal plain at elevations from 270 to 25 
feet above present sea level. During the high stand of the sea of the inter- 
glacial period between the third and fourth Pleistocene glaciations the 
limestones, which occur at or near the surfa.ee in South Florida, wore de
posited. The corresponding low stands -of the sea. during the five glacial 
periods are more difficult to investigate, and little agreement exists as
to their distance bolow present sea level. It is probable, however, that 
sea levels at these tines were sufficiently low to empty Florida Bay and 
establish broad land connection between the Florida Keys and the mainland; 
and it is extremely unlikely that they were low enough to establish any sort 
of land connection between South Florida and Cuba or the Bahamas. The lower 
end of the peninsula south of Lake Okeechobee was inundated by the Pamlico 
Sea of the fourth interglacial period (Cooke, 1945: Fig. 47), and last 
elevated at the onset of the second Wisconsin glaciation (the last glacial 
advance), about 50,000 years ago according to the usual time scale given for 
the Pleistocene (Schuchcrt and Dunbar, 1941: 160). This sets an absolute 
tine limit for formation of the present soil mantle and for invasion of the 
area by its present‘plant and animal life. The most recent geological event 
has been a rise in sea level in the post-glacial, period with a consequent 
reduction of South Florida's land area., and rc-isolation of the Florida. Keys.

2. The Paleobotanical Background - Studies of fossil plants give 
us no rea.son to suspect that the group of plant species which occupied 
South Florida after its la,st Pleistocene submergence varied much in compo
sition from that found today, liany of the tropical forms which characterize 
South Florida.1 s present flora have a long fossil history in the southeastern 
United States. For example Berry's (1930: 41-47) lists show 31 genera of 
the Lower Eocene Wilcox Flora., largely from excavations in western Tennessee 
and Kentucky, which now occur in tho United States only in South Florida.
In all 32'1 of the genera of woody plants in the present South Florida flora, 
are knoxm from this fossil flora of SO million years ago. Braun (1950: 
451-455) gives a general summary of the fossil record of plants for late



Mesozoic and Tertiary time. The record indicates an early period of warmer 
climates during which tropical and sub-tropical plants occurred far north 
of their present limits. Beginning in Miocene time there was a gradual 
cooling of climates and a southward shift of vegetation zones. The fossil 
flora from the late Pliocene Citronelle formation of the Gulf Coast in west 
Florida closely resembles that found in the same area today (Berry, 1916).
This indicates that by this time (about one million years ago) tropical forms 
in the flora of the southeastern United States must have been confined to 
peninsular Florida.

As has been mentioned, the Florida peninsular suffered extreme 
changes in area during the Pleistocene. In general, however, the periods 
of greatest land emergence from the sea were times of cooler climates and 
the periods of submergence times of warmer climates, so that it seems 
probable that the tropical flora was able to maintain a continuous foothold 
on the peninsula, moving north or south as compelled by changes in the 
climate and area of its range. The latest elevation of South Florida marks 
only one more stage in its migrations before changing climates and landforms. 
Through the ages there has doubtless been continual change in the specific 
composition of this isolated flora with loss of species by extinction and 
arrival of new species from the West Indies. It seems unlikely, however, 
that any significant change has occurred in the relatively short interval 
of post-glacial time.

3. The Present Vegetation - We may now ask a question more directly 
pertinent to the fire history of the area. If the plant species present have 
evidently undergone little recent change, what of the vegetation types they 
form?

'The ecological picture of present-day South Florida shows a be
wildering mosaic of vegetation types some of which seem to be successionally 
related. As will be discussed later, tropical hardihood forest rapidly oc
cupies pine forest areas; and bay and, in some cases, mangrove swamp forests 
tend to invade sav/grass prairie areas. It scans obvious that the status quo 
could not be long maintained unless some ecological factor operated to 
periodically return large areas to a sub-climax condition. At the present 
time fire is such a factor. It thus becomes of interest to examine the 
available evidence to see what it may indicate concerning the occurrence of 
natural fires in times before any human occupancy of South Florida.

4, Lightning Fires - Up until two years ago or less the answer
to the question "does natural fire occur in South Florida?11 would have been
"Imo." There was a strong belief that lightning fires did not occur, and in
the absence of any direct evidence to the contrary this was generally ac
cepted. One feature of the newspaper coverage of fire in South Florida has 
been the search for other explanations for fires occurring in remote sections
of the glades, which has produced some notable flights of fancy. This as
sumption that natural lightning fires were too infrequent to be of consequence 
has hindered understanding of the role of fire in South Florida, as well as 
•planning for fire control. For example, several authors (Small, 1924, 1930; 
Beard, 1938; Bgler, 1952) have considered the present vegetation, accepted
the belief that natural fire was rare or absent, and concluded, quite 
logically with the assumption that a continuous broad-leaved forest must
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once have existed in south Florida. Egler's comment (op. cit.; 226) is 
typical. "In short, the vegetation of south Florida during late Pleistocene 
pre-Indian., times may have been a dense evergreen broad—leaved tropical 
jungle....11

With the establishment (in 1951) of two fire lookout stations 
overlooking large sawgrass areas in Everglades National Park it soon became 
evident that natural fires caused by lightning do occur frequently. Several 
fires were seen to start from observed lightning strikes in sawgrass and in 
tree islands of the Everglades, In all, lightning was tho reported cause 
of 12 fires in 1951 and of 11 in 1952 (up to July l). Some of these fires 
were extinguished by rain v/hich accompanied the electrical storm, but among 
them are also some of the major fires in the history of Everglades National 
Park. ‘Too few data are at hand to permit much to be said about the seasonal 
occurrence of Evorglsd.es lightning fires. But the "dry storms'1 v/hich sot 
them appear at present to be a phenomenon of the very end of the dry season. 
Of 23 lightning fires reported to date three occurred in late May, 15 in June, 
and four in August.

With the establishment of the present importance of lightning- 
caused fires it becomes reasonable to assume that they have been a continuing 
factor throughout the geological existence of South Florida, and that the 
fire-maintained cover types have been a continuing feature of the South 
Florida vegetation.

(A word of caution may be needed here. With proof that lightning 
fires do occur comes the natural, tendency'to attribute all unexplained fires 
to lightning. Such overemphasis will serve the problem of understanding 
fire in the area as poorly as the earlier reluctance to consider the possi
bility of lightning fires.)

5. Endemic Plants - One of the characteristics which makes the 
flora of South Florida so interesting is the group of plant species which 
have originated in the region, Small's Manual of the Southeastern Flora 
(1933) shows 103 such species that have evolved in South Florida. These 
are distributee" in -31 plant families and 56 genera and include plants from 
both tropical and south temperate zones. Almost all of then are herbaceous 
plants or low shrubs. Examination of the habitats of these species gives 
us important additional, evidence of long ages of natural fire in South 
Florida. Table 1 shows the distribution of these species according to the 
vegetation types in v/hich they occur. Notice that well over half are limited 
to pine forest areas, and in all 70?i of the species occur in vegetation 
types that today are maintained 6y 'fire..

Differentiation of new species requires geographic isolation of 
populations under new ecological conditions to which they become adjusted 
through a long period of natural selection. The evolution of low-growing 
plants of the kind v/hich make up this unique South Floridian group certainly 
required that their sub-climax habitats remain constant for a long period, 
and this in turn required recurring natural fire. (Or other natural distur
bance, of course, but fire seems the only likely fa„ctor). For example, at 
the present time almost all of the endemic pinewoods species are shaded out 
by invading hardwoods in pine forest areas that are free of fire for as 
little as five years. It is quite clear that they could not have evolved
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Ho. of Endemic
Vegetation Type Plant Snecies

Pineland 58

TABLE I: Ecological 
Distribution of Endemic

Hammock 22

Plant Species of South Everglades 14
Florida Marshes

Other (Strand, 
Mangrove, Etc.)

9

if natural fire had been absent, or even of irregular and infrequent occurrence 
in the region. Their existence as distinct species is inescapable proof of 
ages of regularly recurring natural fire sufficient to maintain large areas 
of sub-climax vegetation. It can thus be said with some assurance that the 
aspect of the vegetation of South Florida probably never differed much from 
that pictured in the earliest historical accounts.

C. Indian Fires.

The arrival of aboriginal populations in South Florida has not been 
accurately dated. Discovery of human remains in deposits at Vero Beach, 
which are referred to the Pamlico Inter-glacial 3tage (Cooke, 1945: 305-7), 
may indicate that aborigines occupied the lower peninsula almost as soon as 
the receding waters of the last interglacia3rsea made the area available.
It is probable, however, that with the establishmentsof aboriginal populations, 
the picture of fire occurrence in south Florida was considerably modified.
The following passage from the Journal of a 16th century South Florida tourist, 
Alvar IsTunoz Cabeza de v'aca, is quoted by Small (1929:8)

"Those from further inland have another remedy....which is to go
about with a firebrand setting fire to the plains and timber so as to drive 
off the mosquitos, and also to get lizards and similar things which they eat 
to come out of the soil. In the same manner they kill deer encircling them 
with fires, and they do it also to deprive tho animals of pasture, compelling 
them to go for food where the indians want."

Egler (1952: 226-7) devotes considerable attention to an analysis 
of the probable effect exerted on South Florida vegetation by aboriginal use 
of fire. Ho makes two main points:

1 - Tho sum effect of Indian fires was to modify tho continuous
"Pre-indian Swamp Forests" creating a mosaic of vegetation
types similar to that seen today (i.e. pineland with scattered 
hardwood hammocks, sawgrass prairie with scattered tree islands).

2 - Indian fires were likely most frequent early in the dry season,
occurring at a tine when organic soils and hardwood hammock
vegetation were still too wot to burn, and hence caused loss 
destruction than fires later in the dry season.



In the previous section compelling evidence has been presented 
to show that natural fires must have been sufficiently frequent in south 
Florida from the earliest times to maintain large areas of sub-climax vege
tation. I do not, therefore, see the need to invoke Indian fires as a major 
factor in the origin of these fire-maintained types. I agree, however, with 
Egler's assumptions that Indians were probably free and careless in using 
fire; that Indian fires were probably frequent; and that they probably tended 
to occur as early in the dry season as sawgrass would burn.

Concluding, there is reason to believe that fire incidence in 
south Florida increased sharply as early Indians became established with the 
addition of their fire-hunting and escaped fires to the recurring natural 
fires.

D. White Man Fires

One of the statements in Sgler's (ibid.) analysis of the history 
of fire in south Florida with which I cannot agree is the following: "The
chief difference between Indian fires and White Man fires: Indians burned
with no conscience, as soon as things would burn. White Man with a conscience 
only delays burning...." Though perhaps true for many areas this view does 
not hold for the behavior of the white man in south Florida. In the Everglade 
area white man's incendiary activities have beggared those of his dusky 
brothers. »I believe that the frequency of man-caused fires probably in
creased sharply as whites replaced aborigines in the area.-**’ White man in 
south Florida burned freely for every reason that the Indian did, and for some 
all his own. Even today with the present finally awakened fire-consciousness 
ones aces not go long in south Florida before hearing of fires set to kill 
mosquitoes, kill rattlesnakes, clear out the brush, drive out game, create 
fresh pasture for cattle or deer, etc. Burning to locate gator holes in 
sawgrass areas was a common practice of commercial hide hunters. In a copy 
of an interview on file at Everglades National Park Headquarters, Mr. Loren 
Roberts describes the burning of the Ingraham Prairie behind Cape Sable by 
gator hunters about 1902. Add to these frankly indendiary fires those which 
spread more or less accidentally from farming and lumbering operations on the 
eastern rim of the glades, and an imposing picture of fire occurrence for 
the white man's half-century in south Florida is obtained.

Prior to the establishment of Everglades National Park little or 
no attempt was made to control fires on wild lands. Fire protection activi
ties of local and state agencies were confined for the most part to guarding 
developed lands against wildfire. Their universal protective maneuver was 
(and is) backfiring, and it is at least to be suspected that in some instances 
the backfires themselves have spread widely to adjacent wild lands. In 
south Florida white man certainly did not, "With smug righteousness...forbid 
all fires" (loc. cit.)

As white occupation became established, the{drainage]of the glades 
began, and with lowering water levels the increasingly frequent fires did 
increasingly severe damage. Everglades water levels were lowered both by 
local direct drainage, and by the diking of Lake Okeechobee (complete in 1935) 
which cut off the slop-over that had formerly drained off to the south and 
may have provided an important source of water for the glades. The drainage 
of the Everglades has been discussed m  detail by others (see Dovell, 19̂ 2:
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132-161, also Turner, 19̂ 2; Eestor, 19̂ 2; and Herr, 19̂ -3 )> an<2- will not 
be taken up here, except for the following summarizing statement:

"Hie arterial canal system of the Everglades was begun 
about 1905. The beginning of the construction was along the 
coast working tox/ard Lake Okeechobee, Connection with Lake >
Okeechobee was made between 1916 and 1920 for the various 
canals. I believe that you could say that drainage was partially 
effective after about 1918." (Johnson, in. litt.)

Since drainage began to be effective, a pattern of increasingly 
severe fire has developed. Under present conditions the lower glades may 
be completely dry for months in dry years, much extending the period of 
critical fire danger. Previously a sort of balance had existed, with the 
generally higher water levels acting to restrict both the extent and severity 
of fires. Dry years with severe fires and much destruction of organic soils 
and hammock vegetation undoubtedly occurred, but it can be safely assumed 
that these were rare.^ Fires under the altered conditions brought about by 
drainage have been notable in two respects:

1. Destruction of organic soils, which in turn has decreased the
water-holding capacity of the glades due to the loss of the peat
and marl seal over the highly permeable ’underlying limestone.

2. Widespread destruction of hardwood forest vegetation, both
upland hammocks and tree islands,

A chronological summary of fire occurrence in south Florida for 
the period 1900-19 -̂8, and a table of rainfall records for the period 1900- 
1952 at Ik weather stations in the Lake Okeechobee-Everglades region are 
included in the Appendix. A brief discussion of the rainfall records follows.

Table 8 (see Appendix) shows the rainfall recorded at Ik weather 
stations in the Kissimmee River-Lake Okeechcbee-Evergiades drainage for 
all years in which reports are available over the period 1$C0-1952. It is 
compiled chiefly from data given in the Florida Division of Water Survey and 
Research publication Observed Rainfall in Florida (19 8̂ ). The 14 stations 
surveyed are distributed over the drainage basin from Kissimmee south to 
Homestead and Everglades City. They were selected as the stations with the 
most complete records, giving most complete geographic coverage of the south 
Florida region. In several cases, as indicated in the table, gaps occurring 
in the records of the ill- original stations have been filled using data for the 
same year from another nearby station. The average rainfall for each station 
is shown as well as the minimum rainfall, maximum rainfall and the years of 
minimum and maximum rainfall for each station. In addition an annual average 
rainfall figure for the region has been calculated for each year in which 
reports are available from five or more of the stations.

In the table rainfall data are broken down into 12 month periods 
extending from fey 1 to fey 1. The annual figures are thus arranged in what
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may "be called ""biological years" rather than in calendar years, years ex
tending approximately from the "beginning of one rainy season to the "beginning 
of the next. This appears to me to give a much clearer picture of the re
lation of rainfall to fire danger in South Florida than does the usual pres
entation. The severity of fire danger in any late winter - spring dry season 
is largely dependent on the rainfall of the immediately preceding summer - 
fall rainy season. In instances where extremely wet years have followed 
extremely dry years, as has often "been the case in southern Florida, some 
confusion has arisen regarding the true date of the "bad fire year in the 
period. In addition rainfall data presented in the usual manner often obscure 
the real severity of a drought period by lumping it with the succeeding rainy 
season, rather than the preceding one. A good illustration of both these 
effects is provided by rainfall data for the years 1930 through 1932. This 
span included two rainy seasons of well above normal rainfall (1930 & 1932), 
and one v/hich was greatly deficient (1931). Various South Florida stations 
reported the following:

1930 1931 1932

63.29 39.87 67.91

63.07 42.57 65.09

73. 51 60.87 79.90

69.96 50.61 64.75

76.50 65. 35 83.92

Canal Point 

Belle G-lade >,_

Miami

Coconut Grove 

Pennsuco

On the basis of these figures by calendar years 1931 is indicated as a dry 
year at some stations and normal or slightly above at others. It does not 
look like a year of extreme fire hazard from these data. Compare, then, the 
picture when rainfall is shown for the years May 1, 1930 to May 1, 1931 and 
May 1, 1931 to May 1» 1932.

1930-31 1931-32

Canal Point 57.09 33.11

3elle C-lade 58.22 37.70

Miami 77.07 48.42

Coconut G-rove 75.34 38.62

pennsuco 78.14 53.42

It is seen that there was a 12 month period of extreme drouth in this span 
of years (the second most severe on record for tho region) not noticeable 
in the former figures because it occurred between two unusually wet periods. 
The effect of presenting rainfall data for South Florida by calendar years 
is to smooth and minimize the rainfall extremes, and to some degree the 
relation between fire hazard and rainfall, ITotice also that the dry period 
extended into 1932, and it is probable that fire hazard was most severe in
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the spring of 1932 at the end of the prolonged drought. Examination of 
rainfall records presented "by calendar years gives no hint of this. 1932 
is shown as a year of above normal rainfall throughout the region, yet the 
spring of 1932 was marked "by severe and general fire.

Close comparison of the rainfall records, and the narrative fire 
history will reveal some apparent inconsistencies most of v/hich I am unable 
to resolve. So many of the fires in the area are man-caused, that an absolute 
relation between rainfall and fife occurrence need not be expected. Much of 
the area will burn at almost any time except during a rain or v/hen covered 
by standing water (and to a limited extent even then). However, there is 
certainly a general positive relation betv/een periods of low rainfall and 
increased frequency and severity of fire occurrence. For this rea,son one 
cannot help suspecting that in some cases sources quoted in the fire history 
may be in error. It seems odd for example that the 1927 - 28 period with the 
lowest recorded rainfall for the region should have passed without notice, 
while 1929 is cited as a bad fire year.

Taking into account the great variation in rainfall from year to
year, and the amount of local variation in a given year for closely located
stations (e.g. Miami and Coconut Grove recorded 72.23 and 50.98 respectively 
in 1933 - 34) it seems unsajfe to attempt to generalize from the relatively
short records at hand. A few points may, hov/ever, be noted. The included
table lists the ten periods of lowest recorded rainfall and shov/s some of 
their characteristics.

Table 2. May 1 to Hay 1 Periods of Lowest Average Rainfall

Period

1927-28

1931-32

1938-39

1944-45

1921-22

Ho. of Stations 
of Record

10
13

12
13

7

Recorded
Rainfall

40.85

41.37

42.41

42,96

43.25

Comments

Low throughout region.

Hear average at Dania, Ft. 
Lauderdale.and Hypoluxo.

Low throughout region.

4” above average at Dania.

Hear average at Dania and 
Ft. Lauderdale.

1942-43

1943-44 

1950-51

14

13

11

45.78 Low throughout region.

46.54 Low throughout region.

47.13 Above average at Taniani Trail,
40 Mile Bend. Hear average at 
Kissimmee.

1951-52 11 47.61 Above average at Kissimmee,
Okeechobee, '.;oore Haven and 
Belle Gla.de.

1913—14 6 48.70 Hear average at Homesteed.



Rainfall records strongly indicate that water levels on the lower 
glades now depend entirely upon the local rainfall south of the Tamiami 'Trail. 
In the 1951—52 period above average rainfall at Kissimmee, Okeechobee, and 
around the south rim of Lake Okeechobee did not relieve drought conditions in 
the Everglades National Park area where fire hazard remained extreme through 
most of the winter and spring. Similarly, as may be seen from the above table, 
several periods of low rainfall and extensive fires, have occurred at times 
when east coast stations in Broward and Palm Beach counties reported average 
or above-average rainfall. It seems evident that the former Kissimmee P.iver - 
Lake Okeechobee - Everglades system is no longer an effective drainage unit. 
Canal and road barriers and the diking of the lake have created several smaller 
drainages each largely dependent on its local rainfall. The importance of 
exact local data in rating rainfall effects upon fire hazard in Everglades 
iTational Park is thus emphasized.

A final point to be noted is the importance of rainfall distribution 
as well as total rainy season rainfall. Severe fires have occurred in years 
of above-average total Kay 1 to iiay 1 rainfall (as in 1949-50) when rainfall 
is highly concentrated in the summer and early fall with little thereafter.
In 1949-50, although the total rainfall was slightly over average, very little 
fell after October 1 and the following April and May were marked by bad fires.

E. Eire Since The Establishment of Everglades ITational Park

The accompanying map (see Appendix) table, and graph summarize 
the recent fire history of the area within the fire boundary of Everglades 
National Park. During this five year period all fires (with the exception 
of a few either completely inaccessible or discovered after fire was out) were 
actively fought by Park Service personnel until controlled. In the face of 
this all-out effort the total acreage burned, 205,641 acres, is far from 
encouraging. Two facts must be kept in mind, however:

1. The period included 1951 and 1952 (to July l), both of which were 
abnormally dry years, at least by all previous standards.

2. The group "started from scratch," both as regards ideas and 
equipment for direct suppression of pine rockland and sawgrass 
fires; and was forced to evolve suppression techniques, and 
invent (or at least inventively select) equipment, as it went along.

TABLE 3. Summary of fire occurrence in Everglades ITational Park 1948-52,

Humber of Eire Suppression
Year lenortable Eires Acreage Burned Costs

1948 11 1,965 195.54

1949 32 18,431 1, 566.12

1950 23 121,370 25,261.61

1951 27 57,771 21,230.93

1952 
(to July

15
1)

6,104 2,276.38
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Fires of this period extensively damaged hammocks of the western 
half of Long Pine Key. Over much of this area all hammocks are either badly 
gutted or severely burned around the edges. Many tree islands of the Ever- 
glades hare suffered likewise, particularly as a result of the Ironpot 
Hammock and Shark Talley fires of June 1951. Considerable destruction of 
organic soil has occurred in tree islands of the Everglades, and some of the 
remaining mulch deposits of sawgrass areas have also burned out.

In summation, the results of five years of fire fighting, that has
absorbed much of the productive energy of the Everglades National Park staff, 
inspire no feeling more robust than a very reserved optimism. Much has been 
learned, and a high degree of fire-fighting skill, both strategic and tactical, 
has been achieved. However, unless the problem of additional water supply can 
be solved, the best efforts of fire detection and suppression are likely to 
provide only local victories in a lost war. Obviously the maintenance of more 
water on the glades is the central problem in management of South Florida wild 
lands. It is probable that the glades cannot be long maintained in their 
present aspect, even in the absence of fire, unless this problem is satis
factorily solved. Clayton and Heller (1939: 156) have reported that annual 
loss of water by evaporation and transpiration from experimental plots of 
sawgrass averaged 12 inches more than the total annual rainfall over a series 
of years. This indicates that the glades will continue to dry up unless some 
way is found to hold water in storage areas or to carry excess water from 
Lake Okeechobee to the south, instead of out to sea via canals. So long as 
each year of below average rainfall in the immediate Everglades National
Park area results in a five to seven month period of extreme fire danger over
much of the area, we can expect continued large and destructive glades fires 
in the park.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE BURNABLE VEGETATION TYPES

INTRODUCTION

This section lists the plant species and describes the aspect of 
the principal fire types of south Florida, which include all of the major 
regional vegetation types, except mangrove evvrg forests. The mangrove forests 
are probably locally burnable under some conditions but they do not present 
a major fire control problem. Material for t/ie following accounts is drawn 
mainly from personal field notes. Considerable discussion of these same vege
tation types may bo found in the scientific literature. These reports fall 
readily into two classes: Extensive qualitative surveys of the vegetation
types of the entire region south of Lake Okeechobee, such as the papers of 
Harshberger \.1912)̂  Harper (1927), and Davis (19̂ 3); and, quantitative, (or 
at least intensive) studies of particular limited areas, as the work of 
Phillips (19*10), and Egler (1952). All of these, and others which could be 
mentioned, contain much useful descriptive material, as well as some inter
esting comment on the factors controlling occurrence of the vegetation types, 
and the relations between vegetation types. References to the pertinent 
literature are included for each vegetation type discussed*

The accumulation of full ecological data on the vegetation types 
affected by fire form* an essential background to fire effect-.? study. Such 
information should include: Quantitative data on variation in the specific
composition of the vegetation from site to site through the region; identi
fication of the factors that control the distribution of the vegetation types, 
and the variation witain each; and data-supported conclusions on the succes
sional relations between the various vegetation types. Only fragments of this 
information are available in the present scientific literature. The survey 
papers present general discussions ana composite lists of the plant species 
of the different vegetation types. I feel, however, that their comments on 
controlling factors and successional relationships are not convincingly sup
ported in many cases. Other papers give largely adequate portrayals of small 
areas, but are inadequate for the understanding of the vegetation types con
cerned throughout their south Florida range - The papers cited and others 
represent valuable, inneed indispensable, preliminary work to which all later 
workers in the area must acknowledge indebtedness. Previous work has estab
lished the broad outlines of regional plant ecology, and serves as a point of 
departure for more intensive and detailed studies,

1. PINS FOREST AREAS

The pine forests of lower Florida are often considered to be 
southern outliers of the extensive longleaf pine forests of the southeastern 
United States. It seems to be less generally appreciated that they are more 
strongly related to pine forest areas of the Bahamas, Cuba, Hispaniola, ana 
parts of Central America. Although there is considerable similarity of general 
forest aspect to longleaf pine forests, the different climactic conditions, 
the different substrate, end the differences in the species involved are bars 
to a close comparison with pine forests of the southeastern longleaf belt.
On the other hand the south Florida pine forests show detai3.ed resemblance 
to the Bahaman "Pineyards" and similarities to pine forests of Finar del Rio, 
the Isle of Pines, and the Atlantic shope of Central America. The south
eastern longleaf pine forests have received a great deal cf ecological 
study, particularly study of fire effects,
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and. one is tempted to search there for information helpful in understanding 
the South Florida pine areas. For the reasons cited above I believe that 
it is well to move with caution in attempting this transfer. For pine forest 
areas, as well as most other South Florida vegetation types, a good rule of 
thumb is —  when in search of useful ecological information from comparable 
areas, look to the South.

Accounts of the vegetation of South Florida pine forests may "be 
found in the following works: Harshberger (1912: 87—98), Simpson (1920:
Chap. 7), Harper (1927: 90-92, 176-179), Davis (1943: 160-166), and in many 
of John K. Small’s narrative accounts of botanical exploration in South Florida.

SUBSTBATE - The pine forests of South Florida are restricted to 
elevations of Hiami Limestone. These occur in two widely separated areas:

1. The so-called Miami Rock Ridge, predominantly a pine forest 
area, which extends southwest from Miami to "below Florida City, 
and thence west ’dv slightly south (as Long Pine Key) into Zver- 
glades National Park almost to the Dade-Monroe County Line.

2. The Lower Florida Keys, where extensive pine forests are found
on Big Pine, ITo Fame, Little Pine and Cudjoe Keys, and additional 
small stands of pine on Sugarloaf, Howe, and Big Torch Keys.

The actual elevation of these "upland8 limestone areas is slight, ranging, 
on the mainland, from near 25 feet above sea level at Miami to five feet, or 
perhaps less, in parts of Long Pine Key. Some sites on Big Pine Key may reach 
15 feet above sea level, but most of the Lower Florida Keys pine area is 
considerably less elevated. Lower parts of the pine forest area, particularly 
that of Long Pine Key, are subject to some flooding during the summer rainy 
season. It appears that adequate elevation above the water table is the 
essential characteristic of pineland sites, rather than any relation to the 
specific geological formation. Exposures of Miami Limestone at lower eleva
tions subject to longer periods of annual flooding are occupied by other 
vegetation types. At all but a few sites the boundary between pine forest 
and adjoining vegetation types, (such as sawgrass prairie) is clear-cut with 
only a narrow zone in which plants of the two vegetation types occur together.

The grotesquely eroded limestone substrate is a characteristic 
feature of the South Florida pine forests, and one v/hich presents much dif
ficulty to firefighting in the pinelands. A statement by Ginsburg (in,_litt») 
attached as an appendix to this report, discusses the erosion processes in 
detail. Limestone is exposed at the surface throughout the pinelands. The 
usual reaction of one seeing such an area for the first time is to wonder 
where the trees find soil to grow in. There is virtually no soil in the 
usual sense out in the Lone Pine Key area, and more commonly in the so-called 
"Redlands" section west and north of Homestead, potholes in the limestone 
often contain small quantities of a reddish clay which is apparently a product 
of limestone decomposition. Despite the formidable material and the expense 
of preparation, the rockland area is presently enjoying an agricultural boom. 
Large tracts of pineland have been cleared for mango, avocado, and lime groves, 
and for winter vegetable fields. At the present rate of development the 
South Florida pineland seems likely to disappear almost entirely except for 
the Long Pine Key section in Everglades rational Park. In addition, the
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method of agricultural preparation (by bulldozing off vegetation, scarifying, 
and ro ck plowing) produces such extreme changes that pine is very slow to 
recolonize abandoned rockland fields.

YSGEjTATIOlI - THE PIHF OVERSTQRY — South Florida pine fo-rests are 
composed entirely of Caribbean pine (Pinus caribaea) in open stands with a 
variously developed shrub understory, and a ground cover of grasses and herbs. 
In mature stands the pines typically have long clear trunks and small, often 
much twisted, tops. The photographs below (Pigs. *1-, 2, & 3) show the appear- 
ance of the only near-mature 3tand of Caribbean pine remaining in South 
Florida. This is the small area of pineland of the original Royal Palm 
State Park now included in Sverglades National Park. The largest trees here 
reach 16" D3H. With the exception of this small tract all of the rockland 
pine forest of South Florida has been cut over, much of it several times. 
Several small sawmills still operate in the Homestead area, but vevj little 
useable timber remains.

The following account of early lumbering operations in the region 
is largely from information provided by a former lumberman, Hr. F. L. Skill 
of Homestead. — > Cutting began in the Redlands area about 1905. 'The chief 
sawmill was at Princeton a few miles northeast of Homestead. Hules and oxen 
were used to get out the logs, and large steam tractors to haul them to the 
mill. The so-called "Dade County pine" was the hardest pine timber known, 
and was also strongly termite-resistant. Logs "more than thirty inches in 
basal diameter" were not uncommon, and during World War I many thirty foot 
12 x 12n timbers were supplied to the U. S. 17avy. To Mr. Skill's knowledge 
no South Florida pine forests were ever turpentined. Lumbering began on 
Long Pine Hey around 1935 and continued up to 1945 or 1947. Mr, Skill stated 
that the pines of Long Pine Key were smaller than those of the Redlands, the 
largest being about 24" in basal diameter. Beard (1938: 10) says "There is 
not very much of the original stand of large pines left on Long Pine Hey 
because lumbering operations on State property have been in progress for a 
year or two now." Two sawmills operated on Long Pine Hey, one at Osteen 
Hammock Glade about one mile west of the east end of the Key, and a later 
one at Twin Hammock C-lade, some four miles farther west. According to 
information supplied by Hr. C. C. von Paulsen of Homestead, cutting at the 
Twin Hammock Glade mill proceeded until 1947. Trails used in bringing logs 
to these mills run throughout much of the Long Pine Key pinelands. These 
have recently been used as access roads for firefighting, and occasionally 
as fire breaks. Apparently considerable cutting was done after 1940, as many 
of the present logging trails do not appear on a.erial photographs of the 
1940 series. Fig. 4 shows a pine stand typical of much of Long Pine Key, 
with a thin overstory of cull trees left at the last cutting, and a vigorous 
understory of young pine. Other areas of Long Pine Key now have even—aged 
second growth stands of somewhat larger pines, roughly 35 - 50 feet tall and
4 - 8" D3E (see Fig. 7). Hr. Skill states that clean cutting was the usual 
lumbering practice in south Florida, and that Long pine Key was lumbered in 
this manner. He believed that parts of Long Pine Hey were gone over again, 
at which time any remaining usable trees were cut. This would account for 
present variations in pine stands of the area.

7HG5TATI0H - SHPJJ3 UI-IDBRSTORY - The rockland pine forests of South 
Florida are characterized by an extremely varied understory of low palms and 
hardwood shrubs. In some areas of Long Pine Hoy 40 or more species can be
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found growing within a radius of a few yards. More than 100 species occur 
in the understory of South Florida pine woods, and perhaps half of these 
are of fairly regular occurrence. Table 10 included in the Appendix shows 
the specific composition of the pine woods shrub understory vegetation at 
18 South Florida sites and the constancy of occurrence of the various 3pecies.

As might be expected from the large number of species involved., a 
great deal of variation occurs in the composition of pine woods understory 
vegetation from stand to stand. Some of this variation may be well correlated 
with slight differences in the elevation, topography, and/or soil of the 
sites occupied. The following series of photographs show some of the major 
understory types found in the Long Pine Key area which I interpret as the 
result of such site differences.

Figures 5 shows a shrub small tree understory of mixed hammock 
hardwoods which is typical of the "upland" pinewoods sites. These are the 
most elevated sections of rockland with much-eroded limestone at the surface, 
and with many deep solution holes and occasional small areas of red clay 
(Redlands) soil.

The height and density of the understory developed at any such 
site depends largely on its recent fire history. Vegetation of this sort 
variously modified by fire occupies much of the Long Pine Key pineland.

Figure 6 shows a shrub understory characterized by fire-*pruned 
buttonwood (Conocarpus erocta) occurring at transitional low pineland sites 
along the slope from pine forests to sawgrass glades. These sites have less 
exposed limestone, and the pot holes are filled with marl. The size of the 
area occupied by this buttonwood zone seems to depend on the steepness of 
the slope from pineland to glades. Along many of the transverse "finger11 
glades, v/hich indent the south side of Long Pine Key, this slope is abrupt 
(for South Florida,), and the buttonwood strip is narrow. Flsev/here on more 
gradual slopes, as a.t tho site shown, extensive buttonwood areas occur in 
pinelands.

proceeding along the "slope" from "elevated" pine rockland to saw
grass glades one encounters areas where most of the limestone is covered by 
a thin layer of marl, v/ith little rock exposed. At such sites the under
story is dominated by saw palmetto (Serenoa repens). Ho hardwoods occur, 
and the grasses and characteristic herbaceous plants of the higher pinelands 
are replaced by sawgrass, and other sedges, and many gladeland herbs. Figure 
7 shows an area, where palmettos, occur under pines. Higher rockland v/ith a 
mixed hardv/ood understory appears in the background. On slightly lower 
sites the pines disappear and extensive palmetto flats are found (Figure 8).

The stages discussed axe rather arbitrarily chosen. Their occur- 
rence is apparently controlled by gradual changes in elevation and substrate 
developed along a. gentle slope. As v/ould be expected one finds complete 
intergrading, v/ith few abrupt transitions between "stages."

Another definitely site-related variation in the pineland shrub 
understory is that brought about by deep solution holes of the high rockland 
aroas. These holes come in all sizes up to 50 feet in diameter. In the 
Long Pine Key area, six feet is about their maximum depth. Tho holes are 
usually well—filled in summer, and may hold water well into the dr:/ season.
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Hardwood species characteristic of wet sites (such as the bayheads of the 
glades) are often found growing from the bottoms of these potholes in the 
pinelands. Species commonly occurring are: Dahoon holly (ilex cassine),
pond apple (Annona), willow (Salix amphibia), sweetbay (Magnolia), and~ 
redbay (Tamala). Figure 9 shows a clump of willows growing from a bathtub- 
sized pineland solution hole on Long Pine Key. Such locations enjoy some 
fire protection, and the plants often survive to reach tree size.

Variations discussed above may be more or less definitely associated 
with obvious site differences. In addition there is much variation in the 
total density and specific composition of the hardwood shrub understory of 
"upland" pine forest which is evidently not related to site differences. Part 
of this undoubtedly results from the different fire effects histories of the 
various sites but the absence of exact information on the fire histories of 
local areas makes this relation difficult to demonstrate.

In order to get a clearer idea of the extent of the variation of 
the shrub understory in a extremely limited area counts of understory plants 
were made on a series of 12 closely adjacent l/lO-acre plots. The pineland 
area chosen for this quantitative study has a poorly developed shrub under
story and is believed to represent the loxrer limit of variation in pinewoods 
understory vegetation. Hie plots studied show no obvious differences in 
soil or elevation and are so nearly contiguous that any differences in fire 
effects history seems most unlikely. The results of this study are presented 
in Table 11 (Appendix).

In this case the specific composition of the shrub understory is 
fairly uniform. One of two species, rough velvetseed (Guettarda scabra) or 
varnish leaf (Dodonaea Jamaicensis), predominates in numbers on all plots.
Seven species occurred on all plots studied, and these include the six most 
abundant species. Sixteen species occurred on two-thirds or more of the 
plots. In contrast, the plots studied show great variation in the density 
of the shrub understory. The plot with the most dense shrub layer supports 
over five times more woody plants than the plot with the least dense shrub 
growth.

For the Long Pine Key area as a whole, variation in the specific 
composition of the shrub understory is much more marked. As noted in Table
10 any of ten or more species may predominate in local areas. Also as shown 
in Table 11 either or both of the two species which were predominant on the 
present quantitative study plots may be absent elsewhere. It seems probable 
that some of the variation results from variations in the frequency and 
season of burning at different sites, but the influence of this possibly 
important fire effect cannot be determined from data now at hand.

VEGETATION - GRASS-HERBACEOUS LAYER. To complete the description 
of south Florida pine forest vegetation some account of the rich herbaceous 
flora is in order. This flora contains many striking species, and should 
eventually prove to be a considerable attraction even to casual visitors.
In addition a sizeable proportion of the species are endemics, found only 
in south Florida, which adds to their botanical interest. Since virtually 
all pineland fires are ground fires, the development of this grass-herba
ceous layer varies greatly from place to place according to how recently 
the area has burned. This relation will be discussed in the next section 
of the report. A list of the characteristic pineland ferns, grasses and 
herbaceous plants is included in the Appendix.



OEIGIIT OF TI-3 I5.0FIGAL FLORA

The point of origin of South Florida's tropical plants and the 
probable modes of transport are matters for interesting speculation though 
no "answers'* are likely to be forthcoming. Of the two nearby Antillean 
areas Cuba seems a more likely source than the Bahamas both because it is 
geologically older and because ocean, currents appear to favor Cuba to 
Florida transport over the other. Simpson (1932, pp. 53-54) indicates 
the source more precisely as the Sierra de las Organos region of north
western Cuba, and calculates that fruits or seedlings carried into the 
G-ulf Stream by rivers draining these mountains would be off the Florida 
Keys in two and one-half days. Considerably more rapid transport either 
by wind or water presumably could occur during hurricanes.

2. TROPICAL HA.::0CZ FORESTS 

Introduction

The hammock forests of Sverglades National Park are one of 
the Park's most notable biological features. Along with the mangrove swamp 
forests they serve to give the region its tropical character. And, since 
they fulfill to some extent the popular idea of "Jungle1*, they are of great 
visitor interest. Information on their ecology is valuable both for proper 
interpretation and as a guide for management practices. However, despite 
the botanical interest of these forests their ecology is still but poorly 
known. Phillips (1940) study of Castellow Hammock is the only detailed 
ecological work yet published. This section of the present report provides 
a considerable amount of new data on the flora of hammock forests on a 
variety of sites, and quantitative data on the forest composition of some. 
In addition an attempt is made to point out some of the geographic and 
theoretical areas from which further information is to be desired.

In considering the hammock forests two basic ideas should be kept 
in mind. - 1. ^he tropical element of the flora represents that part of 
the Antillean, particularly the Cuban, flora that has been Able to become 
established across a water barrier through tho action of natural agencies 
of dispersal that are still operative. There is every reason to believe 
that the process continues and that the chances of dispersal and establish?* 
ment will bring additional species of tropical plants to South Florida.
There is at least some reason to suspect that some of the present species 
v/hich arc rare or, v/hich show puzzling patterns of distribution in South 
Florida, may be the more recent arrivals. - 2. '.fithin the range of the 
tropical vegetation in South Florida occur two climatic gradients v/hich 
may influence the distribution of the tropical species and the aspect and 
composition of tropical hammock forest vegetation. These are the south 
to north gradient of increasing frequency of killing frosts, end the roughly 
east to v/est gradient of decreasing annual rainfall from an average of 
about 60" per year at wiami to 40-1* per year at Key ''Jest.

The South Florida, tropical hammock forests must be considered to 
be in a tentative state of development which reflects the geological youth 
of the region, the vagaries of dispersal across water barriers, and the 
approach to a critical climatic boundary.



'The possible natural vectors of plant propagules from the West 
Indies to Florida include ocean currents, migratory birds, and hurricane 
winds. There is considerable interest in attempting to evaluate the 
relative importance in the South Florida situation of these several trans- 
■oort facilities.

At the present time casual field observations suggest that hur
ricane winds and tides are the major factor in the natural establishment 
of West Indian plants in South Florida. Simpson (1932, p. 55) writes "I 
have seen again and again little bays and shallows of the sea in Cuba, 
Jamaica, Haiti, Central America and the Bahamas filled v/ith logs, branches 
of trees, decaying v/ood and leaves, as v/ell as millions of seeds ... here 
the cargo lay awaiting shipment ... Once about a month after a severe 
hurricane I visited the Lower Keys where the water overwhelmed a considerable 
part of the land and I found hundreds of acres on Big Pine and other keys 
simply buried in West Indian trash and seeds; millions of the latter were 
s-prouted and growing, the very same species that constituted the flora of 
these islands.B Darlington (1938) has discussed the role of hurricanes in 
the origin of the fauna of the Greater Antilles. Although his paper deals 
mostly with transport of animals by hurricanes much of the discussion is 
also pertinent to the present problem. Careful field observations in the 
wake of future South Florida hurricanes may provide additional information 
on the hurricane as a vector of organisms, a bio-geographical factor of 
great importance throughout the Caribbean area.

The role of migrant birds in the spread of plants across water 
barriers in the Antillean region is uncertain. Howard (1950) considered 
birds as v/ell as other agencies of inter-island transport in his study of 
the vegetation of the Bimini Islands, Bahamas. From results of feeding 
tray experiments conducted on Bimini in May (ibid, p. 239) he concluded 
that birds are probably effective vectors only of species with small fruits 
and seeds that are completely ingested and may remain viable after passing 
through the digestive tract. He found that the pericarp of larger fleshy 
fruits (such as those of pigeon plum, Coccolobis laurifolie.) v/as usually 
pecked away and eaten, while the seed itself was seldom carried for any 
distance. Accordingly in his very interesting table (op. cit. pp. 342-349) 
Howard lists birds as a probable major factor in the inter-island dispersal 
of a number of specics. Several questions may, however, be raised, in regard 
to Howard1 s feeding station experiments., The species of birds which partici
pated in the experiments are not named, nor is it definitely stated that 
they were migrants rather than resident Bailsman species. The exact dates 
in May on which the work v/as done are not given. Since specific differences 
in plant, food preferences among birds almost undoubtedly exist, as v/ell as 
specific differences in the method of dealing v/ith the same plant food, item, 
it would seem to be important to distinguish the bird species involved. The 
exact May dates are equally important, so far as South Florida is concerned, 
since the bulk of spring migrant passerines have passed through South Florida 
before the middle of May. The following comment of Simpson (1932, p. 52) is 
of interest in the consideration of seed transport to Florida by birds. 
Nearly all the trees and shrubs of Cuba and the nearer tropics blossom 
in tho spring or early summer and, ripen their fruit in late summer or fall. 
This is especially true of those that bear drupes or berries.... They 
furnish excellent food for migrating birds, out unfortunately they are 
going south - the wrong way. When they come back on the homeward flight 
in the spring nearly all the fruits have fallen.n
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Proper evaluation of the possible role of birds in the dispersal 
of West Indian, plants to South Florida will require much data on the coinci
dence of available seed sources with the spring migration dates and routes 
of particular bird species; on the food habits of the bird species involved; 
and, on the viability of seeds of various plants after passage through a 
bird’s digestive tract. There seems no reason to doubt the importance of 
birds in South Florida in the local dispersal of many plants. In addition 
to seeds passed with feces, many field observations, involving a wide variety 
both of plants and birds, suggest that entire fruits of many plants are 
commonly carried distances up t* several hundred yards by adult birds feeding 
nestlings. The rapid appearance of such plants as Trema floridana on any 
newly available bare area is likely due largely to seeds dropped by birds.

Eov/ardrs study of possible methods of plant distribution by feeding 
experiments with various fruits and seeds offered to birds and land crabs 
seems to offer many possibilities for significant work in a field where the 
rhetorical approach has been more common. Other lines of investigation in 
experimental plant geography, such as experimental study of toleration of 
exposure to salt water by fruits of various species immediately suggest 
themselves.

THE T53H "HO-iOgl”

Much effort has been spent in attempts to define, de—limit and 
derive the term "Hammock" in its use in reference to southeastern United 
States forest types. The term enjoys wide (and unfortunately rather flexible) 
lay usage locally and throughout Florida and tries at a scientific definition 
have not been signally successful. I am compelled to cite some of these 
for two reasons: 1. To give a brief historical review of the development
of scientific notice of the difficulties involved in use of the term, and,
2. To illustrate some of the clustering ambiguities which almost defy a 
precise application of the term.

(Harper, 1905, p. 400-402) "... It may be broadly defined as a 
limited area with comparatively dry soil (a.t least never inundated and thus 
distinguished from a swamp), containing a large proportion of trees other 
than pines, and located in a region where "prairies", marshes or open pine 
forests predominate. Topographically a hammock may be either a slight 
elevation or a depression, or a slope, and its soil may be sandy, clayey 
or rocky. The soil is usually rather rich, and the trees growing in it are 
usually mostly evergreens — though there is probably no one tree which 
characterizes all hammocks - and they usually grow so close together as to 
shade the ground and allow the formation of humus, which is almost wanting 
in the adjaccnt areas ... A hammock as here defined is always characterized 
by its vegetation rather than by its topography, it can hardly have anything 
to do v/ith 'hummock'."

(Harper, 1911a, p. 217 footnote) "T-!any residents of other states 
who have written about Florida have attempted, t* define "hammock" (a term 
which is used in Florida more than in all the rest of the world) but most 
of them have missed the mark by attempting to correlate it with soil. A 
hammock is nothing more or less than a certain type of vegetation: namely
a comparatively dense growth of trees other than pines on comparatively
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dry soil ... in a region where open pine forests predominate. The ground 
in 3uch places is usually covered with more or less humus derived from 
the trees hut under the humus may he either sand, clay, marl or limestone,"

(Small, 1916, p. 165) "A hammock - the word probably of indian
origin - is a dense growth of mostly broad-leaved shrubs and trees, thus 
giving shade, in a pine forest or on a prairie. The use of the word is 
confined to Florida and adjacent states."

(Simpson, 1920, p. 190) "The word "hammock" is generally applied 
in Florida to the forests of broad-leaved trees as distinguished from pine 
woods."

(Small, 1930, p. 14, footnote 2) "... Sometimes hammock growth 
occupies a whole geologic formation, at other times it exists as islands, 
so to speak, in pinewoods or on prairies, or surrounded by other plant 
associations. They occur only in regions protected from fire, or in fire- 
ravaged regions they represent areas that fire has not yet run through. It 
cannot be correlated with altitude or with soil, for beneath the humus ... 
may be sand, clay, marl or rock."

(Byers, 1930, p. 22?) "In Florida the term hammock is used to
designate hardwood forests."

(Small, 1931, p. l) "It (hammock) was formerly confused with the 
word hummock, a topographic term. Hammock is a phytogeographic term."

(Phillips, 1940, p p. 166-7) "Southwest of Miami on the limestone 
ridge there are numerous islands of vegetation known as tropical hammocks. 
These particular hammocks are composed of a dense growth of trees of tropical 
origin ... The term hammock i3 applied to several different types of plant 
associations. The term as here used corresponds to the definition given by 
Harper (1905) in a paper in which he discusses the derivation of the word 
and its various corruptions. In a later paper Harper uses the term hammock 
as synonomous with climax. The term hammock as used in northern Florida by 
Thone (1927) also refers to the climax type of vegetation and does not give 
the idea of an island of vegetation."

(Carr, 1940, p. 15) "In Florida the word hammock is applied to 
any hardwood forest. The prevalence of coniferous woods - pinelands and 
cypress swamps - lend significance to a term v/hich distinguishes between 
these common types and the hardwoods ... (ibid., pp. 17-13) A mesophytic 
forest of hardwoods mostly West Indian in species, appears to be the climax 
association for the Florida Keys and the peninsula south of Palm 3cach 
County on the east coast, Hendry County in the interior and Lee County on
the v/est coast. Hammocks of this type occur in potholes or in old detritus-
filled depressions in the limestone flatwoods; as insular elevations in the 
Sverglades; along the banks of many creeks and rivers; and intermittently 
in the pra.irie land and buttonwood forests back of the mangrove swamps in 
the Cape Inble region and along the shores of Florida Bay.""

(Laessle, 1942, p. 35, and footnote 14) "Hammocks are woods
dominated by Broadlea.ved Evergreen trees.1* They occur on a variety of
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soils, ranging from well-drained to nearly saturated, but never occupy areas 
that are seasonally or periodically flooded ... Although Watson (1926),
Carr (1940) and others have defined hammocks as hardwood forests, I believe 
that a more restricted definition of the term is not only desirable but is 
closer to the accepted usage of the term in Florida. Areas of considerable 
3ize dominated by evergreen hardwood trees ore so abundant and well-marked 
over most of the state that they constitute a characteristic feature of the 
landscape and require some distinguishing term. The terra hammock as used 
in Florida nearly always connotes such evergreen hardwood associations, and 
should be restricted to thi3 use as a definite ecological term."

(Davis, 1943, pp. 166»?7) "The term hammock as used in Florida 
has come to mean groups of broad-leaved trees, either evergreen or deciduous, 
which are frequently associated with the cabbage palm or other palms. ‘These 
groups of trees usually form a dense forest as compared to the surrounding 
forests, marshes or prairies. They also usually cover small areas and ... 
stand out on the horizon as islands of trees ... The outstanding feature 
of the southern Florida hammocks is the great diversity in the kinds of 
plants that form them."

(Douglas, 1947, p. 32) "The islands are like the sawgrass, tho 
particular feature of the glades ... They look like hummocks and many books 
persist in calling them so. They are called also "heads", "strands" and 
"tree islands", but the right name is "hammock" from "hamaca", an Arawak 
word for jungle or masses of vegetation floating in a tropical river."

(Egler, 1952, p. 232, footnote) "Hammock, a vernacular south 
Florida term, derived from Hamaca an Arawak Indian word for jungle, or 
masses of vegetation floating in a tropical river (Douglas, 1947). A 
hammock (not to be confused with hummock) is a physiognomic vegetation 
type, an "island" of dense forest in a "sea" of open forest or grassland. 
Hammocks may be higher than, lower than, or on the same soil level as the 
surrounding vegetation. They may be developnontally younger than (i.e. a 
pioneer stage) or older than (i.e. nearer a "climax") than the surrounding 
vegetation. They are usually more fire resistant, and less often burned, 
than the surrounding vegetation."

Table 4 summarizes the hammock definitions. The difficulties 
involved in the use of the word stem from amalgamation of several concepts 
into one term. The term "hammock", as applied to vegetation incorporates 
two main ideas: the physiognomic idea of a limited or island stand of
vegetation; and the structural idea of a definite type of vegetation (i.e., 
a floristically diverse, mature hardwood forest with a deep humus deposit 
occupying a non-swamp site). Perhaps the term was originally applied only 
to islands of the particular forest type. If so, usage has long 3ince 
ceased to observe this restriction. The use of the term has varied from 
the extreme physiognomic sense, in v/hich any island stand of forest, regard
less of type, is called a "hammock"; to the extreme structural sense, in 
which any stand of presumed climax or near-climax vegetation, regardless of 
extent, is called a "hammock". Cases offering opportunity for confusion 
are far more numerous than are the stands qualifying as "hammock" by both 
counts, thus, the continuous tropical forests of the Upper Florida Keys are 
"hammocks" in local parlance and in structure, but they are not islands of 
vegetation. And, a stand of cypress in a flatwoods pond is a "hammock" in 
the strictly physiognomic sense of being an island of dense vegetation, but 
in no other.
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Authority __
Harper
(1905, 1911a)

Small
(1916, 1930, 
1931 et al)

Simpson 
(1920)

Byers 
■ (1930)
Phillips 

(194-0)

Physiognomy
A limited area 
in a region 
where other 
vegetation pre
dominates

May either oc
cupy an entire 
geological for
mation or exist 
in islands

(S. Florida) 
islands of 
vegetation

Topography 
No special 
topography, 
may be an el
evation a de
pression or a 
slope________
Cannot be 
correlated
with altitude

Soil Type
soil water 
Relations

de-Y;ith humus 
posit - i'\lo 
characteristic 
substrate

A variety of 
soil types 
beneath the 
humus deposit

C omparatively 
dry soil

Flora
Trees other 
than pines

(S. Florida) 
of tropical 
origin

Forest Type 
Mostly ever
green

Forest Aspect,
C omparatively 
dense

Mostly broad
leaved trees 
and shrubs - 
usually fire- 
protected

A dense 
growth

Broadleaved
trees__
Hardwood 
forests

(S. Florida)
A dense growth 
of trees

Carr 
(1940)

(S. Florida)
Hot necessarily* 
islands of veg 
etation

(S. Florida) 
Depressions in 
limestone flat 
woods - insu
lar elevations 
in the Ever
glades_______

(S. Florida 
Mostly fiest 
Indian in 
species

Any hardwood 
forest - (S. 
Florida) a cli 
max mesophytic 
forest of 
hardwoods

Laessle
(1942)

Davis
(1943)

A variety oi 
soils

iiiever season- 
all;'- or peri
odically 
flooded

Usually cover 
small areas 
and stand out 
as islands

Floods dominat
ed by broad
leaved ever- 
green trees

frequently as-:QroUpS 0f 
sociated with : broadleaved 
palms (S .Fla. ̂ -trees either 
great diversi-: evergreen or 
ty in the : deciduous
kinds of plants__________ __

usually form 
a dense 
forest
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Authority Physiognomy : Topography Soil "type
Soil Water 
Relations Flora ; Forest !£ype ; Forest Aspect

: Egler Island of for-: Higher, lower: . :Developmentally :
(1952) est in a sea or on same younger or older

of open forest; soil level as: •• :than the surrounding :
or grassland surrounding vegetation - usually

••

•«

vegetation : ••
••

:less often burned : 
• • • •
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The foregoing definitions were not summoned out of the literature 
for the purpose of providing the author with antagonists. There is really 
no question of right usage vs. wrong usage involved, except, perhans, where 
authors have failed to clearly distinguish "hammock," in their own defi
nition, from other forest types (such as "bayhead") to which they aoply 
different terms. Egler's (1952) use of the term in its strictly physiognomic 
sense v/ith reference to "cypress low hammocks" (p. 235) and "Avicennia 
hammocks" (p. 259) seemed completely foreign at first glance. I acknowledge, 
however, that this usage is perfectly at peace with his definition.

It is difficult to see how one should proceed in the fact of this 
semantic stalemate. A possible solution, of course, is to abandon ecological 
usage of the term. However, it is so firmly entrenched in the vernacular, 
that this extreme measure would be advisable only as a last resort, and if 
no restricted usage can be agreed upon. Certainly the problem merits the 
careful attention of all southeastern botanists.

For the purposes of this paper the term "hammock" is used in its 
structural or floristic sense. Since the flora of South Florida "hammocks" 
largely differs from that of "hammocks11 elsewhere in the region where the 
term has currency they will here be referred to as "tropical hammocks," 
following Phillips (1940) end Carr (1940) in this usage. As here used, 
"tropical hammock forest11' refers to both extended and island 3tands of the 
forest typo composed of a variety of predominantly West Indian hardwoods 
v/hich is the presumed climax vegetation on all sufficiently elevated sites 
in South Florida. This usage definitely excludes such vegetation as the bay 
and cypress islands of the Everglades v/hich some authors (Ledin, 1950;
Egler, 1952; ot al.) have termed "hammocks.11 These are herein referred to 
as "bayheads" or "cypress heads." Usage of both terms is in accord with my 
understanding of their local employment in South Florida. I have not, 
however, conducted a plebiscite on the matter, and admit the possibility 
that tho present interpretation may be a mistaken one,

■/zOKAL POSITION 0? SOUTH FLORIDA HA^ICCZ FORESTS

It has become customary to refer to the South Florida hammocks as
11 sub-tropical". Thus, Davis states (1943, p. 140) "There is little doubt 
that nearly tropical conditions exist in southern Florida, especially on the 
Florida Keys, because so many tropical plants are at home there, but the 
climate is, hov/ever, considered sub-tropical and the hammocks are therefore 
sub-tropical and not tropical." —  I confess a failure to follow this 
reasoning completely. It is true that frost occurs throughout South Florida, 
perhaps more widely and more frequently than v/eather records may show. It 
is also true that occasional frosts are severe enough, at least on the main
land, to do extensive damage to native tropical vegetation. This factor, 
however, has not had sufficient influence to prevent the development of 
vegetation types v/hich show detailed resemblance to several in the unabashedly 
"tropical" Antilles, Since the vegetation developed under the reigning 
climate is a community composed of tropical plant species, there seems no 
clear need for a prefix. The term "sub-tropical hammock11 does not describe 
or explain anything and it contributes confusion by suggesting differences 
that do not exist. What "sub-tropical" species are involved? Most of the 
plants concerned occur throughout the West Indies., or even more widely in 
the Efeotropics. It seems much more important to emphasize the striking 
similarities, rather than the minor differences.



The ecological understanding of the South Florida hammock forests 
is not likely to he served by forcing them into classifications of vege
tation. developed for the southeastern United States, as has sometimes been 
attempted (Davis, Fla. Acad. Sci., i'Tov. 1951, p. 5).* The union seems most 
unnatural. Lower Florida from about the line Tampa-Cape Canaveral south is 
a region where species of south temperate and tropical floras both approach-* 
ing their climatic range extremities, meet and sometimes mingle to form 
transitional vegetation types. It nay be said that the tropical species 
and vegetation types tend to predominate near the coasts with the south 
temperate assemblages extending far south on suitable sites in the interior. 
There is no sharp junction and no reason to expect one, but it is evident 
in traversing the region that a major zonal boundary is crossed. One passes 
from an area in which the dominant elements of the flora are almost wholly 
south temperate to one in which they are almost wholly tropical. South of 
the latitude of Miami the passage into the zone of a tropical flora is 
virtually.complete. Here the proportion of south temperate species which 
enter into the self-maintaining hardwood forest community becomes insignifi
cant.

It seems reasonable, therefore, to try to relate the South Florida 
hardwood forests to vegetation-type classifications developed for the yew 
World Tropics and particularly for the West Indies. This point v/ill bear 
much emphasis, It indicates the direction in v/hich we need look in order to 
obtain ecological information of use in the interpretation and management of 
these tropical forests v/hich are one of the high spots of interest in Ever
glades National Park.

One of the most useful classifications of neotropical vegetation 
types is that developed in the paper "Climax Vegetation in Tropical America" 
(Beard, 1944). This classification arranges vegetation types into a number of 
"formations" primarily distinguished by physiognomic aspect rather than 
floristics. These plant formations are grouped into "formation-series" 
formations v/hich occur under similar habitat conditions. Moisture relations 
are considered to be the most significant environmental factor in determining 
the stage at maturity of vegetational development on most sites. In Beard's 
classification the tropical hammock forests of South Florida fall into the 
series termed "seasonal formations" (ibid., p. 137). The important feature 
of the habitat of these vegetation types is seasonal drought, a more or less 
regular annual period during v/hich evaporation - transpiration exceeds pre
cipitation. Board cites the v/ork of Charter (1941) in British Honduras 
which indicated that in tropical America the drought point is reached (on 
sites with normal drainage) with a monthly rainfall of less than four inches. 
Sites with excessive internal drainage, such as may be true of some in South 
Florida, may experience drought conditions at a somewhat higher monthly 
rainfall.

*In his discussion Davis indicates that ho has considered and rejected the 
possibility that South Florida hammock forests may belong to the tropical 
formations of Board. In his classification, (p. 5, Table l) these forests 
are listed under the "Southeastern Broadleaved Hardwoods Forest Formation" 
as "Subtropical Hammock Forest Associations and Associes." Still more 
singular is the inclusion of mangrove vegetation in this formation.
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Table 9 (included in the appendix) was prepared in order to better 
estimate South Florida rainfall on the basis outlined above. The table 
shows by years (1900-194?) all periods of two or more consecutive months 
in which less than four inches of rain per month was recorded at 3ix South 
Florida stations. Also 3hown are the months of each drought period and the 
recorded rainfall for these months. From the data shown the average length 
in months of the annual drough period, and the average total (and monthly) 
drought period rainfall is calculated for each station; The table shows 
that a well-marked annual drought period occurs throughout South Florida, 
There is much variation and records from several stations are short. It is 
■perhaps safe, however, to generalize to this extent. In the Miami-Homestead 
area the drought period generally extends from November or December to April 
or May. Proceeding south and west out the Florida Keys the drought period 
is lengthened, primarily through the occurrence of a secondary midsummer 
period, and approaches eight months duration at Key West.

Some authors have referred to the South Florida hammocks as "rain 
forests" (see Harshberger, 1912; p. 120, and Byers, 1930: p. 229). This view 
is completely in error, justified neither by the aspect of the forest nor the 
regional rainfall. Beard states (loc. cit.) "These (seasonal) formations are 
typically the expression of a seasonal —  as against a well-distributed 
rainfall ... The duration of seasonal drought determines the degree of diver
gence of physiognomy in the formation from rain forest."

Six formations distinguished by the relative severity of the 
seasonal drought comprise Beard's seasonal formation - series. It is empha
sized that the transition is complete, and that tho stages selected, ranging 
from near rain forest to desert, are rather arbitrary. The South Florida 
tropical hardwood forests evidently belong near the more mesophytic end of 
this series with the "Evergreen Seasonal Forests", "Semi-overgreen Seasonal 
Forests", and "Deciduous Seasonal Forests." Salient characteristics of 
these forest types arc given below.

Evergreen Sea,sona.l Forests (op. cit., p. 138).

Forests with three tree strata, - a discontinuous upper 
layer reaching 100 /'; a middle layer forming a closed canopy at 
45' - 90'; and a lower layer at 10' - 30'. Occasional large trees 
in a forest of smaller growth. Larger trees branch low and have 
s-oreading rounded tops. Lianas and epiphytes are common, and 
ground vegetation is abundant. —  Predominantly an evergreen 
forest but some species in the upper tree layer may be deciduous. 
Species of the lower strata are evergreen. Compound-leaved species 
predominate in the upper two strata.- Most species in the lower 
strata have simple leaves. —  A rich flora with 80/ tree species 
p€r association.

Semi-evergreen Seasonal Forests (op. cit., p. 138-9)

Forests v/ith two tree strata —  an upper story at 
60' - 80' and a lower between 20' - 45'. Occasional large trees, 
but with most of the mature specimens about 18" in diameter. The 
trees fork low and tend to be umbrella-shaped. Lianas are very 
abundant, epiphytes are relatively rare, ground vegetation is scanty.
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Pan palms may "bo common. Species in the lower story are 
mainly evergreen, most of those in the ut>per story are 
deciduous in varying degrees depending upon the severity of 
the dry season. Compound leaves predominate in the upper 
story, simple leaves in lower story. 50 to 80 tree species 
per association.

Deciduous Seasonal Forests (o-p. cit., p, 139-40)

Two layered forests with a closed canopy formed by 
the lower story at 10' - 30' and a scattered upper layer of 
trees reaching 60'. The trees branch low and are often crooked.
Lianas and epiphytes are rare, ferns and mosses are virtually 
absent. Ground vegetation is sparse to absent. Two-thirds or 
more of individuals in the upper stratum are deciduous. Trees 
in tho lower stratum are mostly evergreen. Compound and simple 
leaves are about equally distributed in the upper story, simple 
leaves predominate in the lowor story, a relatively poor flora 
with 30 to 50 tree species per association,

It is scarcely to be expected that forests developed in a. tropical 
fringe area such as South Florida would fit all details of this classifica
tion. In addition much of the data needed in order to test the closeness 
of the fit are still in the woods. It may be said, however, that such 
forests as those of Paradise Key and the Mahogany Hammocks appear to closely 
ap'oroach the Evergreen Seasonal Forest type; while hammocks of tho middle 
and lower Florida Keys (such as that of Lignum-Vitac Key) tend equally toward 
the Deciduous Seasonal Forests.

DECIDUOUSffFSS Iff SOUTH FLORIDA HA-iKOCK FORESTS

As shown, degree of deciduousness of the emergent tree stratum 
is a key point in the classification of the seasonal forest types, The 
scarcity of precise information on this point is typical of the general 
state of ecological knowledge concerning South Florida hammock forests.
Harper (1927, 108-112) seems to be the only author who considered this 
as-oect in any detail. In his lists of .plants for hammock forests of several 
areas some evergreen and deciduous tree species are distinguished. Pioneer 
South Florida naturalist, Charles Torrey Simpson, was intrigued by this 
matter and makes several general observations about deciduousness in South 
Florida hammocks. He writes (1932, p. 174) "In that part of the state which 
may be truly called semi-tropical only a few trees such as the willows .and 
the red mulberry among the hardier ones, and, the Gumbo-limbo and Metopium 
or poisonwood, partially or even almost wholly cast their leaves in winter." 
Sinroson evidently concludcd that deciduousnoss was inconsequential since he 
later states (ibid., p. 182) "Put the most accomplished northern botanist 
into one of our hammocks and I defy him to tell whether it is June or 
January, Spring or Autumn.11

notwithstanding the above statements many hardwood tree species 
are regularly deciduous in South Florida and others appear to drop their 
leaves irregularly depending on the severity of the dry season. Three 
general tĵ pes of deciduousness may be distinguished.
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1. One type is that shown by woody species of northern 
origin that are regularly deciduous in late autumn as 
in temperate regions. These species usually are bare 
for only a short period, beginning to leaf out again 
soon after leaves are dropped. Species in this group 
include:

Salix amphibia (willow)

Morus rubra (Red mulberry)

Celtis missi3sippjgnsis (southern hackberry)

Rhus leucantha (sumac)

2. A number of tropical species appear to be irregularly 
deciduous in south Florida, the degree of leaf fall varying 
with the intensity of the drought period. Cool weather may 
be another factor that affects deciduousness, since Simpson 
observed (op. cit., p. 172) that gumbo-limbo and poisonwood 
didn't drop their leaves in the cool winter of 1930-31. —  
This sort of deciduousness can be very misleading. There 
is no general leaf fall and the change in aspect of the 
forest from week to week may be scarcely noticeable. None
theless the crowns evidently thin gradually until at the end 
of a severe dry season, such as the winter of 1951-52, the 
hammock canopy may be virtually leafless, and the usually 
dark forest interiors are open and sunny. The following 
lists some of tho notable members of this group. It should 
be noted that this list also includes moot of the species 
which enter the upper canopy of the hammock forests.

Ficus aurea (strangler fig)

Dipholis salicifolia (bustic)

Sideroxylon foetidissimum (mastic)

Flaphrium simaruba (gumbo-limbo)

Metopium toxiferum (poisonwood)

Lysiloma bahamensis (wild tamarind)

Ichthyomethia piscipula, (Jamaica dogwood)

Swietenia Mahagoni (mahogany)

Simaruba glauca (paradise tree)

3. Besides the above irregular deciduousness several 
tropical species regularly drop most or all of their leaves 
at tho very end of the dry season, flower on bare branches 
and then put out new foliage. This is striking in the case



Additional information on the extent of deciduousness in south 
Florida hammock forests and its more precise correlation with climactic 
conditions would be of considerable interest.

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOUTH FLORIDA HAMMOCK FORESTS

The distribution of hammock forest vegetation in the region is 
governed by the occurrence of sufficiently elevated sites. These elevations 
may either be features of the original substrates (e.g. the Miami Rock Ridge), 
or vegetation-induced through peat deposits built up under swamp forest vege
tation types (bay and perhaps mangrove forests). A third class of eleva
tions occupied by hammock forests are the mounds resulting from the activities 
of early Indians. In areal extent the hammocks of natural elevations are 
much more prominent than those occupying deep peat deposits, although the 
latter are of great ecological interest. The necessary elevation for ham
mocks on deep peat is provided by soil that is subject to destruction by 
fire, as discussed later. This may account for the relative rarity of such 
hammock sites. Disregarding these, it may be said that the available ele
vations are located in four discrete regions: 1. The Miami Rock Ridge,
2. Hie south and southwest coasts; 3* The Upper Florida Keys; and The 
Lower Florida Keys*. Tne hammock forests of sites within each of these 
regions show certain similarities, and differ somewhat as a group from those 
of each of the other regions, both in floristic composition and in general 
forest aspect. At present it cannot be definitely stated to what extent 
many of the supposed differences are due to inadequate knowledge of the 
regions (e.g. incomplete botanical exploration, comparison of forests not 
strictly comparable in age or disturbance history, etc.). Some of the dif
ferences, however, appear to truly represent the vegetational expression of 
differing characteristics of the particular regions (i.e. regional variation 
of climate, substrates, geographic location and geological history).

In the following account these hammocks of four regions are briefly 
discussed and the regional peculiarities noted. Table 5 shows the floristic 
relations between the regions as indicated by present knowledge of the dis
tribution of the woody plant species of the tropical hammock forests. Table 
13 (see Appendix) gives complete lists of the woody plants of 25 sites rep
resenting all four regions.

MIAMI ROCK RIDC-E HAMMOCKS

These are hammocks occurring on the ridge of Miami Oolite which 
extends south and southwest from Miami into the Everglades. Within the

* A complete consideration of the south Florida hammock forest vegetation 
would have to include hammocks of the Pinecrest area of upper Monroe Co., 
and the more northerly hammock outliers along both coasts of the peninsula 
and both sides of the Everglades. None of these areas were covered in the 
present survey.

of Jamaica dogwood, soapberry (Sapindus), coral bean 
(Erythrina), mahogany, and gumbo-limbo, and also occurs 
in poisonwood, rough velvet seed (Guettarda scabra), 
blolly (Torrubia), Pisonia rotundata, and the armed ham
mock liana, Pisonia aculeata.



region individual stands often show much floristic variation. This appears 
to he associated with two factors: 1. Nearness to the coast and 2. Fire.

1. The rock ridge fronts on Biscayne Bay from the present site 
of Miami south to the vicinity of Cutler. This is the most elevated oolite 
area, probably the oldest part of the rock ridge, and the area most accessible 
to water-borne seeds. Much of it originally supported hammock forest, 
isolated patches of which remain. These coastal rock ridge hammocks because 
of their location and because they are evidently older and less disturbed by 
fire contain a number of woody plants not found elsewhere in the region.
Some of these species occur generally in hammocks near the coasts and their 
presence merely indicates a coastal site. Examples of these are Sophora 
tomentosa, Jamaica dogwood (ichthyomethia), bay cedar (Suriana), Geiger tree 
(Cordia)] and seven year apple (Casasia). Other restricted species are not 
necessarily limited to coasts, and their presence in the coastal rock ridge 
hammocks may be a floristic indication of the greater maturity of these 
hammocks as compared to others on the rock ridge. Some of these species are 
bitterbush (Picramnia), Misanteca triandra and red stopper (Eugenia confusa).

2. With the possible exception of the coastal hammocks just men
tioned all rock ridge hammocks show signs of fire damage. Tne effects now 
visible vary greatly from stand to stand and it is likely that no two have 
the same history of fire disturbance. Available fire history information 
for any particular area is vague at best, and it is not now possible to form 
a clear picture of fire effects on the composition of the rock ridge hammock 
forests. Provisionally I attribute the great floristic variation often 
seen in closely adjacent stands of hammock forest (especially in the Long 
Pine Key area) to variations in the effects of fire.

Eighteen woody plants are limited to the hammocks of the rock ridge 
of which ten (*) represent widespread south temperate species here reaching 
their southern range extremities. Hie species restricted to rock ridge 
hammocks are: Salix amphibia, *Morus rubra, *Celtis mississippiensis,
^Magnolia virginiana, Laurocerasus myrtifolia, Alvaradoa amorphoides, *Rhus 
leucantha, Ilex Krugiana, *Tlex Cassine, *Ampelopsis arborea, Misanteca 
triandra, Tetrazygia bicolor, Anamomis Simpsonii, *Diospyros iybsieri, Bumelia 
reclinata, Forestiera pinetorum,^Callicarpa americana, and ■:~Cephalanthus 
occidentalis.

The rock ridge hammocks are more uniform in aspect than in compo
sition. In general they give the impression of moist forests with an abun
dance of mosses and hepatics (including epiphyllous species) and often with 
a dense growth of ferns on the forest floor. Wet sinks with the rock avails 
covered with ferns and mosses are frequent. Spiphytic ferns, orchids and 
bromeliads are abundant and lianas of several species are common. The 
stratification of the woody vegetation is difficult to judge because many 
stands are obviously disturbed and immature. If such a hammock as Paradise 
Key represents near-mature structure, it appears that three fairly well 
defined strata are present: A discontinuous upper layer of scattered large
trees'; the closed forest canopy; and a shrub-small tree layer. Figs. 10 and 
11 show views of two Long Pine Key hammocks; an interior picture of Dark 
Hammock and a view of the edge of Sawmill Road Hammock from the adjacent 
pineland.



The Mahogany Hammocks lying southwest of the west end of Long Fine 
Key near the inner mangrove edge do not properly 'belong to any of the four 
main regions outlined. In structure, however, they resemble the rock ridge 
hammocks more than the?/ do those of the other regions. They are also moist 
forests, with many lianas and epiphytes and several strata of woody vegeta
tion. The ecologically interesting point about these hammocks is that they 
arm ear to occupy deep peat deposits built up over marl and not original rock 
elevations. This suggests that they may represent a more mature stage in 
the development of vegetation on sites once occupied by bayheada. No evidence 
of fire was found in the mahogany hammocks investigated. They are certainly 
burnable but the sites may lie beyond the usual limit of sawgrass fires burn
ing down toward the mangrove edge. The southwestern most finger of the Hay 
1950 Long Pine Key fire reached to within a little over a mile northeast of 
the northeasternmost mahogany hammock. Fire protection is provided by two 
characteristics of the surrounding marl glades, 1. Glades in this area are 
flooded for a longer period than most of the rest of the south glades. They 
may be completely dry late in the dry season, however, and one can often 
hike dry-shod to the nearer mahogany hammocks (as was true on several trips 
made in April 1952). 2. Sawgrass vegetation of glades surrounding these
hammocks is very sparse and possibly would not carry fire readily.

List #11 (Table 13: appendix) shows the woody plants of the most 
accessible of the Mahogany Hammocks. The flora shows relations to that of 
the nearby Long Pino Key hammocks in the presence of such species as live 
oak, bustic and Him>ocratea. The point of greatest interest of course, is 
the occurrence here of numerous large mahogany trees some of which exceed
41 DBH. Fig. 12 shows one of these. Only the two or three northeasternmost 
(and most acccssible) hammocks have been explored botanically, and it is 
quite possible that knowledge of the flora of the Mahogany Hammocks is in
complete. There is, for that matter, some reason to doubt that the extent 
of tho mahogany hammock area is entirely known.

Also located at (or within) tho inner mangrove edge arc tree 
islands characterized by the presence of the rare palm, Paurotis Wrightii. 
This- belt is crossed by tho Ingraham Highway to Flamingo and the half dozen 
or so stands most easily reached from the road have been much visited and 
quite a few of the palms wore removed in pre-park days. The Paurotis belt 
extends for a considerable distance on both sides of the road. It is one 
of tho least known areas of Everglades National Park which prompts one to 
s-oeak cautiously in discussing it.

This vegetation type may be described as islands of hardwood forest 
located in a bush-savannah of red mangrove (Rhizo-phora). The ground cover 
vegetation in openings between the mangroves consists of scattered tuft3 of 
small sawgrass or thinl?/ distributed ^leocharis cellulosa. The soil of sur
rounding areas is doer) marl. The for oat sites themselves are characterized 
by doec aoat. deposits, and hence are similar to the mahogany hammock and 
bayhead sites. Characteristics of the surrounding glades provide firc-pro- 
tection in the manner just noted for the mahogany hammocks. This vegetation 
may bo called either hammock or bayhead almost equally aptly. Egler (1952, 
pp. 353-259) points out the general structural similarity to bay hoads of tho 
more landward glades and gives a plant list for the one stand studied. To 
his li3t of species the following nay bo added: Trees - spicewood (Calyp-
tranthcs -gallons), Mar lb err;/ (Icacorea oaniculata), poisonwood (M,etox>iun 
toxiforun) and gumbo-limbo (51a-phrlum sinaruba), Lianas-Hix>x>ocrat.sa volubilis.,



henmook snovberry (Chiococca alba). and poison ivy (Toxicodendron). The 
few stands visited in the course of this study showed considerable variability 
in the relative importance of bayhead and hammock species. The observed 
floristic variability, considering the very few stands investigated, suggests 
the wisdom of awaiting more data before making any more definite pronounce
ment on the status of this vegetation. It is possible that the Paurotis 
tree islands represent a number of stages in the replacement of bayhead 
vegetation by tropical hammock forest. They certainly merit much more 3tudy.

SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST COAST HAMMOCKS

Hammocks here referred to occur on two substrate types: 1. Elevated
areas of marine marl near the coast; and, 2. Shell beach ridges fronting on 
Florida Say or the Gulf of Mexico. It is convenient to discuss these sep
arately although there is evidence that mature hammock forests of the two 
sites may not differ greatly.

The marl hammock areas are largely confined to a discontinuous 
belt along the south coast extending from near Bear Lake east as far as 
Trout Cove. Other hammock stands such as those occurring along the north 
side of Cuthbert, Munroe and Seven Palm Lakes are perhaps also to be in
cluded here. The hammock areas are shown on U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
Topo. Sheets T-5439, T-5440 and T-5441 prepared from the 1940 series of 
air photos. The total hammock area is quite extensive, and much of it has 
suffered from fire and hurricanes. Many large mahogany trees were reportedly 
cut in the hammock strip between Snake Bight and Crocodile Point, and else
where along the south coast, in the years prior to the establishment of Ever
glades National Park; but I v/as not able to locate much definite information 
on this unique chapter in the history of U.S. lumbering. Only small sections 
of this hammock area have received careful botanical exploration. The present 
account is based on the hammocks of the Bear Lake - Coot Bay - Snake Bight 
section (see list #9, Table 13), the only area in v/hich this vegetation type 
was studied.

Hammock forests of this area resemble those of the Florida Keys 
more than they do rock ridge hammocks both in floristies and in aspect.
The floral relation is shov/n positively by the prominence of such species 
as Jamaica dogwood, slender thatch paLm (Thrinax -parvi flora). soapberry 
(Sa~oindus), several species of columnar cacti, mahogany^ Eugenia buxifolia, 
wild cinnamon (Can oil a) and manchineel (Hi^pomano). They seem to lack such 
characteristic plants of the rock ridge hammocks as bustic (Diuholis), live 
oak, paradise tree (Simaruba) and Lysiloma. As novi? known the woody flora 
in much poorer in species than that of any of the other regions, but further 
exploration will doubtless add many species to tho present list.

In appearance the marl coastal hammocks .are dry forests, Epiphytes 
are not common in the hammocks, although adjacent buttonwood and mangrove 
forests have many bromeliads and had at one time an abundance of large spray 
orchids (Oncidium). Lianas are not well-developed, and no ferns occur on 
the forest floor. Some of the trees are regularly dry-season deciduous.
No stands v/hich appeared mature were 3oen but it seems likely that the mature 
forests of tho region will be of simpler structure and less statified than 
the rock ridge hammocks.
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The Upper Keys extend southvestward across a sizeable sector of 
the east-west gradient of decreasing rainfall. This is evident in comparing 
the aspect of the hammock forests of upper Key Largo and Lignumvitae Key.

These hammocks occur on elevations of Key Largo coral Limestone 
which forms the keys from Soldier Key to the West Summerland Keys. This 
geological formation also forms the Hawk Channel front of some of the Lower 
Florida Keys, including at least Big Pine Key and the Newfound Harbor Keys and 
perhaps others southwest to Sugarloaf Key. On the main Key Largo Limestone 
keys hammock forest originally occupied virtually the entire upland area 
between mangrove belts on either shore. Much of the hammock area has been 
obliterated by clearing and the remainder disturbed to some extent by fire 
so that little original forest remains, except for that of such outlying 
islands as Lignumvitae Key and Pumpkin Key. Abandoned cleared areas are 
occupied by tangled thicket growth of such species as Lantana involucrata, 
Solanum verbascifolium, Trema and hog plum (Ximenia). Hammock forest appears 
to replace this thicket vegetation directly, if no further disturbance occurs.

The hammocks of shell beach ridges are found in this region and 
on the Florida Keys and Florida Bay Keys wherever sufficiently elevated 
beaches occur. The vegetation is quite similar at sites throughout this 
area. Plant lists for several beach ridge hammocks are given in Thble 13 
and these sites are briefly discussed. Davis (19̂ 2) has discussed a 
number of beach ridge hammocks in his study of the vegetation of the keys 
west of Key West.

Early hammock growth on beach ridges is usually a low thicket 
composed of a few pioneer species. Usually prominent at this stage are: 
sea grape (Coccolobis uvifera), blolly (Torrubia), bay cedar (Suriana), 
Pithecolobium guadelupense, Sophora tomentosa, buttonwood (Conocarpus), 
Spanish stopper (Eugenia buxifolia) Joew6c'd"(Jacquinia); sea lavender 
(Mallotonia), seven year apple (Casasia), Erithalis and Borrichia arborescens- 
From this community, which is quite distinct in composition, development 
evidently proceeds toward a mixed forest dominated by gumbo-limbo, Jamaica 
dogwood, mastic, strangler fig, poisonwood, pigeon plum (Coccolobis laurifolia, 
and inkwood (Exothea). The mature forest on beach ridge sites (as repre- 
sented by the Cape Sable hammocks) will evidently be similar in aspect and 
composition to those developed on other substrates in the south coast 
region and the Florida Keys.

An interesting feature of the beach ridge vegetation is the 
frequent development of distinct vegetation belts, especially at places 
where the foreshore slopes steeply. The exact arrangement of these varies 
with the profile of the beach ridge. Commonly there is an outer hedge of 
bay cedar developed. In some cases as near Middle Cape Sable, a double 
hedge, (the outer a pure stand of bay cedar, the inner a pure stand of 
Pithecolobium) occurs in front of the hammock proper.

The tropical hammock forests of the Florida Keys do not enter 
Everglades National Park and remarks on them here will be accordingly brief.

UPPER FLORIDA KEYS HAMMOCKS



The former more resemble those of the Miami Rock Ridge, while the 
Lignumvitae Key hammock is similar to hammocks of the south coast, except 
that it is apparently still dryer and lacks epiphytes almost completely.
Tho decreasing rainfall may also affect the distribution of some species 
such as Lysiloma. which is not conspicuous in the hammocks south of upper 
plantation Key, and thatch pains, which become increasingly prominent as 
one proceeds southwest along the keys.

The flora of the Upper Keys hammocks lacks all of the south
temperate species v/hich occur sparingly in tho rock ridge hammocks. Two 
woody species nakedwood (Colubrina reclinata) and lignumvitae (G-uaiacum) 
are limited to Upper Key3 hammocks. A number of species are shared between
Upper Keys hammocks (especially north Key Largo) and tho coastal rock ridge
hammocks. These include: bitterbush (Pieramnia), red stopper (Eugenia
confusa) and Calyutranthes zuzygium.

LOWER FLORIDA KEYS HAMMOCKS

As indicated in the preceding section the geological Lower Keys 
are not precisely equivalent to the geographical Lower Keys due to the 
southv/estern extension of the Key Largo limestone. These are keys formed 
by Miami Oolite which extend from Little Pine Key to the Marquesas. Only a 
few of them have extensive uplands and most of the upland area is occupied 
by pine-palm forest. The pinelands burn frequently and the hammock-pineland 
relation appears to be similar to that existing on the Miami Rock Ridgo.
The Lower Keys hammock forests are probably the most xeric hammock type in 
South Florida.* These hammocks virtually lack epiphytes, lianas and forest 
ferns, many of the trees are deciduous, and forest statification is not 
highly developed.

The flora is interesting for several reasons. Six tropical species 
of woody plants occur in Florida only in the Lower Keys. These are: Pisonia
rotundata, Caesaloinia -pauci flora. Savia bahanonsis, C-ymincla latifolia, 
Cuoania glabra and Clusia rosea. Several species of the rock ridge hammocks, 
absent from the Upper Keys, reappear in the Lower Keys, These include: 
wax myrtle, Byrsonima cuneata, redbay, cocoplum, myrsine, and Guettarda 
scaora. Finally some expected species, such as mastic and mahogany, appear 
to be absent.

*This excepts the hammocks associated with tree cacti (Cephalocereus) 
which are of limited extent in South Florida. Stands were originally 
•oresent on Lower Katecumbe Key, Key West and Big Pine Key (Southeast 
Hammock). Tho first two of these have probably been destroyed. These 
hammocks perhaps represent an approach to tho "Thorn Woodland" or "Cactus 
Scrub" formations of Beard (1944; 140).



TABLE 5. Distribution of woody plants of tropical hammock forests in the 
four hammock regions of south Florida.

*

Ridge Coasts Up. Keys Lower Keys
Total number of Species 110 71 9k 9k

Species Limited to the Region 19 2 3 6

Number of Species in Common and 
two regions.

(in parenthesis) No. of Sp. Limited to

Miami Rock Ridge 56(2) 76(8) 72(10)

South and Southwest Coasts 56(2) 65(1) 61(0)

Upper Florida Keys 76(8) 65(1) 7^(3)

Lower Florida Keys 72(10) 6l(0) 7M3)

HOW MARY HAMMOCK "TYPES" IN SOUTH FLORIDA?

The foregoing section has shown that considerable variation, both 
in composition and structure, occurs in the tropical hammock forests in their 
south Florida range. The above question is thus obvious, but it is one that 
cannot be finally answered from information now at hand. Provisionally, it 
seems best to consider that there is a single tropical hammock forest type 
in south Florida which varies, probably in response to many factors, of which 
the principal ones appear to be increasing frequency of destructive frost 
northward, decreasing rainfall westward, and location of the site in relation 
to the coast. There has been considerable speculation attempting to explain 
the total floristic similarities and differences between various south Florida 
regions (see Simpson, 1920, Chapters I and VII) by juggling the sequence of 
late Pleistocene geological events. It seems preferable in an ecological 
consideration of this vegetation type to determine first just what the extent 
of variation is in stands of comparable maturity in the various regions.

Several things suggest the desirability of this suggested hypothesis 
as a working position that deserves careful testing in the field.

1. With few exceptions the species of large trees available in 
the flora as possible dominants of a self-maintaining -hardwood forest are 
prominent throughout south Florida. This is true of poisonwood, gumbo-limbo, 
inkwood, strangler fig, shortleaf fig, pigeon plum, leadwccd, Jamaica dogwood 
and satmleaf. The apparent exceptions such as the absence of live oak 
except on the Miami Rock Ridge*, of bus tic from much of the Upper Keys and the 
south coast; of Lysiloma from the south coast and Lower Keys; of paradise 
tree from the south coast; and of mastic and mahogany from the Lower Keys, may 
have ecological rather than geological or phytogeographical explanations.
It seems, therefore, that an eventual hammock forest permitted to mature 
should have much the same dominants throughout south Florida. Simpson (loc. 
cit., Chaps. IX and X), for example, has described the elimination of live 
by succession in

* Occurs very rarely in Key Largo (Alexander, 1953).
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| TABLE £. Species composition of the forest canopy at four South Florida
5 tropical hammock forest sites.

Suedes

Quercus virginiana 
(live oak)

Metopium toxiferum 
(poisonwood)

Elaphrium simaruba 
(gumbo-limbo)

Dipholis salicifolia 
(bustic)

Calyptranthes zuzygium 
(no common name)

Fious aurea 
(strangler fig)
Simaruba glauca 
(paradise tree) 

Laurocerasus myrtifolia 
(laurel cherry)

Exothea paniculata 
(inkwood)

Roystonea regia 
(royal palm)

Ficus brevifolia 
(shortleaf fig) 

Sideroxylon foetidissimum 
(mastic)

Lysiloma bahamensis 
(wild tamarind) 

Coccolobis laurifolia 
(pigeon plum) 

Ichthyomethia piscipula 
(Jamaica dogwood) 

Krugiodendron ferreum 
(leadwood)

Torrubia longifolia 
(blolly)

Gymnanthes lucida 
(crabwood)

Sapota acliras 
(sapodilla)

Long Pine Key Lignum- 
Paradise Long Pine Key - SawVMi&l vitae 

Key Dark Hammock Road Hammock Key

45/o 

11 i
9fo

8

if

5fS

'■5$

4 f  

3 p

.1 fo 

1? 

i i  

#
JL
77*

4$ 

5 f- 

9- 

1 %
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#

JL
77*

1 fo

58 f  

2£

194

114

9#

4fs

34

i4

JLIT

3/0 

43$ 

7 f

26 f, 

30i

#

3$

JL
F

11 fo

1 2  f ,  

84

2  f> 

I f ,  

14

Number of Snecies 12 10

1 Data from random counts of trees entering the forest canopy. Based on 
counts of 200 j- trees in the least disturbed parts of the four sites.

# Occurs in canopy stratum elsewhere in the hammock but not in area studied.
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mature rock ridge hammocks, an occurrence which (if general) eliminates the 
major difference in the hammock dominants of this region. The great difference 
in the relative importance of the various canopy species from stand to stand 
(see Table 6) are provisionally regarded as due (in part at least) to the 
different stages of maturity and different disturbance histories of the stands 
studied. 

t

2. It seems probable that most of the floristic differences eventually 
found between mature forest stands of the various tropical hammock regions will 
involve sub-dominant woody species* ferns and epiphytes. These species are 
more dependent on a narrow range of micro-climatic conditions than are the 
dominant trees that form the hammock canopy. The differences in aspect and 
structure of hammocks of the various regions have been noted. Some of these 
can certainly be translated into environmental differences that affect the 
gub-dominant plants and limit them to a particular segment of the climatic 
range represented within the tropical hammock forest vegetation type.

It appears to me that species distributions should first be carefully 
examined to see whether or not the various range limits can be explained in 
relation to present temperature and rainfall gradients in South Florida, or to 
other ecological factors. Only in instances where the present variations of 
environmental factors seem inadequate to explain the fact3 of distribution 
does it appear either wise or necessary to entertain more remote speculations.

BAYHEADS - SUBSTRATE

This vegetation type occupies deep deposits of organic soil3. Bayhead 
soils of South Florida arc classified as "Gandy Peat" by Henderson (1939) who 
also gives a description of the components and characteristics of the soil typo.

BAYHEADS - VEGETATION

The principal study of South Florida bayheads is that of Egler 
(1952: 241-243), who discusses their floristic composition, structure, site 
relations, origin, and successional trends and the factors affecting them.
His study v/as limited to the southeastern area between the Miami Pock Ridge 
and the coast. A briefer general account of the bayhead vegetation of the 
"slough and tree island area" of the main Everglades drainage is given by 
Davis (1943: 265-268). In view of this recent work only a brief description 
of this vegetation type will be given here.

The bayheads are hardwood forests composed of relatively few species, 
which occur a3 tree islands in the Everglades prairies. As Egler1s table 
of freauency of occurrence of snecies (op. cit.: 242) shows the most constant 
of the woody plants are redbay (Tamala Eprbonia), wax myrtle (Cerothamnus 
ceriferus)t myrsine (Pan an ea guayanen s i s), cocoplum (Ohrysobalanus icaco), 
dahoon holly (ilex Cassine), and sweet bay (Magno1ia virginiana). These 
s-oecies make up the major part of the bayhead vegetation throughout the region. 
Locally, cypress (Taxodium) and pond apple fAnnona) may occur in bayheads, 
and willow (Salix) and buttonbush (Conhalanthus) are frequently present, 
especially in the main glades. Toward the southern part of the region various 
tropical hardwoods and palms enter this vegetation type, but these are usually 
present only as scattered individuals. Many hammock tree species may be found, 
but among the more frequent are marlbcrry (Icacorea), strangler fig (Ficus aurea
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poisonwood (i-.'eto-pium), white stopper (Eugenia axillaris), cabbage palm (Satal), 
and Wright's pain (paurotis).

In structure the bayheads are dense forests of low-growing trees. 
Typically they have a tight hedge border of cocoplun with more open forest 
inside. Shade is dense and herbaceous plants are few. The forest floor may 
lack vegetation, or support an understory of ferns, Blechnum ser.vulatum and 
Drvonteris normalis being two species frequently found. The foresT; is char
acteristically much overgrown by such lianas as Snilax laurifolia, Virginia 
creeper (Parthenocissus). and muscadine (Kuscadinia). Relatively few epiphytes 
occur, those chiefly broneliads. Pig. 13 shows the manner of occurrence of 
the bayheads as islands in sawgrass marshes. Pig. 14 gives a closer view of 
the edge of a bayhead showing the abrupt transition between forest and sawgrass, 
and the outer cocoplum hedge.

S i r '
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BAYHEADS ~ ECOLOC-IOAL PROBLEMS

The bayhead vegetation is relatively simple in floristics and 
structure. Descriptively the vegetation type is v/ell understood, yet it 
presents a trio of unsolved ecological problems, and a vexing question of 
terminology, v/hich have plagued every student of South Plorida vegetation.
These nay be indicated as follows: 1„ What; is tho relation of the bayhead
vegetation type to other regional hardwood forests; 2. What factors control 
the location of bayheads; 3. What is the true nature of certain disputed 
characteristics of bayhead sites; and, 4. What is the proper tern to designate 
this forest type? The nature of these problems v/ill be briefly sketched here. 
Their solution v/ill demand much careful field study.

The floristic picture of the bayhead vegetation is as follows:
In tho South Florida area hundreds of separate stands of this forest type 
occur as islands in the glades. In composition the forest is remarkably 
uniform throughout tho region, kearly all 3tands are composed almost entirely 
of the five or six species listed earlier. These species appear to possess 
in common the ability to tolerate v/etter sites than most of the hardwoods of 
the region. As a group they also appear to be intolerant of competition on 
hammock forest sites, and are found only sparingly in the hammock forests. 
Throughout tho bayhead vegetation typo occur scattered individuals, frequently 
seedlings, of hardwood species characteristic of hammock forests. These 
seldom constitute mors than a very small percentage of the total vegetation 
in any stand, but most bayheads, at least in the southern part of the region, 
contain a few specimens. The. species of hammock hardwoods v/hich occur more 
frequently have been mentioned. A complete list of all species that have been 
observed would include a large proportion of the woody plants of the hammock 
forest vegetation type.

From information such as the above the inference that hammock forests 
will replace bayhead vegetation on undisturbed sites is easily drawn. Both 
Davis (op,, cit.: 211-212) and Egler (op. cit.: 247--24S) have reached this 
conclusion. The bayhead vegetation is viewed as a pioneer forest community 
on wet sites, which is replaced by a hammock forest of mixed hardwoods in the 
course of succession. I agree v/ith this concept of the relation of the two 
hardwood vegetation types, but wish to point out that its present status is
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that of a reasonable working hypothesis, which awaits convincing demonstration. 
Two chief difficulties exist:

1. Intermediate stages showing bayhead species being 
replaced by hammock hardwoods have rarely been observed.
If succession occurs as outlined above one would expect 
to find forests showing mixed dominance. It is probable, 
as Egler suggests, that fire prevents this development on 
most sites; that most bayheads burn out before the site can 
develop to the point where it is suitable for hammock forest 
species.

2. The exact nature of the changes in the characteristics 
of the site v/hich permit replacement of bayhead vegetation 
by hammock forest are obscure.

The Mahogany Hammocks and Paurotis Hammocks of the extreme southern 
Everglades occupy sites which are similar to bayhead sites. These hammock 
forests, near the inner mangrove edge, are well-protected from fire by the 
nature of the surrounding glades. They are possibly hammock forests developed 
from bayheads during a long fire-free interval. Careful study of these sites, 
and comparison v/ith bayhead sites is indicated as a likely starting point in 
investigation of the successional relations of the bayheads. Also further 
botanical exploration of the bayheads should reveal at least a few clear cases 
of succession of hammock forest species on bayhead sites, if this phenomenon 
really occurs.

Factors Determining Bayhead Location.

The ecologist in South Florida is soon faced with the problem of 
explaining why bayheads are located at the particular sites they now occupy.
Two views are possible: 1 - that present bayhead. locations represent survival
sites of islands of a former continuous forest; or, 2 - that occurrence of 
bayheads is limited by special topographic characteristics of the sites they 
occupy.

The extreme interpretation of the first view would hold that bayheads 
are actual fragments of a former forest v/hose present locations are entirely 
the result of chance survival. A modified interpretation is that the bayhead 
tree islands are segments of former forest that have survived only at sites 
where special topographic characteristics provide fire protection. The evident 
floristic immaturity of the present bayhead vegetation seems to be strong 
evidence against the idea that thoy are in any manner actual fragments of an 
old forest, and no author has maintained this view. Egler (op. cit.: 234) 
has presented the hypothesis that a continuous swamp forest clothed the entire 
glades in preaboriginal time, and that fire acted to restrict the remnants 
(bayheads) to their present sites. He believes, however, that present bayheads 
have also been reduced by fire, probably many times, and that they have been 
able to become re-established only at sites which enjoy special fire pro
tection.

The second possible interpretation is that only certain sites in the 
glade3 are suitable for invasion by bayhead vegetation. This contrasts with 
Egler'3 (ibid.) view that any glades site is open to invasion by bayhead 
species, but that fire prevents establishment of bayheads except at certain C5ib(



Just what the special characteristics of bayhead sites are remains 
obscure. In some areas bayheads are oriented with the direction of 
flow (or former flow) of Everglades surface waters, and many of 
them exhibit a teardrop shape with rounded upstream "head," and 
tapering downstream "tail*11 'These characteristics have been inter
preted as indicating a relation between drainage channels-and tho 
location of bayheads, but the nature of the relation is not clear. 
Davis (q-q. cit,; 258) discussing the "slough and tree island area" 
of the main Everglades drainage, states that bayheads develop on 
"ridges11 between tho slough runs. Egler (op. cit.: 246) discussing 
the area southeast of Long Pino Key, believes that the initial 
bayhead establishment is in a drainage channel where the wetter 
site provides additional fire protection. In addition there arc 
sizeable areas where bayheads show no regular orientation in relation 
to drainage pattern.

This question of the factors which determine the occurrence 
of bayheads is still entirely undecided. Of the suggested factors 
I believe that elevation is the most likely control, and suggest the 
hypothesis that duration and extent of annual flooding determines 
whether or not bayhead species can invade, a glades site. The requi
site elevation for the occurrence of bayhead spccies could occur 
either in the original topography or bj* buildup of peat deposits,,
Under the above hypothesis a lowering of glades water levels should 
result in an expansion of bayheads. I believe that this is now oc
curring throughout tho lower glades.

Dis-mtcd Characteristics of 3c.yh.eed Sites.

The uncertainty about the factors controlling location of 
bayheads stems from the existcnco of seemingly contradictory in
formation concerning their site characteristics. ITo agreement 
exists as to whether or not bayhead sites arc more elevated than 
the adjacent glades. A wealth of random observational evidence sug
gests that they are considerably more elevated. However, Egler (op. 
cit.: 244) found that the surface of the peat mass in two bayheads 
he studied v/as at the sane lcval as the marl surface of the surround
ing glades. Careful study of a scries of levels along a transect 
from glades through the centers of bayheads, at a time when both 
glades and bayhead soils arc dry, suggests itself as a means of ap
proach to this puzzling problem. There is so much casual evidence 
that elevation does affcct the occurrenco of bayhead species that 
despite Egler's findings, further investigation seems required.
Eig. 14a shows how bayhead species occupy relatively slight eleva
tions in the sawgrass marsh. The picture, a view of the old Jennings 
Plantation, shows plants of rcdbay, swectbay, nyrsino, was myrtle, 
and dahoon holly that have invaded elevated sites on rows in tho 
onetime citrus grove. The soil is thin marl over oolite throughout.

There is also question as to whether tho pH of the soil 
solution in tho bayheads is acid or alkaline. Davis (1943:115) writes



"She bay-head trees, Persea, Mvrica, and Magnolia, 
and ferns, Osnunda and Blechnun. occar on very acid to 
circun-neutral soils ... It ranges fron pH 3.55 to pH
6.80 for the surface soils. The bay forests grow on a 
great variety of soils but in general the hunus and peat 
layers they form are strongly acid."

Ledin (1951:63) refers to "bay tree hannocks in the Everglades on
very acid peat.11 However, Egler (1952:244-5) writes:

"Mr. Gallatin reports that of several hundred soil 
tests he ha,s nade on bannock peat, the pH ranges fron 7.5 
to 8.5, with an cxtrene of 7.0. Fron these data, it nust 
bo assuned that the soil solution is nornally basic."

Egler (ibido) however, continues:

"Without in any way refuting these data, it nust be 
said that there .are certain botanical conditions (in
cluding not only the kinds cf plants present, but the 
size and shape of the peat lens below the bannock) that 
lead one to infer that the soil solution can under cer
tain abnormal and temporary circur.stances, becono suf
ficiently a.cid to alter radically the characteristics of 
the harnock in ways that persist through succeeding 
alkaline tines."

Shis hypothesized occasional acidity is the inportant olenent in
".anation of the flatness of the bayheads. Ho writes (op.

"The hypothesis is presented that peat-deposition 
and narl-dissolution work simultaneously. Although tests 
earlier referred to indicate that tho soil solution of 
the peat is nornally alkaline, it was then suggested that 
this solution could be acid at isolated tir.es under un
usual circunstances. On such rare occasions, the basic 
n.arl could be dissolved... that sone sort of balance exists 
between the two processes is indicated by the flatness of 
the hannocks, i.e., peat does not build up faster than the 
n.arl dissolves below.n

Little nore can be said of this problen oxcopt to note 
that the reported pH range, 3,55 to 8.5, is exceptional, if not un
precedented, for a presuned single soil type. The need for careful 
re-investigation is obvious.

doninatcd by Tanala, Ma^olia^ Oerothannus, Ilex Gas sine, and

3AYH5ADS. . -  E jCLOGY

I have here referred to the tree island hardwood forests
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Ohryso"oalanus as bayheads. Davis (1943) uses this tern and also 
refers to "Bay Tree Forests" and "Bay Tree Islands." Other authors 
(Egler, 1952: Ledin, 1951: et al.) have referred to this vegetation 
typo as "hsmnecks," Objections to this usage were given earlier. —  
Shis vegetation type differs fron the hammock forests only in its 
floristics. Since hammock forests vrf.ll (quite possibly) invade and 
eventually replace bayhead vegetation, these floristic differences 
nay be expected to disappear in the course of succession. The need 
fcr two terns nay thus be easily questioned on logical grounds, I 
believe, however, that the usefulness of the two terns is apparent 
in tho field. The reason for this is that, due perhaps to fire, 
extremely fa-; forests representing intermediate successional stages 
exist. The terns "bayhead" and "hammock" are thus alnost mutually 
exclusive under present conditions, and the practical value of dis
tinguishing the two floristically different forest types by common 
names is apparent,

I am not prepared to go tc bat very vigorously for the tern
"bayhead,11 It enjoys local usage, and I have followed this. However,
as noted for the tern "hammock," it is variously used elsewhere in 
Florida, and the southeastern sta.tes. In other areas the tern is
commonly applied to forests occurring in flatwoods ponds and to some
riparian swanp forests. Laesrde (1942, p. 41) terns bayheads the 
"Gordonia - Tanala -oubescens - Magnolia. virgin! ana Association" and 
states, "the tern '’bayhead* designates an association dominated by 
broadleaved evergreen trees that grow in very acid, saturated soils 
which are subject to periodic flooding J1 Although I an not familiar 
with the Norbh Florida "Bayheads," it appears fron published descrip
tions that these "bayhead" sites nay differ considerably fron those 
of South Florida though some of the sane tree species are prominent 
in both. Confusion is thus nossiblc (perhaps, likely) but I have no 
alternative tern to suggest.

5A¥G5ASS_ GLADES,;-, SUBSTRATE

The sawgrass areas of Everglades National Park occur on 
low-lying seasonally flooded freshwater n.arl and peat soils which 
form a blanket of varying thickness over the Miami Oolite. At the 
present tine most of the deep sawgrass peat areas in the park are 
found in the Shark Hiver "Valley," which forns the main southwestern 
■drainage of the Everglades, Elsewhere marl predominates with only
scattered areas of peat. Davis (1946, Figure 13, p, 122) has dis
cussed and mapped the poat areas of the southern Everglades. His 
nap shows little deep peat present in the Everglades National Park 
area.

At nany places particularly near the edges of the glades 
and around Long Pino Key there are extensive glades rockland areas. 
Here much-eroded linestonc "pinnacle rock" is exposed and the marl
soil is limited to solution pockets in the oolite.



SAWG-HASS GLADES - VEGATATI PIT

The sawgrass glades vegetation occupies a larger area 
than all other vegetation types of Everglades National Park combined, 
but perhaps less, definite information is available concerning it 
than for any other vegetation type. The vegetation can be described 
in general terns as a winter dry marsh dominated by various grasses 
and sedges of which sawgrass (Mariscus .ianaicensis) is the nost 
prominent species. Several local variations in the vegetation nay 
be distinguished such as the area,s modified by farming operations, 
the "aquatic pockets" and gatcr holes, the savanna, areas of red 
mangrove or cypress, and areas dominated by grasses and sedges other 
than sawgrass; but we cannot say with much assurance just what con
trols the occurrence of many of these variations. Data are not at 
hand to permit discussion of the distribution of glades plant species 
in relation to soil type, to the length of the period of annual flood
ing or to salinity, all of which are factors of possible importance, 
Shis ecological bl.indspot is most unfortunate because the sawgrass 
glades is undoubtedly the vegetation type nost likely to undergo 
widespread changes under the inpa-ct of drainage and fire. Some of 
these changes bha.t involve extensions of shrub vegetation into tho 
marsh are already noticeable as mentioned in the previous section.
It is possible that; important and widespread changes in the dominance 
relations of the various herbaceous species of the Everglades forma
tion nay also be taking place. The importance of a program of care
ful ecological study of the Everglades narsh.es seons clear.

The following section v/ill briefly describe sone of the 
major variations that occur in the glades vegetation of the Everglades 
National Park Area*

Agricultural. Afoas —  Egler (1952, pp. 249-251) has described 
the modifications jf vegetation in the cultivated marl glades east of 
the park, A similar picture is apparent in the fara area, south of. 
Long Fine Key, Tho general succession on abandoned farm, lands pro
ceeds fron weed fields of ragweed (Ambrosia olatior), sosbania 
(Sesban on crus) and giant panic-grass (? ani cur, nr xinun), to a low 
thicket community dominated by primrose willow Qussiaea scabra), 
to woody growth of willow and 3accharis (3„ halinnifolia and B»
"lonerxLiflcra). At present the oldest abandoned farm lands in the 
immediate nark area, are occupied by this wi 1 low-Baccharls grov/th. 
Scattered trees of bayhead plants are to bo found t;hroughout, v/hich 
suggests that, given tine, a vegetation type similar to bayhead 
vogotation v/ill occupy v/hat were open glades before cultivation.
Pig. 15 shov/s dense summer grov/th of ragweed on marl glades after 
winter farming.

A number of rlants have bccome established around the 
cultivated glades areas below Long Pine Icy, many of them widespread 
wood snecies, ilcsc of these will probably disappear when tho land 
is finally abandoned,but some nay bo potential nuisances. A list 
of sone of the species observed is given below:



Argenone nexicana. (prickly poppy)
Cheirinia chelranthoides (wornseed mustard)
Verbeno. bonaxiensis (vervain)
ViCT-a re-pens (a vining legune)
Medicago lupulina ("black nedic)
S-pilanthes re-pens (a vining composite)
.Solanun nigrun (conr.on nightshade)
Mclilotus alba (white sweet clover)
Sonchus asper (sow thistle)
Lactuca intybacea. (wild lettuce)
Sjperno 1 o-ois divaricata (in carrot fanily)
Verbena scabrafvervain)

"Aquatic Pockets" and G-ator Holes - Throughout the glades 
are found scattered depressions of various sizes wetter than tho 
surrounding narsh plains and characterized by different vegetation.
Egler (ibid., p. 249) has temed these "aquatic pockets," They are 
also connonly called ,M gator holes" fron their resemblance to the 
ponds often maintained "by large alligators. These ponds have 
probably originated in several ways. Sone are actually ’gator holes 
though their distribution is nuch nore general over the glades than 
that of the alligator at present. Others nay represent spots where 
deep peat accumulations have "burned out. Whatever their origin tho 
deeper ones are extremely important in the ecology of the animal 
life of tho glades in dry years. Plant species of such areas include: 
ca.ttails (Tynha). cane (?hra~mites). glades lily (Crinum aaericanun). 
pickerel wood (pontedarla). fire flag (Thalia) and arrowleaf (Sardttaria)

Scrub Cyvress Area, - Southwest of Paradise Key is an area 
of considerable extent, crossed by the Ingraham Highway, in which 
small pond cypress (Taxodiun ascend0113) occur scattered through the 
glades. A similar separate area lies along the north side of the 
west end of Long Pine Key. This weird vegetation first came to at
tention when the construction of the Ingraham Highway reached the 
lower cypress area. Since that tine many authors have given brief 
descriptions (Small 1920, 1931a, 1933; Harper, 1927; Egler, 1952, 
of, pi.), but no adoquato explanation of the vegetation typo has been 
advanced. The general assumption has been that the cypress here occur 
at an unfavorable site and are dwarfed in consequence. Certainly the 
aspect of the area hasn’t changed noticeably since Small’s first 
pictures and descriptions, and grov/th of the cypress here is evidently 
vory slow. At some places along its borders this cypress savanna 
vegetation has an abrupt junction with the surrounding open glades, 
which raises questions as to what the controlling site factors nay boa

following is a, description of the area from field notes.—
The substrate is thin marl over oolite with scattered areas of 
exposed rode. The ground surface is covered by the algal mat that 
occurs throughout the glades. The overstory is scrubby gnarled pond
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cypross nearly all -under 201 in height with nany trees showing 
severe fire damage. The grass~sedge-herb layer under cypress is 
identical with that of the surrounding glades with black rush 
(.S.choonus nigricans) dominant on higher sites, and sawgrass (Mariseas) 
on wetter sites. Irregularly throughout the scrub cypress area are 
clumps and strands of taller cypross in denser aggregations. These 
stands seem to occupy places lying below the level of the general 
area. Also throughout the area are bayheads usually with fairly 
large cypress around the edges, and the usual mixture of broadleaved 
tree species in tho interior, —  This is yet another vegetation 
type of Everglades national Park deserving close ecological study.
Eig, 16 shows the aspect of the scrub cypress area v/ith a bayhead 
and open glades without cypress in the background.

Red Mangrove Bush Savanna — • Where the sawgrass glades 
meet the coastal mangrove forests a belt up to several miles in 
width occurs, in which red mangrove (Shizcnhora) bushes are scattered 
over the glades. There is considerable evidence that this mangrove 
vegetation is extending inland, and widely scattered plants are to 
bo found well in advance of tho main belt throughout the glades south 
of Long Pine Key. Several authors have studied this vegetation 
(Davis, 1940; Egler, 1952) but the ecological controls over relations 
between the two vegetation types cannot be regarded as well-understood. 
Factors involved are certainly complex and possibly include fire, 
storm offects in dispersing Bhizo-nhora seedlings, and rising sea level 
and surface water salinities. The present survey did not involve 
this vegetation and it can only bo indicated here.

General Glades Vegetation - Herbs —  Over the glades areas 
of Everglades National Park many herbaceous species occur along with 
the dominant sedges and grasses. These aro seldom important in 
total umbers over any extended area, but they characterize the 
glades vegetation. In general these species appear to be more common 
in thin marl and rocky area.s, and more common in areas recently 
burned than in those that have gone a number of years without fire.
Tho following lists some characteristic species;

Calo-.-jQgron barbatus 
Alotris bracteata 
Acnida cus--;idata 
Tubiflora an.'TJ.stifclia 
Oxy--olis filifornis 
Proser-'inaca -palustris 
Sabatia SUiottii 
Kostelotzkya vir^inica 
Hydrocotvle verticiliata. 
Phyla nodiflora 
Sanolus floribundus 
Sanodea obracteata

Agalinis Harperi 
I^omoea sardttata 
Hypericum •'ralioides 
Heliotropium Leavenworthii 
Ascleirlas lanceolate. 
Polygonum sp.
Eunatoriun cam H i  folium 
Eupatorium nikanioidcs 
Scnocliniun coelostinum 
Kikania batatifolia 
Helonjun vernalo 
Pluchea foetida
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Tenor run jTashii Pluchea mrourascens
Justicia lanegolata Cirsiun vi ttatum
Lobelia glandulosa Correo-nsis Leavenworthii
Solidago -oetiolata

General Glades Vegetation - Sedges and Grasses —  The 
list 'below Gives the species of glades sedges and grasses detected 
in the course of this survey. It is certainly incomplete.

Grasses Sedges

■Andropogon gloneratua Oyperus surinanonsis )
(broom grass) Cyperus tiolyatachyos ) sweet

Setaria gen.icu.lata Gyp eras ligularis ) rushes
(foxtail) Cynerus odoratus )

Bchinochloa Orus~galli Mariscus .ianaicensia (sawgrass)
(barnyard grass) Schoon.ua nigricans (black rush)

Ohloris glauca Sleocharls cellulosa (spike rush)
("branching foxtail) Rynchos-oora globularis )

Rynchos-nora Tracyi ) "beak
Rushes Eynochos~oora corniculata ) rushes

Dichronena colorata 
Juncus sclnoides (white top)'

Sawgrass is certainly dominant over a nuch larger area 
than any of the associated spccics, "but the glades vegetation is 
not a. vegetationally featureless sawgra.ss plain throughout. Over 
sone areas of the park it is nore a r.osaic of pure stands of several 
different species evidently associated with snail differences in 
el ova, ti on. It is important that tho ecological relations of these 
species to wetter or dryer sites be carefully worked out, because 
they nay offer a ready index to the direction of development of the 
glades vegetation, and a means of estimating the effects of future 
water management measures* We can easily noto the invasion of 
sawgrass areas by shrubs or palnetto and associo-te this with the 
drying of the glades, but we cannot at present say whether changes 
in the areas occupied by various sedges and grasses of the glades 
mean anything or not. Yet, trends in drying of the habitat as it 
affects vegetation must be apparent first as changes in the dominance 
relations of sjecios within the marsh vegetation.

The following notes some of the major variations seen.
1. Around Long Pine Key the black rush (Schoenus) occupies large 
aroas to the exclusion of sawgrass. This species may bo associated 
with slightly dryer sites as it sometimes occurs as a, narrow belt 
around bayheads, or on obviously elevated spots. In some glades 
locations immediately adjoining rockland areas the vegetation is 
a mixture of black rush and various grasses. Also in such areas 
the advonco of saw palmetto into the glades is often apparent.
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BAYHEAD VEGEGATION OF 
REDBAY, DABOON HOLLY, 
BAYBERRY, AI'LD SWEET BAY 

WITH AN UNDERGROWTH OF FERNS

FRINGE OF WILLOW, COCOPLUM, BUTTOFBUSH, AND BAYBERRY

STRAND
OF
TALL

SAWGRASS

OTHER SEDGES AND GRASSES

"NEEDLE GRASS" SLOUGH RUN 
VEGETATION OF BEAK RUSHES 

(RHYKCHOSPORA TRACYI)

*
/ '  N. /
.; , i \

/////
\ SOUTHWEST
/

)

GATOR HOLES" WITH ARROWLEAF, GLADES LILY (CRINUM), PICKEREL WEED, CATTAIL, 
ETC: AND OCCASIONAL WILLOW AND POND APPLE TREES.

Diagrammatic cross section of an Everglades slough non -- T. 57 S., R. 55 E. 
Dade Countyj Florida. 7



ijhis zoned configuration is quite apparent in aerial photographs of 
this section. Much variation from the above may be found. Por 
example the nridgestf "between slough runs are sometimes occupied "by 
sawgi’ass strands without woody vegetation or "by dense willow thickets, 
pron "brief study the major ecological control determining this ar
rangement of vegetation appears to "be length of the period of annual 
flooding as governed "by relative elevations.
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FFF3CTS OF FIFE OU SOUTH FLORIDA V3GFTATI01I TIFFS

"It is my contention that the herbaceous IverglacLos 
and tho surrounding pinelands wore "born in fires; tnat 
they can survive only with fires; that tncy are a.ying, 
today "because of fires."

(Egler, 1952, p. 227)

?T?]F FOHFST A"GAS - SU3ST5ATE, SOIL, A1TD GROUND LITTER

Direct effects of pineland fires upon the erosion of the 
limestone substrate of tho pinewoods are apparently very minor.
This is discussed in tho attached statement "by Sinaburg (Appendix).
■The idea that fires causo slaking of the limestone evidently originated 
with Small (1930) and has "been perpetuated "by later authors (G-arren: 
1943).

As previously mentioned, -little soil exists in South Florida 
cine forest arca,s. The effects, if any, of fires upon the patches 
of Hedlands clay soils which occur in pinelands have not "been reported 
u-oon, so far as I could discover. The chief observed effect of pine- 
land fires upon the substrate is to destroy nost of tho organic 
material accumulated since the last fire; the ground cover mat of 
pinestraw, dried grasses, and leaves; virtually all small ground 
litter; and many down logs and stumps.

P i n  FC3FST AEEAS - PBE OVFftSTCFY

Small (1911:151) states "Tho pitch of the Caribbean pine 
docs not flow readily, consequently these trees arc not, as a rule, 
much damaged by forest fires." Various studios of fire effects on 
slash (or Caribbean) pine forests within the Southeastern Longleaf 
Belt are summarized by G-arron (1943: 631-633). In general, findings
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of this work indicate that Caribbean, pino is loss fire tolerant 
than longleaf pine, and that it usually occupies sites having a 
lower fire - frequency whore the two species occur in the sane 
region. Gemination end seedling survival of Caribbean pine was 
little stimulated by fire in narked contrast to longleaf pine, and 
survival of light burning by seedlings was only 10^ that of longleaf. 
After passing the seedling stage, however, Caribbean pine was found 
to be virtually as fire tolerant as longleaf.

She pineland fires of South Florida are almost entirely 
ground fires. Snail crovm fires occasionally occur in areas whero 
pine reproduction is very dense, but they are too infrequent to be 
of nuch consequence. Damage to trees beyond tho seedling stage is 
limited to fire-scarring of trunks, v/hich nay kill tho trcos. Fig.
18 shows a port of the burned area of firo 123-6 (March 1951) where 
many ovorstory pines in an even-aged (approximately 20-year old), 
second grov/th stand were killed by trunk-charring. Older trees may 
accumulate severe ba.sal fire scars as a result of repeated fires.
Fig. 19 shows a pine 15 inches in diameter breat high fire-narked to 
a height of over sis feet.

Counts made on now burns in South Florida show tha-t about 
505b of pine seedlings under threo feet in height and a few of the 
larger seedlings are killed by the usual ground fire.

PISS F0Z3S? JGZkS - 5EBU3 U1DFE5T0HZ

The typical Long Pine Key pineland site has a, divorce shrub 
understory of hardwoods many of which are the sane species which occur 
as trees in the hamock forests. Pineland fires usually kill the 
above ground parts of these shrubs. Boots of tho plants, often 
deeply lodged in the limestone, usually survive fires3 and the plant 
soon sonds up a number of root-sprouts. Fig. 20 shows a sizea.ble tree 
of wild tamarind (LysiIona bahanensis) killed by fire (123-25: Dec, 
1951) with the growth of root-sprouts evident four months later.

Fig. Ho. 20 
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These pineland hardwoods connonly have a fire-pruned growth forn v/ith 
several stens rising fron the surfacc of the lir.estone. 51 g. 21 
shows a typically fire-pruned specimen of poisonwood (Meto-oiun 
toxiferurO shortly after it had suffered still another setback by 
fire. Prop, the size of the gnarled bases of sone of those shrubs it 
seens clear that they nay survive nany pineland fires and reach con
siderable age. Most of the fire-dwarfed pineland hardwoods flov/er 
and fruit regularly. Widely scattered individual hardwoods escape 
fire-pruning, and survive to achieve tree size in pinelands, usually
а.s nuch stunted and severely fire—scarred specimens. Hardwood species 
nost frequently seen as sizeable isolated trees in pineland are:
live oak, poisonwood, pigeon plun (Coccolobis laurifolia), wild 
tanarind, gun’co-iinbo (Elaphriun sinaruba), and nastic (Sideroxylon 
foetidlssinun). Pig. 22 shows the fire-scarred base of an isolated
б,s HBE nastic in pineland. Pig. 23 shows two such isolated hardwoods. 
Tho tree at the left is white ironwood (Hyc elate trifolia.ta), a 
tropical species first located in Everglades National Park in the

Pig. ITo. 22

course of field work for this report. Tree on the right is a wild 
tanarind. Such trees are often rooted in spots v/hich enjoy sone



fire protection, notably at the edges or on the walls of deep 
solution holes in the linestone substrate. It appears evident

that ncny of the pineland "shrubs" are hanr.ock trees dwarfed by 
recurring fire—pruning.

Most of tho snail or seedlings of the understory hardwoods 
are killed by fire, and a few shrubs over two feet in height aro 
also killed. The following table shows the effects of a single 
pinewoods fire (123-25: Dec. 1951) on several shrub species. Per
centages arc based on a randon count of 200 or nore individual 
plants over two feet in height for each species nade four nonths 
after the fire. It is believed that nearly all of the survivors 
would show evidence of resprouting by this tine. A high, percentage 
of resprouting after conplete fire-pruning was also recorded on this

Fire affect

S;oecios_
Torrubia longifolia (blolly)
Byrsonina cuncata (locust berry)
Metopiun toxiferun (poisonwood)
Dodonaea janaicensis (varnish leaf)
Bapanca guayrnensis (nyrsine)
Icacorea paniculata (narlberry)
Dipholis salicifolia (bustic)
Gucttarda clliptica (velvet seed)
Guettarda scabra (rough velvet

seed)

Table 7. Pirc Bffcct3 on Shrub Understory Species in Pineland

Pire—primed 
lilled Besnroutine

Partially
Pire-oruned

Unin
jured

9 7? : 3 jo
lp 91 fo 7 4 l* o
3 4 81 fo 154 2 io
2% 95 fo 2 j

100$
5 $ 91$ 3 4 14
lfi 9 4fa Z fo 2 ,4

97fc 2 4 i f ,
10£ 88£ 2/5



"burn for such, less common shrub understory species as bay berry 
(Cerothamnus ceriferus), Croton linearis, sumac (Shus leucantha), 
red bay (Tamala borbonia), Tetrazygia bicolor, white stopper 
(Eugenia axillaris). and Mosiera longipes. Palm species occoring 
in pinewoods are seldom killed by fires except in unusual circum
stances, as where the stem lies alongside a down log that burns 
completely. Recovery of palm species, especially saw palmetto, is 
usually more rapid than resprouting'of the hardwoods.

PIES FOREST AREAS - GRA5S-HER3 LAYER

Pineland fires kill annual herbs and grasses, and fire- 
prune perennial specios in much the ssmo manner as they affect the 
shrub hardwoods. Many of .the perennials have large root ma.ssos 
deeply driven into fissures and solution pockets in tho limestone. 
Notable in this respect are such species as bracken (ptoris caudata), 
partridge pea, (Chama.ecrista Dooringiana), and rabbit balls (Crotalaria 
puniln). The usual ground fire in pine woods completely removes the 
ground covering fern—grass—herb flora leaving bare limestone, Those 
fires, however, seldom cover the entire surface over any extended 
area but leave unburned islets, where vegetation haon't been touched. 
These protected spots result from the interplay of burning condi
tions, especially wind velocity and directions and the local nicro- 
topographic characteristics of the forest floor; and it seems unlikely 
that the same area.s would go unburned in any two fires*

PISTE EORESI AREAS - RECOVERY AJTRR 7IPJ5.

Tho following account presents a brief view of tho stages 
in the recovery of the vegetation on upland pine woods sites after 
the usual ground fire. As for all vegetation types this is a. 
composite picture prut together from qualitative examination of 
several burns of different known ages, and hcnco is open to much 
possibility of orror and misinterpretation. Data on post-fire re
covery* a.s v/ell as on succession, is nost convincing when acquired 
fron quantitative study of single areas over a span of tine.

''."ithin a month after pineland fires, sprouts of fire-pruned 
hardwood shrubs and herbaceous perennials, and seedlings of herbaceous 
annuals and grasses begin to make a show of green on tho fresh bum.
The fix-st notable event in the post-firo recovery of pineland vegetation 
is the outburst of bloom of herbaceous plants. This phenomenon is 
familiar to all who have done botanical collecting in South Elorida, 
and I noted it on recent ’’pineyrrd'* burns in the Bahamas in July 1952.
ilcw burns several months after fire are much better collecting
collecting localities for tho herbaceous elements of the pineland 
flora, than are -nine areas v/hich have gone several years without fire. 
This quick display of flowering is not limited to new burns, but nay 
bo scon on any recently disturbed site in pine woods, as, for example, 
along newly bulldozed trails. Host of the specios included in the
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list of pineland herbaceous plants (see appendix) are seen at best 
advantage at this time. Also prominent ore such low-growing Woody 
plants as gopher apple G-eobalanus oblongj-folius. Hhacoma ilicifolia< 
Ehabdadenia corallicola. Dchites Bchites. Lantana depressa, and 
Chiococca uinetorun. Fig. 2& shows Geobalanus in flower four months 
after fir© 123-25 (Dec. 1951). It appears that in the absence of 
fire, the accumulating mat of pine needles, dead grasses, and leaves, 
plus the shade exerted by understory hardwoods act quickly to de
crease, and eventually to eliminate much of thetLneland herbaceous 
flora. I interpret the quick showing after fire as due to removal 
of these inhibiting effects exerted by the more dominant elements of 
the vegetation, and the favoring effect of frequent rains after the 
close of tho fire season.

Jigs. 25 and 26 show views of the next major stage noted 
in the recovery of pineland vegetation after fire. Oris stage is

/

Pigs, 25 and 26 
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characterized "by a tall grov/th of "broom grass (Andronogon gloneratus) 
which marks the pineland bum approximately one year after fire.
This grass typically occurs in fairly dense stands reaching four or 
five feet in height, which give the area the appearance of pine 
forest growing in tall grass prairie. The quick growth of the grass 
may be due to mineral supplies which become immediately available 
in ash left by the fire. The stage is ephemeral, typically lasting 
only one year. Two years after fire Andro-qogon is represented by 
only scattered plants, and developing sprouts of fire-pruned hardwood 
shrubs once more dominate the aspect of the pine forest understory.

Pigs. 25 and 26, illustrating sites with maximum develop
ment of the broom grass stage, were photographed about eleven months 
after fire 123-12 (June 1951). The old logging trail in tho pictures 
v/as used as a firebreak on this fire. Pig. 25 also shows a contrasting 
two-year old bum (fire 123-12, April 1950) to the left side of the 
trail.

On some low pineland sites adjoining sawgrass glades, fire 
is followed by an exceptionally dense and vigorous grov/th of ̂ saw 
palmetto. Pig. 27, a picture taken two years after fire 123-14 (May 
1950), shows such a site. Tops of fire-killed hardwoods (mostly 
bayberry) are visible in the background. The reason for this apparent 
fire-induced vigor in saw palmetto is obscure at present. It nay be

due to nutrients nade available in ash, and/or to decreased conpetition 
brought about by the norc severe setback received by the other low 
vegetation. I have not observed the xahenonenon except in pineland ad
joining glades; sites at which saw palnetto appears to be the nost 
successful species of the pineland flora (as discussed page 23) 
and pictured Pigs 8 Sc. 15).

I wish to again emphasize that the foregoing is a synthetic 
and generalized presentation, dealing largely with the recovery of 
vcgcta.tion of "typical,! upland pine sites of Long Pino Key after 
"typical" late dry season ground fires. Variations depending upon 
fire frequency, season of burning, and site differences are to be 
expected.
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PIKE FOREST AREAS - SUMMARY

As shown, fire effects in pineland are largely exerted 
upon the understory shrub and herb layers i These elements of the 
pineland flora seem to have become well-adapted in growth habit 
to withstand successfully the recurring ground fires. Few individuals, 
except annual plants, are killed; and I cannot demonstrate from 
present data that fire has any important effect either upon the total 
density or specific composition of the pineland understory except ap
parently to induce the short-lived broom grass stage. Obviously any 
fire-intolerant species must long ago have been eliminated.

The above is all that can be said now about fire effects 
in the Long Pine Key pineland, but I believe that there are indications 
that it is far from the complete story. Discussion of this is deferred 
to the next section.

TROPICAL HAMMOCK FORESTS - SUBSTRATE

All of the phases of this forest type are associated with 
deposits of organic soils resulting from the influence of the vege
tation upon the site it occupies. It is the vegetation types situ
ated upon combustible soils that have been most severely affected by 
fire in south Florida; the hardwood hammocks, the bayheads, and the 
sawgrass mucklands. Fire moves slowly through these organic soil 
deposits, sometimes travelling only a few feet in any one burning 
period, but it may destroy the soil completely, burning down to the 
underlying marl or limestone. This fact is all too evident in many 
places (see Fig. 4l). Once well ignited, fires of this sort are 
virtually impossible to extinguish, except on a very small scale.
They continue their horizontal progress till stopped by rain or ex
haustion of the fuel supply; and the vertical progress until reaching 
a non-organic substrate, or soil so wet that the smouldering mass cannot 
dry out fuel ahead of it.

TROPICAL HAMMOCK FORESTS - VEGETATION

The effects of soil destruction, as described above, on 
the forest vegetation of the site are seen most clearly in the case 
of bayheads and will be detailed in the discussion of fire effects 
on that vegetation type. Similar results (jumbled piles of windthrown
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timber, etc.) could "bo expected in hamocks of the Paurotis. and Mahogany 
Hanmock types, which also occupy deep deposits of organic soils. (As 
mentioned previously, I ‘believe that these bannock types nay represent 
later successional stages on "bayhead sites in the southernmost Ever
glades.) Fortunately, the present Paurotis and Mahogany Hannocks occupy 
virtually fireproof locations near the inner nangrove edge; or, perhaps 
nore correctly stated, they now survive only at such sites.

Discussion of fire effects in hannock forests will "be United 
to the upland hannocks of the Long Pine Key area. I have not seen 
Paurotis or Mahogany Hannocks that had "been reached "by fire. Present 
sites of these hannock types are relatively inaccesible to fire due to 
the long period of annual flooding, and sparse vegetation of the sur
rounding glades. It seens probable, however, that the isolated Paurotis 
clunps found in the glades (see frontispiece) up to ten niles north of 
the present nain hannock area at the nangrove edge are relics of forner 
Paurotis hannocks that have been obliterated by fire. Persistence of 
the pains is explainable by the greater ability of these nonocots to 
withstand fire damage to their stens. ‘The coastal hannock types on 
narl (Madiera Eay Hannock, etc.), and on shell beach ridges (Cape Sable 
Hannock, etc.) have burned in the past. Shore have been no recent 
fires (at least since 1945), and I have spent toe little field tine 
investigating these areas to feel secure in pronouncing on fire effects. 
■These south coast hannocks are burnable, however, and should bo so con
sidered in fire control planning, although nuch of the area is so in
accessible that fire suppression would be difficult.

In the Long Pine Key area nany pineland ground fires do not 
penetrate to the interior of hannock areas in their paths. The hannocks 
divide the fire, and only the periphery of the hardwood forest vege
tation is affected. Such edge Manage of varying severity can be seen 
on all Long Pino Key hannocks. Pig. 28 shows a, view of severe edge 
damage to on upland hannock (Little Royal Pain Hannock, two years after 
fire 122—14; May 1950). Ho to the standing dead Ly si Iona trees and the 
rank growth of firewood shrubs (mostly Trcna floridnna) coning up under
neath. Tho success of any hannock area in turning fire depends entirely 
on tho burning conditions at the tine the fire reaches tho hannock edge® 
Principal governing factors are fuel supply (i.e. length of tine since 
the last fire in the adjacent pinelands), wind direction and velocity, 
and tine of day. A pineland fire in heavy fuel, running v/ith a brisk 
wind, during the middle of the day will destroy or severely damage any 
hannock area in its nath. Culte snail hannocks, however, nay turn 
pineland fires when conditions for burning arc less favorable. Pig. 29 
shows a hannock area, ton yards in greatest diameter around a snail 
solution hole, which turned a pineland fire (123-25: Dec. 1951) escaping 
with minor edge damage. The hannock is composed of live oak, poisonwood, 
gumbo-linbo, and bayberry. Relatively early in its development, there
fore, the hammock's nodifying influences on the cite it occupies appear 
to provide it with sone protection fron the usual pineland ground fires. 
It forms a tight little nosc-phytic island in tho nore oxtrene ciinato 
of the pinelands; maintaining a, shaded and wind-protcctcd area, of higher 
humidity and smaller temperature range, and presenting a, front of poorer 
fuel to rineland fires.
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Any fire whioh burns around a hannock acts to cut tack 
hannock edges "by fire-pruning outer seedlings which have invaded 
pineland in the period "between fires. Phillips (1940, p. 169) 
nentions the tangled shrubby edges of rock ridge hannocks, and 
nanes sone of shrub species connonly found. These dense shrubby 
hannock borders are at least partially attributable to the effects 
of repeated fires. To this edging effect of fire I also attribute 
the cliff-like hannock fronts with abrupt transition fron pineland 
to hannock which are connonly seen. Fig. 30 illustrates this.

Fig. Ho. 30

This point is of sone importance to the understanding of successional 
relations between pineland and hannock forest v/hich will be discusscd 
at the end of this section. Fig. 31 shows the contrasting appearance 
of tho hannock-pine 1 and edge at a site free of fire for seven years.

The nost serious effccts on hannocks result fron fires 
that burn inside the hannock in the hums deposits. Any fire of this 
sort docs long-lasting damage and the nost severe of then nay conpletely 
obliterate the hannock. Fig. 32 shows tho aspect of the burn-out 
inside Paradise Key, seven years after the 1945 fire. Scattered 
canopy trees nay survive these fires, but nost of the trees arc usually 
either killed by fire or so weakened fron destruction of soil around
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Pig. Ho. 31

Pig. To. 32

their roots that they are socn windthrown. As shown, standing dead 
trees, particularly live oaks, nay renain for sone tine. The absence 
of standing dead live oaks in the north end of Paradise Key, which 
burned in 1929, has cau3cd. sone puzzlenent. However, pictures of the 
north end taken very shortly after the fire (Snail 1929*. Plates 2 and 
12) show nany dead oaks. These snags were cut down by CCC workers 
based at Poyal Pain State Park in 1933 or 1934 (T/Jinte, pers. conn.). 
Connonly a narrow zone of living trees narking the fomer hannock 
perincter is left when hannocks burn out. Survival of these outer
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trees nay "be due' to the fact that they occur at the edges of the 
hannock hunus deposit and have a smaller depth of ‘burnable soil 
around their roots. This sane fire effect occurs strikingly in 
the cypress and bayheads of the Everglades (see Pig, 43), I have 
seen a fen,-; instances where fires have evidently burned inside 
hannocks without killing the hannock trees. Many of the present 
canopy trees in Dark Hannock, for example, are fire narked at tho 
base. Jig. 33 shows fire scar of a 23” IEBE nastic (Sideroxvlon) 
inside Dark Hannock. This sort of fire effect nay result when fires 
occur at a tine when much of tho hunus is too wet to bum, and hence 
pass through relatively rapidly, burning only litter on the forest 
floor*

The occurrence of sone species of the hannock forest flora 
appears to be dependent on the environment created by the hannock.
These include nany woody plants such as lancewood (ITectandra), laurel 
cherry (lauroccrasus) and paradise tree (Simaruba): and the entire 
hannock herbaceous flora, both epiphytes and hunus plants. These 
species with snaller ranges of tolerance of varying environmental 
factors are the specios nost likely to be olininated by fire and the 
ones whose reestablisbnent in the recovering hannock is likely to be 
longest delayed. The erratic occurrence of sone of the presunod in
tolerant tree species in the long Pine Key hannocks has been nentioned. 
iluch nore information on successional changes in the specific composi
tion of hannock forests nust precede any nore definite pronouncenent 
on the effects of fire upon the site to sito distribution of the 
various woody species. Eire effects upon distribution of the hannock 
ferns, Broneliaceae, Orchidaceae, and Piperaceae are nore evident.
Many Long Pine Key hannocks which appear at first glance to be in 
good shape v/ith fairly large trees, an unbroken forest canopy, and 
deep hunus are found largely to lack these plants. More detailed 
survey of several such sites revealed evidence of old severe burn-outs 
in the fom of much charred fallen logs, etc: I have not attempted
to estimate the ages of these burns. Eron the size of present canopy 
trees sone of then, as in Palna Vista jjQ Hannock, evidently occurred 
long ago. Indications are that reinvasion of burned-out hannocks 
by the chara.cteristic hannock species of ferns, orchids, broneliads, 
and pepercnias nust bo very slow. Sone species such as the tropical 
naidenhair fern (Acliantun nelanoleucun) and Brass la caudata. an 
epiphytic orchid, appear to have been virtually exterminated in Long 
Pine Key hannocks, perhaps as a result of fire. Other epiphytic species 
arc apparently nore tolerant of hannock disturbance. These include 
strap ferns (Cannyloneurun). resurrection fern (Polypodiun). and the 
connon spray orchid (Encvclia tarrnense). Plants of this group, 
especially the epiphytic foms, connand a "cpular interest out of 
proportion to their relatively minor ccological influence in the con- 
nunity. Their longtine loss in burned hannocks is, therefore, an 
important fire effect.
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TROPICAL EAIJHOCK FORESTS - RECOVERY AFTER FIRE

Hammock forests of nixed tropical hardwoods are tho 
apparent climax vegetation type in South. Florida. As indicated 
earlier, successional changes among hardwood species evidently 
occur for some tine after the original establishment of hammock 
at any site; and the specific composition of the eventual self- 
maintaining climax forest is more or less conjectural. 'This 
uncertainty complicates discussion of hannock recovery after fire, 
since complete reestablishment of nature hannock nay involve much 
more than return of a continuous hardwood forest at the site. .
For the purposes of the present re-port this presents little problen, 
but in a nore refined treatment it would have to be closely con
sidered.

The age range of hannock burns of known age which are 
available for study is inadequate to enable one to construct a 
synthetic picture of tho course of ha-mock recovery. The oldest 
burns in the Everglades national Park area which can. be reliably 
dated are the Osteen Hannock and Paradise Key burns of 1945. As 
Fig. 32 shows, seven years recovery at Paradise Key ha,s produced 
a dense shrub-snall tree tangle on the burned area, Fron this, a, 
guess of about 25 years required to establish a young hardwood 
forest v/ith a continuous canopy nay be hazarded. The tine lapse 
fron the first continuous forest covor to a completely recovered 
mature hannock would certainly be nuch longer.

Obviously recovery patterns will vary a preat deal according 
to the severity of tho burn-out. Logical explanation of tne co
existence of hannock forest and v-ineland on topographically similar 
sites seens to require that there have been recurring fires, (or other 
disturbance) ~ or haps at very long intervals, which destroyed hammocks 
completely; and required succession through a pine forest stage in 
hannock recovery. I have seen a few seedling pines inside recently 
burned hannocks, but no extensive stands tha,t would indicate the 
potential establishment of nine forest. This hypothetical ca.se would 
appear to require conplcte rcnoval of hannock hunus , such as night 
be causcd by several closely successive fires. Even after severe 
hannock burns, enough hunus remains to support a. quick growth of fire- 
weed species, which soon fills the hannock interior v/ith a dense shrub 
tangle-, leaving no bare areas available to invasion by pine. Through
out the Long Pine Key area, sizeable pines enclosed by hannock forest 
nay be found. Many of these arc evidently trees overtaken by outward 
encroachment of hannock edges, but sone nay be relics fron a. pine stage 
which followed hannock burn-out3.

The shrubby tangles which fill tho interiors of hannocks 
after fire are composed of three floral elements,, 1. Hannock forest 
survivors, and seedlings and sprouts of hannock species, 2. Shade 
intolerant species characteristic of the pineland flora v/hich invade
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the area opened, "by fire. 3. Opportunist fireweed species which 
make a quick growth on any disturbed area. Some species of the 
latter category also occur frequently in pineland, "but those listed 
as fireweeds attain notable luxuriance on new hammock burns.

2. Pineland spccies

Anemia adiantifolia (a fern)
Ptoris caudata (brackcn)
Pvcnidoria bahamensis (a fern) 
Serenoa renona (saw palmetto)
Callicarps. ameiicana (beauty berry) 
Su-oatoriun vUIosun

3. Jiroweed species

P t eri s caudata 
Trena floridana
Phus loucantha (See Pig. 34 showing dense growth of sunac on 
hennocic burn at Paradise Key,)

Garica Patiava (papaya)
Psidiun gua.iava (guava)
Calonyction s-q.-, (noon flower)
Solanur, vcrbascifolium (potato tree)
Lantana involucrata 
I-Io rinda P.oioc 
3acchari 3 hallr.mi fo 11a

Che firewoods develop very rapidly on hannock burns, v/ithin 
two years after fire they have connonly clogged the hannock interior 
with an imposing bicnass of new growth* All of the fireweed species 
are woak-stenncd and shade-intelerant, and are eventually eliminated 
from the flora of the recovering hannock. ... _ . i __

1. This category may contain any of the species 
v/hich occurred in the hammock before fire, but the more 
tolerant species such as live oak, bustic (M-pholis). wild 
tamarind, poisonwood, gumbo-limbo, myrsine (Eaoanea), and 
marlberry (Icacorea) are usually most frequent, In addi
tion, species of vines such as poison ivy, Virginia creeper, 
muscadine, pepper vine (Anpelo-psis). Hip-pocratea and Pisonia 
bind the shrub tangle making it virtually impenetrable. All 
of these vines occur in hammock forests; but some species, 
particularly the first four listed, malce especially rank 
growth on new hammock burns and could perhaps be considered 
as fireweeds.



TBOFIGAL HAMMOCK FOKFSTS - FI33 3FF5CT OK SUCCESSIOHA1 HEIATIOH
'TO r IICBLAjSPS

In the account of the fire history of the region presented 
earlier in the report, it has "been indicated that pine forest in 
South Florida is evidently a fire-maintained sub-climax vegetation 
type. If this view is correct, hammock forest would "be expected to 
invade pineland sites in the absence of fire. This section advances 
evidence intended to show that such invasion does occur.

Most authors who have considered the hammock-pineland 
relation have reached conclusions similar to the above (Bessey, 1911: 
Harper, 1911 et al,). Harshborger (1912: 104-106) has raised a dis
senting voice, stating that basic differences exist between pineland 
sites and hannock sites. This opinion is also held by some local 
naturalists with wide field acquaintance with the area. Tho abrupt 
transition between tho two vegetation types seen at many places (See 
Fig. 30) has sometimes been cited as evidence in support of the 
hypothesis that intrinsic differences exist between hammock sites 
and pineland sites, I cannot agree with this contention, regarding 
these sharr) vegetations!, boundaries -as due to the. action of fire in 
pruning •peripheral hammock plants. Closo study of many sites where 
such abrupt transitions occur has failed to disclose any basic 
edaphic or topographic differences. Existing differences seem to be 
entirely those which result from the modifying influence exerted by 
the hammock vegetation upon the site of its chance establishment and 
chance survival in pineland.

Tho chief defect in the view of Harshborger lies in the 
fact that it appears to deny the possibility of any successional 
relation between pineland and hammock forest vegetation. The follow
ing lines of evidence seen to provide convincing proof that this 
succession does occur.

1. In the absence of fire, hammock edges appear to advance 
into the adjacent pineland rather rapidly. Fig. 35 shows a dense 
understory of young live oak that has encroached outward from the

Fig. He. 35
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cclge of Dark Eannock (visible in background) during a seven year 
firo-free period. Figs. 36 and 37 provide additional views of 
hannock edges that have enclosed a nunber of pines.

2. Any site in pinelands at which frequency and/or in~> 
tensity of fire is reduced tends to he occupied "by incipient 
hannock growth. Large solution holes often provide enough fire- 
protected niches to maintain a hardwood hannock nucleus fron which 
hardwoods nay encroach into pineland during the intervals "between 
fires. This is especially true of the large holes, to fifty feet 
or nore in dianeter, which are fomed "by the collapse of the ceilings
of solution caverns. One of those is shown in Fig. 38. The fore
ground has "boon cleared to show the edge of the hole. Long Pine Key 
is penetrated "by a nun"ber of fingers of sav/grass gladolands which 
extend into the pineland in a. south to north direction roughly 
perpendicular to the axis of tho pine-forested rock ridge. A.t 
■present water levels, the30 glades areas are dry season "burnable in 
nost years, hut they do offer sone protection as fire "breaks during 
a -part of the year. It is notable that nany of the present hannock 
forest sites of Long Pine Key arc loca,ted with a gla.de area to wind
ward. Fig. 39 shows one of these.

Fig. ITo. 38
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Fig. No. 39

3. Gtouds of hardwoods which appear to represent incipient 
hammocks may occasionally "be found in pineland at sites which^are not 
at all protected from fire. Fig. 40 illustrates this. The site 
shown is far removed from any present hammock, and shows no sign of

Jig. llo. 40
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having been previously occupied by hammock forest. It seems to 
represent an early stage in the establishment of a new hammock 
under pines. No readily apparent site factors favor invasion of 
hammock species at this particular spot (s „ g. no noticeable 
variation in topography or substrate from surrounding pine forest, 
no large hammock trees to provide a nearby source of seed). 3he 
location seems due to chance establishment cf seedlings at the 
site, and a sufficient time lapse without fire (or interval of 
fire survival) for some of the plants to mature, followed by 
peripheral expansion from the hammock nucleus. -Hie principal tree 
species is Lysiloma bahamensis with the larger specimens centrally 
located. Some of the trees are several-stemmed from the ground 
indicating that they have survived fire-pruning.

k. As presented in the account of fire effects in pine
land, much of the shrub layer of the pine woods is composed of 
fire-dwarfed individuals of species which are trees in the hammock 
forests. Diis fact was recognized and discussed by Small (l930> 
pp. ). It seems abundantly clear that with the elimination
of fire these hardwoods would provide a seed source speeding the 
establishment of hammock forest at the site.

Considering the above, I believe that a period of 15 to 
25 years freedom from fire is ample to permit the conversion of 
any upland site on Long Pine Key from open pine forest with an 
understory of palmetto and fire-dwarfed hardwoods to dense young 
hammock forest with relic pines, and no reproduction of pine.

I wish to restrict the above statement to the Long Pine 
Key pinelands, since several unique features of this area urge 
caution in attributing of similar hammock— pineland relations to 
other south Florida rockland areas. Indications are that the 
Long Pine Key area may have been less frequently burned than the 
pine forests from south of Florida City to Miami, (the Biscayne 
pineland of Small) for the following reasons:



1. Long Pine Key has the protection of a deep Everglades 
slough (Taylor River) to windward. Fires have crossed the 
slough in years of exceptional drouth, as in 1945, hut in most 
years it provides an effective fire "break to the east of Long 
Pine Key. A clear example of this may he found in the narrative 
account of fire 123-6, April 1952. This fire reached Taylor 
Slough and went out although burning conditions (wind, time of 
day) were much in its favor.

2. Some fire protection is provided by the transverse 
glades of Long Fine Key, as previously mentioned.

3. Since a great many fires in this area are man-caused, 
the fact that Long Pine Key was the last part of the Miami Rock 
Ridge to become accessible may indicate (considering the Taylor 
River barrier against fire from the east) a significantly lower 
frequency of man-caused fires.

The following differences in vegetation notable in tho Biscayne 
pineland aro pevhapa tho result of a greater fire frequency.

1. The area of established hammock forest is very much 
smaller in relation to the area of pineland than is true of 
Long Pino Key,

2. The shrub understory in the Biscayne pineland contains 
strikingly fewer individual hardwoods, and a much poorer repre
sentation of species. Over large areas in the Redlands district 
the forest understory is composed almost entirely of low palms 
(saw palmetto, cabbage palm, and silver palm). I interpret this 
as a fire-inpovori3hcd understory, and believe that frequent 
burning may eventually eliminate hardwoods from the shrub under- 
story even though a single fire kills only a small percentage of 
them.

It scons likely, therefore, that in much of the Biscayne 
pineland succession of hannock forest on pineland sites may be 
long-delayed, prinarily due to the renoteness of many areas fron 
sources of seeds. A pineland tract in the Redlands unburned for 25 
years shows but little evidence of hardwood invasion (see description 
page 110.

1QTE: I ha.ve spent relatively little field time in the pine areas
outside Everglades National Park, and cannot, at present, excludo 
the possibility that there nay be site differences sufficient to 
partially account for observed differences in the vegetation.



BAYHEAD - SUBSTRATE

As with the hunus deposits of upland hannocks, the peat 
soil of the "bayheads is burnable. These soil deposits are usually 
deeper than those of upland hardwood forests, and conplete "burnouts 
are perhaps nore destructive in terns of tine needed for recovery 
after fire. Sone of the nost striking fire effects to "be found 
anywhere in the region have occurred in this vegetation type* Pig. 
41 shows the interior of a 'bayhead in which the peat nass burned 
conpletely, exposing the underlying oolite. In other cases fire 
evidently ‘burned down to the water table and wont out. Leaving sone 
of the peat unturned. In several incomplete burn-out a which were

Pig. Ho. 41

examined, three to four feet of soil had burned with the unburned 
areas occurring as elevated knolls inside the bayhead. Peat fires in 
bayheads nove slowly, as described for upland hannocks, and these 
incomplete burns evidently result when rains put out creeping fires. 
The -ocat deposits often bum down to a, level below that of the 
surrounding narl glades, and wet-season ponds nay then occupy tho 
one-time bayhead site. A number of burnouts of this sort were 
oxanined in the Ironpot Hannock burn (123-16, June-July 1951/.

•3 Ar?3&T)S - VEGETA'11017

Typically bayheads are ringed with a dense hedge of shrubby 
vegetation. The nost frequent constituent of this bordoring sone is 
cocoplun (Ghrysobalanus). These plants, sonetines si2cable v/ith 
trunks to 18" dianeter, are often rooted in the outer edge of the 
pca,t mass and extend 10 or 12 feet into the glades over an area of 
nearly bare narl. This growth forn presents a barrier effective 
against some glades fires. It tends to break the front of the fire 
which nay then pass around the bayhead without getting inside to burn 
in the peat nass. Possibly this type of edge is an expression of 
rcpoa,tod peripheral fire effects, but the case is not so clear as 
with the shrubby borders of upland hannocks. Pig. 42 illustrates 
the coceplun hedge of a bayhead in the southern Everglades.
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51 g. Ho. 42

'vhether or not the whole depth of the psat nass is "burned, 
fires which burn inside bayheads usually destroy the vegetation 
corroletely. A few trees at the edges survive, and these nay occur 
as an outer ring narking the fomor bayhead perinoter (Jig. 43).

Jig. Ho. 43

rpviG interior of the bayhead is ordinarily gutted, leaving fantastic 
tangles of fallen and leaning lead trees, tnat have toppled as sup
porting soil v/as burned awry fron their roots. Jig. 44 shows the 
wreck of a bayhead in a transverse glade of Long Pine Key two years 
oftcr fire 123-14 (liny 1950). The bryhoad pictured occupied a nore
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elevated site than usual for the vegetation type and contained several 
species of hannock hardwoods and a few pines. I have not seen cases 
in which fires ‘burned inside "bayheads destroying only surface litter, 
without killing trees. Presunably this could occxnr, especially in 
the case of early day season fires.

BAYE5ADS - RECOVERY ATT3R. ?IK3

Recovery of bayheads fron severe fire danage requires depo
sition of a new peat nas which nust build up to sufficient elevation 
for the bayhead tree species to reoccupy the site. This process is 
evidently very slow. As nentionod, at sone places the peat is burned 
to below the general glades level so that scni-pernancnt ponds are 
established. On these sites succession through various hydrosere stages 
nust occur in bayhead recovery. A site of this sort v/as exanined .just 
north of tho boundary of the Ironpot Hammock fire. Here what appears 
to bo a burn-out pond is occupied by sizeable pond apple (Anncna) trees, 
and several s-pocies of emergent aquatic plants, including spattordock 
(jvnohaca;, arrowleaf (Sagjttaria), and pickerel v/eed (pcntedaria).
No infemation is available on the age of this burn, but the fire nust 
have occurred at least 20 years ago to judge fron the size of tho pond 
apple trees.

At sites where the peat burn-out is not so extreme, recovery 
after fire nay be sonewhat nore rapid. Many burned-out bayheads in 
the area of the Ironpot Hannock fire, and also further south are now 
occupied by dense growths cf young willow (Salix). Tig. 45 illustrates 
this.

Fig. 3o. 44
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Fig. Ho. 45

Several of these sites arc known to have ‘burned in 1945. Ho 
evidence is available on v/hich to baso an estimate of the tine 
s-om reauired for displaconont of the willow 07 the usual woody 
species "of the bayheads. In the Ironpot Hannock area a year after 
fire' a few rootsprouts of firc-pruncd troes and seedlings of coco- 
ulun, wax r.yrtle, and redbay (Tanal a) were found in snail spots 
around the rin of the bayhead v/hero the peat had not burned. Durvival 
of specinon trees in islands of unburned soil nay speed the return 
of bayhead vegetation to the site by providing a local seed sourco.
In general, however, firos in bayheads destroy the sail and v/ith it 
the elevation necessary for the occurronce of the bayhead species. 
?_einvasion v/ill occur only after plant succession and organic depo
sition have restored the elevation of tho site.

Many shrubby and herbaceous firewood plants quickly invade 
bayhead areas o-ocned by fire. With the exception of willow these 
species ordinarily do not persist long. A list of sone of the najer 
constituents of this assor.blage follows:

Zorns:
Csnunda regalis (Royal fern, also locally known as fire 

fern)
-llachnun sorrula.tun) (Also occur in sone established 
Drvo-ptcris nomalis; bayheads) 
rteris caudata (Bracken)



Shrubs:
Salix amphibia (willow)
Trema floridana
Jussiasa scabra (primrose willow)
Baccharis glomerullflora 
Baccharis halimnifolia

Herbs:
Solanum nigrum (common nightshade)
Sonchus asx>er (sow thistle)
Conoclinum coelestinum 
Pluchea foetida 
?luchea -ouraurascens 
Eupatorium ca-pillifolium 
Melanthera sp.
Mlkania batatifolia

3AYE3ADS - SUCCSSSIOHAL RELATIONS BETWEEH BAYHEADS AMD SAWGRASS C-LADSS

Local residents most familiar v/ith the Everglades area 
agree that within the period of their observations (roughly 25 years) 
there has been a marked expansion of woody vegetation at the expense 
of the sawgrass area. It is also agreed that, in spite of fires 
v/hich have destroyed many tree islands, this invasion has been suf~ 
ficient to change the whole aspect of large areas particularly in the 
region south of the Iamiami Trail. The species most involved in this 
thicket extension is willow (Egler, 1952: 240; Poppehhager, Redding, 
Winte, pers. comm.). Some of the present willow areas mark tho sites 
of burned-out bayheads, but there seem to be many sites whore v/illow 
scrub is independently invading sav/gross. It appears a reasonable 
hypothesis to attribute this development to the drying of the lower 
glades. It has, at least, occurred under conditions of lowered water 
levels, and cannot be interpreted as a fire effoct because, a.s Egler 
-ooints out (ibid.), fire acts to limit this thicket extension.
Possibly willow in this case is a pioneer specios heralding the 
ovcntueJL establishment of bayhead vegetation in present sawgrass 
aXea,s. Isolated individuals of all the tree species of the bayheads 
may often be found in tho surrounding sawgrass axons. Frequently 
these arc fire-pruned just as arc individuals of hammock hardwoods 
in pineland, and it seems clear that their occurrence would bo more 
widespread in the absence of fire.

The relation between bayhead vegetation (including willow) 
and Everglades prairie vegetation appears to be more complex than 
that between upland hammocks and pineland. In the latter case the 
single factor, fire, controls succession with hannock forest rapidly 
invading pine v/oods that are protected from fire. Between bayhead 
and sawgrass areas the picture is complicated by the fact that strong 
site differences exist, Bayheads appear to occupy elevated sites (see
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discussion page ‘',5) on peat, Everglades prairies, loss elevated 
sites on narl or sawgrass peat. Under conditions of pre-drainage 
water levels succession of 'bayheads into sawgrass nust have "been 
dependent on the slow growth of tho peat nass. This encroachnent 
into the narsh would "be affected "by fire in a nanncr similar to 
fire effects on the edges of upland hannocks encroaching into pine 
woods. I ha.vc previously indicated that elevation (i.e. duration 
and extent of annual flooding) seens the inportant factor Uniting 
■bayhead occurrence. Bayhead species can invade sawgrass soils, 
provided the sites are dry enough (see Fig. 48). %th drainage nuch 
of tho sawgrass area has apparently becone enough drier to he open 
to general invasion "by woody species, v/hich is now going on oven in 
the face of severe fire. This hypothesis of the inter-type succes
sional relations nay "be sunnarized as follows:

1. Pro-drainage conditions: A nosaic of "bayhead and
Everglades prarie vegetation types with their occurrence United 
by topographic site differences - Slow succession of bayhead vege
tation into tho narsh as the accumulating peat deposit built up 
requisite elevation - Fire acting to control this succession through 
effects on periphery of the bayhead.

2. Present conditions: lowered water levels olininate
the effect of topographic differences between the two. vegetation 
types-- Widespread esta.blishr.ient of woody seedlings in narsh areas - 
Fire acting to preserve sawgrass narsh by pruning back woody seedlings, 
but ineffective to prevent largo extensions of woody vegetation into 
sawgrass areas*

If the above is correct, the eventual result with continued 
low water levels and continued fire nay be a savanna, or thicket of 
fire-pruned shrubs over --.uch of the glades. In addition Egler (1952, 
252-256) ha.s pointed out an additional threat to the open glades 
-osed by the naturalized Australian pine (Casuarina). This species 
scons capable of establishing a pure stand forest in sawgrass glades 
at present general water levels. As yet Oasuarina is not connon in 
Everglades ITational Park, but it v/ill al.nost surely present a problen 
in the future.

SA.i:C-2ASo GIAJ5S - FI5B FF^C.TS

As shown by graph #1 (page ̂3a) the sawgrass glades area 
is the nost inportant fire type in Everglades national Park in toms 
of total a.creago burned. The entire glades area has certainly burned 
nany tines, yet we have rer.arkably little information on the effects 
of fire on the vegetation.

In nuckland areas the soil destroying effects of fire are 
notable. Undoubtedly sone of the present rockland areas of the glades 
have resulted fron complete removal of the soil by repeated muck fires.
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Over tho general narl soil area that makes up nost of the glades 
of tho park no such definite fire effoct can "bo indicated. She 
glados burn and soon afterwards the s®c plants that were there 
before fire nay again be found, ^hore are, in other words, no 
readily apparent short-torn effocts of fire in the narl glades.
It is difficult to believe that repeated fires over a. longer period 
do not have effects on the density and specific composition of the 
glades vegetation, but there are no records of the fire history 
of particular areas adequate to enable us to discern this. In sone 
narl glades areas fire is followed by a conspicuous show of flower
ing herbs sinilar to that described for newly burned pinelands.
Tho roots of nost of tho sawgrass plants are usually not killed 
and their recovery is direct. As previously stated, fire kills 
or prunes back seedlings of woody plants that have becone estab
lished in tho narsh, betxveon fires and thus acts to slow tho invasion 
of shrub vegetation into those glades areas dry enough to support it.

Tho arrangement of vegetation in tho Shark Hiver Valley 
area of the main glades described earlier (sco page 55 ) has inportant 
effects on the novenent of fires that nay bo useful in fire suppres
sion, hero. Glades fires in this area usually "wander11 a groat deal 
following the heaviest fuels. They thus tend to fan out into multiple 
fingers along the tall sawgrass and willow strands, and ordinarily 
do not cross the centers of the slough runs. In sone instances it 
should be nore feasible to cut off fires by making breaks across the 
sawgrass strands (with fair assurance that tho flanks will not be 
able to cross the confining slough runs), rather than to attenpt 
attack -on the whole perimeter.

The whole question of fire in the glades nust be realistically 
considered, We need to acquire information on just what is happening 
to glades vegetation under present water conditions and just what part 
fire plays in these developments. And, onco reliable information is 
at hand, we need to consider objectives and to direct fire suppression 
activities accordingly. It may, for example, be ecologically sound 
to -rotect ten bayheads at tho expense of ten square miles of marl 
glades. The possibility of tho use of controlled burning as a nanage- 
nent -ractice to check invasion of willows or nangrove into the marsh 
should at least be examined. The job of maintaining tho glades in 
their present aspect is not likely to be either short or simple.
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IV. PIES EFFECTS Og ATO-tAL POPULATIONS

Fire effects other than the effects on vegetation were not 
specifically investigated, However, a few observations and ideas 
regarding fire effects on animal populations in South Florida may 
well be included here.

Direct mortality due to fire is probably a relatively in
significant factor in the population dynamics of animal species in 
the region. It is insignificant at least in comparison v/ith indirect 
effects upon animal populations through, the ecological changes caused 
by fire. Animals of many species are frequently killed, however, 
particularly by sawgrass fires.

In the following account an attempt is made to estimate fire 
effects on animals in lowland (sawgrass and bayheads) and upland 
(pineland and tropical hammocks) communities. No effort i3 made to 
discuss animals other than vertebrates. The possibility that fire 
is a major limiting factor affecting populations of some invertebrates, 
such as the large freshwater snail, Annul lari a (or Pomacia), should 
not be overlooked.

Lowland Communities - Direct Fire Effects. Probably all the 
species of amphibians and reptiles of the area are at least occasionally 
killed by sawgrass firo3. I have seen small alligators, cottonmouth 
nocassins (Agkistrodon Tiiscivorous), water snakes (Matrix), indigo 
snakes (Drynarchon), ground rattlesnakes (Si strums miliarlus) and 
several species of frogs, lizards, and turtles killed by fire in saw
grass areas. Babbitt and Babbitt (1951) reported finding largo numbers 
of some amphibians and reptiles killed by fire in a small glades area.. 
Their casualty list included: tree frogs (Hyla), green snakes
(Oohoodrys), black snakes (Coluber), ribbon snakes (Thamno-phis), glass 
lizards (Q-phisaurua). anoles (Anolis) and box turtles (Terrapine).

Direct mortality of birds as a result of fire is probably 
limited to nestlings and occasional adults of weak-flying species 
such as tho rails. Dry season bird populations of the glades are low 
oxccpt for areas in the immediate vicinity of ponds and sloughs, and 
direct fire effects are probably of little importance.

Judging from tho number of dead or badly burned living in
dividuals of such species as cotton rats (Sjgmodon) and marsh rabbits 
(oylvila^us aauaticu3) which arc seen, it seems possible that sawgrass 
fires may exert considerable influence on the rodent populations of 
the glades. As for larger mammals, occasional opossums and raccoons 
were seen that had apparently been overrun and killed by glades fires. 
Deer somotimos accumulate bad burns on the hocks and lower legs from 
running through burning peat beds (poppenhager, pers. comm.). It is 
not likely, however, that this is the cause of much mortality, nor 
is it likely important even in the limited deep peat areas of Ever
glades National Park.
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lowland. Conmnnities ~ Indirect Fire Effects. The chief 
indirect fire effect of importance to the animal populations of the 
glades is the formation of bora-out ponds where deep peat deposits 
of bayheads burn down below the level of the surrounding marl 
glades. To some extent there burn-out ponds may substitute for 
onetime gator holes in the ecology of many glades animals. The 
dry season use of glades areas by animals depends very largely on 
the availability of permanent water, which provides a refuge for 
the smaller aquatic organisms and feeding sites for the larger birds 
and mammals. Due to the present poor dispersion of such ponds, large 
areas of the Everglades are a 'virtual dry-season desert. Thus the 
destruction of bayheads by fire may have valuable incidental effects 
to many animal populations. This is, however, a notably inefficient 
way of meeting the need for glades water holes.

Upland Communities - Direct Fire Effects. I have seen 
few vertebrates killed by pineland fires and suspect that direct 
mortality is much less than is the case with glades fires. Babbitt 
and Babbitt (o~p. cit.) report finding nary dianondback rattlesnakes 
(Crotalus adamanteus) and box turtles killed by pineland fires.
Other reptiles, ground-nesting bird3 such as the bobwhite and wild 
turkey, passerine birds which nest in shrubby growth in pineland, and 
small mammals doubtless suffer to sone extent. It does not appear, 
however, that the total direct effect of pineland fires can be of 
much importance.

Upland Communities - Indirect Fire Effects. Fire acts to 
prune shrub growth in pineland and cub back the edges of hardwood 
hammocks. Speaking primarily of bird populations, fire thus tends 
to maintain or enlarge the habitat area, available to pine woods 
species, such as the pine warbler and bluebird, and to restrict the 
habitat area of forest-edge species, such as the Carolina wren and 
cardinal. These forest-edge species alternately advance into and 
retreat from the pinelands as the shrub understory becomes suffi
ciently dense to suit their requirements and then is once more re
duced by rire. Conversely, complete burn-out of hammocks and the 
resulting interior shrub tangle creates habitat for forest-edge 
species. This interplay or bird populations is very largely con
trolled by fire. I have no information on other animal groups, but it 
is reasonable to assume that many of then are somewhat similarly af
fected.

As noted, pineland fires destroy nearly all ground litter, 
down logs and stumps, etc., I suggest that this bare forest floor 
may account for the very low densities of the pine woods rodent 
populations reported by Opsahl (1951).

In all consideration of fire effect, it should be clearly 
realized that the immediate destruction of vegetation by fire, and
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the new plant successions set in motion on burned areas will have 
attendant and often 1 ong~er>daring influences on the anim.pl pcp-Jia 
tions of the areas involved^



COICLUSICKS M D  HECOMEHDATICNS

1 « Fire Suppression Practices*

From the foregoing consideration of fire effects I can only 
repeat with emphasis the conclusion reached "by the fire critique dis
cussions of May 1950; under present conditions it is imperative that 
all fires in tho area be- actively suppressed* Water is the key to any 
change in this situation. If moans of restoring water on the glades 
to something near pre-drainago levels can bo found, I believo that fires 
can then be largely forgotten; except perhaps in extreme drought years, 
or as they may threaten areas of special use or special interest*
There can be no reasonable doubt that fire is a natural ecological 
factor in tho Evergla des National Park area, and that complete elimina
tion of fire would eventually result in disappearance of tho fire- 
maintained sub-climax vegetation types (pine forost and sawgress prairies) 
and major changes in the aspect of the region* However the low water 
conditions of the past thirty years have resulted in an increase in 
both the frequency and tho intensity of fires* I beliovo that tho 
present fire regimen i3 potentially capable of completely eliminating 
the hardwood forest vegetation typos on South Florida, and of causing 
floristic impoverishment and other degenerative changes in the sub
climax types. There is no question that fire suppression must be con
tinued at increasing efficiency to maintain the ocological status quo 
in South Florida.

As I have attempted to show, the most extreme fire damage 
occurs in hardwood forost vegetation types, both bayheads and hammock 
forests. In contrast to pineland and sawgrass, the recovery of hard
wood forest areas from severe fire is always long-delayed* It therefore 
seems advisable that firs suppression operations take this into account 
and protect hammock areas whenever possible, even when it can only be 
done at the expense of larger acreages burned of pine or sawgrasso 
Having fought a few glades firos, I realize the difficulties involved
in putting this advice into practice because of the rapid movement of
going fires, and the mosaic occurrence of the vegetation types. It is, 
however, a point to be kept in mind*

I would also liko to suggest that the possibility of providing
advanco fire break protection for some of the hardwood hammocks of Long 
Pine Koy be thoroughly considered. Admittedly there are undesirable 
features to such a practice in a national park, tut thoso should be 
weighod against tho possibility of fire damage to the few hammocks "which 
remain in a relatively undisturbed condition. At least, protection of 
these hammocks should become a top priority in the event of fire in tho 
Long Pine Key pineland*
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The following Long Pina Koy hammocks should certainly be 
given preferential protection: Palma Vista $1, Palma Vista #2,
Dark, Mosior (fire damaged, but contains a numbor of unusual plants),
Saw Mill Road, Turkey (fire-damaged, hut has a notable abundanco of 
Oncidium flcridanum, a rare torrostrial orchid), Crabwood and the 
'glades edge hammock just south of it (Crabv/ood Hammock is burned-out, 
but tho surviving fragments contain many rare plants), and Little 
Royal Palm* Special vigilance is also advised with regard to tho 
large cypress-bay head just north of Cocoplum Bond (see Fig* )
Dowhurst Hammock, and the Mahogany hammocks* It is probably im
practical to attempt to maintain permanent fire breaks around these 
Everglades treo islands, but, again, their protection should be tho 
first concorn whenever fires threaten their general region* Parti
cularly in the oaso of the rather remote Mahogany Hammocks, frequent 
patrols should koep track of water conditions on tho surrounding glades, 
sothat special protective measures may bo taken if the region becomes 
dangerously dry.

2* Fire Records*

More exact and more detailed records should be kept of fires 
in tho Everglades National Park area* Initial records to be of ecological 
use should include: A complete account of burning conditions; location
and size of the areas of different vogotation typos burned; progress of 
the fire from discovery to final suppression; length of time since tho 
last fire, if known; and a careful survey of damage ovor the fire area. 
Much of this information is recorded on the usual fire reports submitted 
to tho regional office* The chiof difference would bo that tho data 
bo gathered with tho degree of care suitable to tho objective of pro
viding definite information on fire effects, I am aware of the personnel 
problem v/hich will ariso, since coll acting those data -will require con
siderable time (particularly on class S fires) at a time when all hands 
are usually none too many for the actual work of suppression* It is 
suggested that tho job of recording preliminary information on location, 
vegetation types, and progress of tho fir9 be assigned to the fire scout; 
and that a detailod survey of tho burn begin as soon as the fire has 
been put on a patrol basis,

I wish to further recommend that observation of particular 
burned areas bo continuod at intervals, with tho rocovory of tho vege
tation being noted in detail. These resurvoys diculd bo made at annual 
intervals until tho recovery of tho vegetation is substantially complete* 
They should take the form of: 1* General qualitative surveys of the
ontiro burn; and, 2, Quantitative study of an adequate number of 
pormanont study plots representative of all vogotation types burned, 
on which changes in the density and specific composition of tho vegeta
tion may bo followod in detail.
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3. Test Burning Experiments

To complote the program of investigation of fire offocts 
in Everglades National Park the following experimental procedure is 
suggested to supplement study of natural and accidontal fires, I 
recommend that permanent test-burning and control plots be established 
on which fire-froquency may be varied as an experimental factor0 Such 
study-plots would need to be set up only in the two major fire types, 
pinelands and Everglades prairie; but they should encompass ail major 
variations of these typos. Following is the suggested detailed pro
cedure for establishing one study plot series. Other series would be 
similar.

Area: Pine rockland with a mixed hardwood understory
of' fairly uniform density and composition.
--Establish eight one-quarter acre study plots and set 
permanent corner marks. (Actually the size of adequate 
plots would need to be determined by study cf the vege
tation aftor the mannor suggested by Vestal (1949). One- 
quarter acre is believed to represent a probable maximum 
size noeded.)
— Census and map vegetation on each plot.
--The plots would then be studied as follows :

1, A control plot; unburned.
23 Burn tvdco a yeur, winter and summer.
5. 3urn annually in winter.
4. Burn annually in summer.
5. Burn at two year intervals in winter.
8. Burn at three year intervals in wintor.
7. Burn at five yeor intervals in winter.
8. Burn at ten year intervals in winter.

— A quantitative ro-check cf vegetation on each plot would 
bo mode just before and shortly after burning. In addition 
an annual re-check of vogotation would be made on the con
trol plot, and on experimental plots v/ith less than annual 
firo frequencies.
— Modifications that will increase the value of the re
coverable data will certainly suggest themselves as study 
progresses.
— Study plots should be guarded against unscheduled burns 
by firebreaks.

The above suggested program is doubtless contrary to some 
Park Service policies, at least in their narrow interpretation; but
I believe that the importance of the problem amply justifies the de
parture. It will be noted also that tho suggestions advanced in 
parts "2" and ”3" of this section spell out a long-term project of 
fire effects study. I can see no other real solution. It is worth 
emphasizing that Evergla des National Park is also a long-term project, 
and that tho problem of fire promises to stay right with us*
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4, Study of Plant Spocios and Vegetation Types

Earlier in this report I referred to the difficulties 
presented to fire effects study by inconplete knowledge of the plant 
species and the ecology of the regional vegetation types* It is 
difficult to distinguish and examine modifications due to fire, when 
wo have sc relatively little definite infermation on the specific 
composition, and the course of ecological development of the plant 
communities in tho absence of fire# The study of fire effects will 
ultimately be best served, if investigation of the flora and tho 
ecological relations of tho vegetation types proceeds apace. Data 
from work suggested in the two preceding parts of this section v/ill 
contribute also to this more theoretical aspect® In addition the 
following are suggested:

1c Herbarium - Collection and identification of 
plants of the Everglades National Park area should be 
actively pursued with the objective of establishing a 
complete working herbarium of tho park flora* The nucleus 
of such a collection is r.cvi in existence (See Appendix).
The herbarium of the Botany Department of tho University 
of Miami contains on excellent representation cf tho regional 
flora. This is, and will remain, of much value to the study 
of tho Everglades National Pork flora; but on immediately 
available local collection is much to bo desired.

2. Along with the collection cf plants in the park 
area, information on the geograpnicaland ecological dis
tribution cf plant species within tho park should bo ac
cumulated. -- The Pork Biologist and tho Park Naturalist 
have already amassed much information of this sort, parti
cularly as regards the occurrence of woody plants. They 
have not. felt able to devote the time to make it quantitative.

3» A program of ecological studies, particularly 
quantitative studies of stand composition and density of 
the various vegetation typos; and studies of the factors 
controlling the occurrence of the vegetation typos, should 
be developed*

4. The suggested studios con be expected to provide 
a detailed knowledge of the plant ecology of the area, and 
of the role of fire in this picture. Such information would 
have valuable applications to many problems besides fire 
effects study.

It would, for example, provide a fund of essential background 
material facilitating approach to many of the problems which will arise 
in connection with various animal populations. Almost every notional 
park has hod to deal with problems involving over-populations of animal



species, predation, unexplained dwindling of the populations of some 
species, etc.: Thera is no reason to believe that Everglades national
Park will be spared those. It requires no great foresight to anti
cipate a tizno when Everglades National Park nay, for example, be faced 
with necessity to study "a deer problem.™ or "a raccoon problem.” 
arising from over-populations of these species* There already exists 
the problem of explaining the disappearance or extreme rarity of such 
species as the mangrove fox squirrel and rod-cockadcd woodpecker* 
Knowledge of tho vegetation typos is readily translatable into tho 
necessary knowledge of animal habitats in all theso cases and many 
other conceivable ones* -- Much of the ecological information would 
also bo of use in the work of tho interpretive division which has a 
particularly important and difficult job in E%rerglades National Park.

Statements on the Evergla des National Park "Broadside," 
received by all p  ssing tourists, inform us that Everglades National 
Park is: 1. A unique area; and 2. An area whose features attractions /
are biological. Granting "2U, may it then bo suggested that, since 
the park succeeds or fails with the waxing or waning of its biological 
resources, we are well advised to learn all we can about then# And, 
conceding that the area is unique, where “Familiar things take un
familiar shape,” tho place to get this information is South Florida.
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LIMESTONE EROSION ON THE MIAMI ROCK RIDGE
By Doctor Robert N. Ginsburg

The surface exposures of Miami Colite on the Rock Ridge 
extending southwestward from Miami are characteristically much 
affected by solution. Where the rock surface is only slightly 
above the water level during the summer or rainy season, the 
surface is highly irregular with sharp projections, pits, holes 
and channels, ranging in size from less than an inch to several 
feet. Where the rock surface is slightly higher, these irregularities 
are less pronounced and more or less circular pools or wells leading 
to subterranean passages are the rule. In both cases the sub
surface rock below the water level is extensively honeycombed by 
passages and cavities of variable size.

Irregular surfaces and honeycombed interiors are charac
teristic for the Miami Oolite, whether covered by pineland, hammocks, 
or sawgrass prairies, though in the latter two cases it is less 
noticeable due to the masking effect of vegetative debris. Varia
tions in the forms and extent of erosion in the rock covered by 
the different floral communities do exist, but for present purposes 
they are not considered important.

Three main processes are responsible for the solution of 
limestone in this area:

1. Solution by rainwater. Though the solubility of CaCOg 
in fresh water is relatively low, the heavy rainfall, 
approximately 60 inches, makes possible removal of con
siderable CaC03. (Taking the solubility of CaCO^ as 0.10 
gr/l. and the rainfall as 150 cm/yr. 1500 grm. or 535 cc. 
of CaCOg can be dissolved from a square meter of pure 
limestone.) Mast of this chemical solution takes place 
below the water table where there is continued contact 
between water and limestone.

2. Humic acids. Acids produced in the decay of vegetative 
debris, as for example from hammock soils, also dissolve 
limestone.

3. Micro-organisms particularly blue-green algae are 
capable of dissolving limestones. Eoring algae are probably 
abundant on the moist rock surfaces throughout the area; 
the characteristic blackened appearances of exposed rock 
surfaces is similar to that of the intertidal zone of the 
rocky shores along the Keys. In this latter case, algae 
and other micro-organisms are responsible.
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Slaking of the surface limestone by fires, which are 
common in the pinelands, has been considered an important agent 
of limestone erosion (Small, 1930 : Ul-^2). Since a temperature 
of 550°C is required for decomposition of CaCOg it seems unlikely 
that the fires in the pinelands, where there is essentially no 
combustable soil, could produce any appreciable slaking. The 
heating of the surface may be of some importance in weakening 
the rock by unequal expansion or splitting by vaporization of 
water contained in the limestone.

Aqueous and organic solution are adequate to explain 
the observed features.
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Chronology of Fire Occurrence in. South Florida 1900-19^.
The following account represents the results of efforts to produce 
a half-century fire history for South Florida, bringing together 
material from all available sources. This information leaves much 
to be desired. For example, it is only very rarely possible to say 
definitely that a particular spot burned in a particular year. I 
believe, however, that further ransacking of the literature and local 
memories is not likely to much improve the quality of the record.
It at least makes possible identification of most of the "fire years."

1909 - January 1909, date of John K. Small's first extensive 
botanical exploring trip into the Long Pine Key area (Small, 1909 s 
52-53)• "We explored both the pineland and such hammocks as had not 
been burned out by recent fires.... The larger hammocks contained 
a more varied flora.... But the fires had been so recent that not a 
plant could be found in condition to collect."

1911 - January-February 1911 (Small, 1911: 151, photograph, 
fig. 28). "This fire swept the keys below Homestead while we were 
collecting there.... The vegetation of the burned areas is restored 
after the rains begin again: And all the plants that grew there
before seem to re-appear."

1916 - (Small, 1916b: pi. 182, facing p. 171) shows a 
picture of burned-over glades west of Paradise Key. Not dated.

April 15-17, 1916 (Small, 1916 c : 200) - "When during the 
afternoon of the previous day we were approaching Madeira Bay we had 
noticed that the hammock was on fire...we saw miles of hammock rolling 
clouds of black smoke skyward. This calamity was not confined to the 
neighborhood of Madeira Bay but in the Cape Sable region three or 
four vast forest fires were to be observed.... Forest fires are 
perhaps more frequent in southern Florida than usual this year as, 
beginning with the end of last year, there had been a prolonged 
drought."

- Rainfall December 1915 to May 1916. Homestead - 7*8^" - 
Miami - 7 .80".

1917 - April 30, 1917 (Small, 1918 : 283) - "Fires had 
recently swept over the prairie between Royal Palm Hammock (i.e. Paradise 
Key) and Long Key (i.e. Long Pine Key), and also through much of the 
pinelands and parts of the hammocks of Long Key.... The forest fires 
were evidently more severe than usual on account of the increased 
supply of tinder and fuel resulting from the freezing spell of weather 
of the earlier part of the year." - Referring to Big Pine Key in
the Lower Florida Keys "... A /-eat part of the pinelands were fire- 
swept. "
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- Simpson (1932 : 155) gives tho following illustrative 
particulars concerning the historic February 1917 freeze: A
’’backyard thermometer11 at Key West recorded 27°F; 28°F was recorded 
at Long Key (Upper Florida Keys); crops were wiped out on Big Pine 
Key, February 4, 1917; -£,( of ice was frozen at Flamingo on the 
south coast; and, bananas were frozen to the ground at Cape Homano.

1919 - Apri1-May 1919 (Small, 1921) ~ (p. 32) referring 
to the hammock strip along the east edge of Laice Okeechobee "... fire 
had been in it perhaps mere than once." - (p. 35) refers to fires 
burning in pine woods on the west coast between Myakka and Sarasota
- (p. 59) . , 0 "On this occasion nearly the whole Istolqpoga Frarie v/as 
on fire, and far to the southeast v/as that continuing cloud of smoke 
from tho delta of the Ussimnee Siver .... Tho hammock and humus 
there has been burning for years, the heaviest rains having failed 
to extinguish it.” « (p. 58) refers to fires in the Fisheating Creek 
area northwest of Lake Okeechobee - (p. 63) "We passed through B.oyal 
Palm Hammock where it was gratifying to sec the several acres of 
former forest, that was fircswept ad completely destroyed a few years 
ago, rapidly reforesting itself." —  ITote: I have not found any
other information concerning this early fire in Paradise Key.

1920 — (Dovell, 1942: 152, fig. £) A picture taken in
1920 v/ith the following legend "A general view of an Everglades fire 
from a position along one of the main arterial canals."

- April 1920 (Small, 1922 : 140) "As we emerged onto the 
Okeechobee prarie wo found most of it afire.,.. The fire had not 
at this time reached the hammock along Lake Okeechobee, but it had 
on other occasions."

1921 - According to William McKinley Osceola, Seminole 
patriarch, the first big over-all fires in the lower glades occurred 
in 1921, which was a dry year with the effects of glades drainage 
just beginning to be folt. Many of the garden hammocks of the 
Seninoles were destroyed, (fide 3. 0. vfinto)

— March—April 1921 (Small, 1923) - (p. 196.) .protractcd
drought, very severe in Florida." - (p. 223) referring to the Iver- 
glades City area "The long drought had turned a large part of the 
vegetation into tinder, and prairies, pinelands, hammocks, and cypress 
strands were food for terrific conflagrations.," - (p. 231) Devil's 
Garden area southwest of lake Okeechobee "Fires were raging in 
various parts of the G-arden" - (p« 246-7) general south Florida area 
"The drought already referred tohad made much noro tinder than usual, 
and fires were very numerous. Svcry day wo passod through recently 
burned area.s or through fires raging in prairies, in pinelands and 
in hammocks."

1922 - Apri1-May 1922 (Small, 1929) - (p. 14) A
seven-months drought has rendered vegetation backward" - (p. 52-3) 
"...ditches along the highway about Eoyal Palm Hammock wore dry."



1931 - 1932 - (Dovell, 1942 : 159) "Unusually low water 
levels in Lŝ cc Okocchobee and the Everglades in 1931 and 1932 fotuad 
nany grass and ruck fires throughout the glades. The big lake foil 
"below 11 feet9 and nany fires v/hich began in the sunner and fall of 
1931 continued to burn into Juno of the following year, The 1931 
legislature had appropriated an emergency fund of $50,000, but nany 
of the fires were out of control and it took the rains of the sunner 
and fall of 1932 to extinguish then. 11

- (v-'inte, prsonal connunication) 1931 was !,a bad year" 
particularly in sone areas of long Pine Key, jgsxiock # 9 at Pinecrest 
burned out in 19310 Winte believed that nost of the nuck in sawgrass 
areas south of the Taniani Trail had burned out prior to 1931.

- (j, J, Sodding, personal connunication) Redding first 
began froggir.g in the Shark Siver area- by gator boat about 1931,
At that tine many of the hannocks in the lower glades had apparently 
never had fi.ro in then.

1933 *« (Snail, 1933 : 267) "This part (southern end) of 
the Everglades ,,, is dotted with thousands of hannock islands. Those 
islands represent the only spots in the Everglades that have not been 
seriously fireswept in historic and prehistoric tines,,The fires 
as a result of lightning and aboriginal methods of civilization wore 
evidently not so frequent as those resulting fron careless use of

- Dovell, 1942 : 153) - Eainfall for the nine months period 
ending September 30, 1922 10" in excess of the annual average for the 
whole year — nany lake 3horc towns around Lake Okeechobee flooded,

1923 ~ April-May 1923 (Snail, 1928) - (p. 207) Indian 
Prairie area. "Terrific fires had swept the praries and pains since 
our last crossing (in 1921)," - (p, 2.96, fig. 10) picture of 
cypress on cast side of Lake Okeechobee with four feet of hunus 
burned away fron roots.

1924 *• (Holt and Sutton, 1926 : 436) "In March the region 
/Gape Sable Praric/ v/as very dry and fires were often seen,"

1926 « (Dovell, 1942 : 154) "Dry weather through the winter
witnessed an unprecedented series of grass and nuck fires. The 
nuck fires were put out by spring rains."

1929 - (S, 0. ¥inte, personal connunication) Eire burned 
the north end of Paradise Key, ad the east end of Long Pine Key, 
Edges of Osteen Hannock were singedo

1929 - 1931 - (‘.vinte, personal connunication) A "siege
of fire" narked these years v/ith especially heavy damage to hannocks
in the Pinecrest area.



fire and vandal incendiarisms following the white man’s occupation,
for many hundreds of these picturesque hammocks have been rapidly
and completely wiped off the face of the Everglades within the past it

1934 - 1935 - 1936 - (V/inte, personal ctnmunication) All 
were wet years with no widespread fire.

"Late 19301s” - (C. C. von Paulsen, personal communication) 
These were "bad fire years11 especially in the Flamingo area, the 
Madeira Bay hammock strip, and the Long Pine Zey area around Osteen 
ad Palma Vista #2 hammocks. Damage to hannocks south of Pinecrest 
and 40-mile Bend (on Taniami Trail) was particularly severe.

~ (Boards 1933) - (p. 51) "The Everglades park area was 
badly burned during tho whter of 1937-8, and there was no tine during 
tho drier parb of tho year that one could not see snoke somewhere on. 
the horizon.-i! - (p* 52) "This past winter was very dry„ About one- 
half of the pincy woods in the park area wore burned, about 80$ of 
the Everglades prairie, approximately 30^ of the coastal prairie, 
probably 5;o or less of the Ten Thousad Island coast, and about the 
sane anount of the cypress,u

- (Phillips, 1940 : 166) ''There have always been fire 
sweeping the area (l-iiani Hock Badge pineland), but none like the 
fires of tho last few years and especially of 19390:!

1939 to 1942 — ("finte, personal connunication) a succession 
of !!bad firo years-''

- (Miami Herald) - April 3., 1939 - A 1200 acre fire on the 
outskirts of Hollywood. Bain chocked many fires last woek_ after an 
18 months droughts - May 5, 1933 - A nuck fire twenty nil os west of 
Miani 'between the Taniani Trail and Eoatc 27 December 14, 1939 - A 
ICO acre muck fire three niles west of Coral C-ables.

1940 - ("..'into, personal communication) Severe fire in the 
Pinecrest area and in glades south of the Tamicni Trail.

- (Donald J. Popporhager, personal connunication) The 
Iron Pot Hannock country south of 40*mile Bend wa.s badly burned out 
in 19403

1941 - (Stephens., 1943 : 31, Big. 6) photograph of a, 
glades fire taken the spring of 1941, four niles south of the 
Bolles Canal along Boute 27c

- %iani Herald) February 6,. 1942 - A glades fire burning 
on a five mile front nineteen miles west of Miami.



1943 - (proc. Soil Sci. Soo. PI?,. - VA : 113) March 17-18,
1943. "... practically tho entire glades are on firo.ff

- (Bonder, 1943 : 150) "In the last sixty days wo have
"boon faced with ono of tho nost hazardous- situations that has existed 
in a nunber of years. In addition to having a severe drought wo 
have suffered the effects of a killing frost.n

~ (Proc. Soil Sci. Soc. Fla.. VA : 177-187) March 18,
1943 - A nunber of glades fires were scon in the course of the 
socictyls inspection trip down Route 27 fron Belle G-lado to Miani.

Winter of 1943-1944 ~ (wTinto, personal connunication) Wot 
year with no widesproad firo in the lower glades.

- (Miani Herald) February 2. 1944 - Fire four niles v/ido
"burning on a 25 nile front in Broward and Pain Beach counties. Fire 
extends fron eight nilos south of Okeolanta to 26 Mile Bond - 3
February 10. 1944 ~ Several nuck fires "burning in Broward Co. - May 8.
1944 - pianos 'believed to bo setting fires on practice bonb ranges
along Taniani Trail west of Miani — July 8.» 1944 ~ Sawgrass and nuck
firo in Broward Co. 12.79" rainfall deficicncy to date. I?Tovenbor 25,
1944 - Miani snoked-in by snoko fron nuck fires.

1945 - O'intc, personal connunication) An extremely dry 
winter. There were no hurricanes in 1944, and "not over 1"" of rain 
fron October 1944 to July 1945. Tho glades were virtually a "dust 
bowl." There was no water to be found anywhere in the glades,
Tcgtor Slough and the canals around Paradise Hoy were dry0 The Taniani 
Canal was alnost dry.

- (Bedding, personal connunication) The Taniani Canal was 
dry except for deep holes near tho ’Blue Shanty1. Fires crossed 
the Taniani Canal <?n Several occasions.

- (''/into, personal connunication) According to the State 
C-ane Connissioner nuch of the area fron Eissinneo south burned. ~ 
Paradise Key and 50$ of Long Pine Key burned. Osteen, Fairchild, and 
Deckert Hannocks burned out conplotely, and firo burned into the 
northeast corner of Dark Hannock. Fdgos of these hannocks had burned 
before but they were still in "primitive condition." — • The nain 
Everglades burned fron March to July. Two-thirds or nore of tho 
glades burned, both soil and vegetation. Ho cover was left for doer, 
a "hunter1s heyday." —  Sone individual fires travelled over 25 niles 
and wont out for lack of anything loft to bum. The snoko began to 
clear before rains canc. —  Many big ly si Iona, hannocks in the area 
fron Pinecrest to Moss Canp west of the glades were reduced conplotely 
to bare rock junbles. —  Winto now believes that sone of the 1945 
fires were probably lightning-caused.
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- (Miani Herald) February 2, 1945 - Ohlert, Dacle County 
Fire Warden, warns of extrene fire hazard. Ho rain since October 1,
1944. —  April 5, 1945 - Snoko fron fire north of the Taniani Trail,
22 niles west of liani stops traffic on the Taniani Trail. - 
Anri I 6, 1945 - Aerial reconnaisance v/ith pictures of a large firo 
south of the Taniani Trail. Four other fires seen north of tho 
Trail. - Anril 6. 1945 - Fires havo been burning inside Paradise Key 
for at least two weeks. Ho sign that anyone has tried to fight then.
- Anril 7, 1945 - Large fires burning around Paradise Hoy, west and 
south of Princeton,, and near Florida City. "Only an Act of God can 
halt tho flanos." - Sun rq^ focused by broken bottles believed to 
causo fires in ronote glades. - April 8. 1945 - Light showers help 
fire fighters. Ohlert says "While Paradise Key looks bad now, within 
a year thoro will be noticeable physical danage (?)." - April 9, 1945.
— Heavy rains on fires. Area, south of tho Taniani Trail and west 
of Krone Avenue still snoldering* - April 10, 1945 — Coe states 
"Paths in Paradise Key broke the fire. Many acres of the nost valuable 
of the park’s forest trees are within tho area protected by paths (?).”
— A-pril 11. 1945 — Glades fires threaten to rokindlo. Sstinatedl/4 
of the nuck south of the Taniani Trail and west of Krone Avenue has 
burned. - A-pril 12. 1945 - Glades fires start again. Fires burning 
north and south of tho Taniani Trail, and others in Broward Co.
Spotty fires burning fron four to 15 niles south of Trail on an 
eight nilo front west fron Krone. - April 30. 1945 - 5000 acre firo 
in Broward County, Ft. Lauderdale snoked in. Dade County fires be
lieved to be out. - May 1, 1945 - Broward Co. cities blacked out by 
snoke fron glades fires0 - May’ 3., 1945 - Fires believed to be dying 
down north of Trail. - May 5-6, IS45 - West winds bring a pall of 
nuck snoko fron Broward and Pain Beach County fires over Miani. - 
Feature articlo v/ith photographs of frying an egg over burning nuck.
- June 1. 1945 - Fires still burning all along tho cast coast. Mostly 
"controlled." - June 2.' 1945 - All Dade County firos reported to be 
under control. - June 3, 1945 - Aerial survey finds tho glades “a
sea of snoko." - June 4. 1945 - Six fires burning in Broward County, 
five in Dade County - June 5. 1945 - Disk harrows brought into use to 
build fire lines on glades fires. Snoko over Miani, air traffic at 
a standstill. - Juno 6, 1945 - Six inch rain on glades. Miani snoked 
in. Air stations shut down, ~ June 7. 1945 - All south Florida, still 
under snoke pall, rain hasn’t put out fircs» Lee County cypress near 
Naples burning, - Bender, Chief Everglades Fire Control District, 
says that Drie County fires arc under control. - June S, 1945 - Miani 
cones out of the snog. Fires still burning in Lee, Collier, Hendry, 
and Broward counties, Horton (Weather Bureau) sajo that 1944 had 
28 66" rainfall,and a 29.11" rainfall deficiency. Water table throe 
foot below sea level in the Rani v/ell field. - June 12. 1945 - Winds 
fan new Broward County Fire, Many other fires in ITorth Dade and 
Broward counties. - June 13, 1945 - More snoko than over over glades. 
Fire at pennsuco threatens Dade-Broward nuck levee. - June 15, 1945 — 
Pennsuco fire controlled. June 17, 1945 - Hew fires in Horth Dade- 
Broward. 3onder "situation hopcloss," June 21. 1945 - Fires con
trolled. Route 84 opened. Light rain.



- (Douglas, 1947 t 374-384 ) — Gives a lyric account of 
the 1945 fires.

1946 - (Miami Herald) April 13. 1946. Major muck fire 
■burning west of 20-Mile Bend; first major fire of season, ?t. 
Lauderdale smoked in. Hcutes 27 arid 84 closed by fire. April 19. 
1946. South Broward muck fire out after one week.

1947 ~ (v'/inte, personal communication) Extremely high 
rainfall. The glades were na vast lake" with up to five feet of 
water of open glades north of Tamiami Trail; 3-g feet of water in 
rocky glades near Grossman's Hammock. Open glades often had waves 
too rough for air "boats, v/hich had to run in the willow and sawgrass 
strands,

~ (Miami Herald) - February 2. 1947 - Ho "big glades fire 
for the second consecutive winter. - April 2, 1947 ~ Little danger 
seen of general fires. June 12, 1947 - 5g-n rain in first ten days 
of June eliminate danger of fure,

1949 - (Miami Herald) - February 15, 1949 - Everglades 
national Park puts out fire at Grossman’s Hammock. "Man’s first 
victory over a sawgrass fire.1’ ~ ’'larch 15, 1949 — Bender '’driest in 
14 years.” Fires all over glades mostly north of Dade—Broward 
County line. - April 13-15, 1949 - Muck fires west of Ft. Lauaerdalo. 
Anril 30. 1949 ~ Smoke from glades fires in Palm Beach Co. seen in 
Tampa.

1952 ~ (Miami Herald) - April 19. 1952 - Biggest glades 
fire in 15 years (J) burning in Palm Beach County near South Bay.
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TABLE 8. RAINFALL AT Ik SOOTH FLORIDA STATIONS; 1900-1952.
STATIONS:

1 KISSIMMEE # 1 - Lat. 28017' N., Long. 81025' W.
2 OKEECHOBEE - Lat. 27°15' N., Long. 80O501 W.

Okeechobee, Harding Bridge - Lat. 27015' N., Long. 8O0591 w.
#Okeechobee H.G*S. #6 - Lat. 27°12' N., Long. 8002*7' w.

3 MOORE HAVEN #1 - Lat. 26°50' N., Long. 81005' W.
4 CANAL POINT #1 - Lat. 26053* N., Long. 80038' W.

#Canal Point, West Palm Beach Canal Lock #1 - Lat. 26°52’ N., Long. 80°38’ W.
##Canal Point H.G*S. #5 - Lat. 26052’ N., Long. 80038’ W.

5 BELLE GLADE # 1 - Lat. 26°39’ N., Long. 80039’ W.
6 HYPOLUXO - Lat. 26032' N., Long. 80O03' W.

^Boynton Control #.10 - Lat 26032* N., Long. 80O03‘ W.
7 FORT LAUDERDALE - Lat. 26010’ N., Long. 80010' W.
8 DANIA, 5 MILES WEST - Lat. 26°04' N., Long. 80013' W.

T̂ Davie, North New River Canal Lock jfk - Lat. 26°03' N., Long. 80014' W. 
#//Davie, Stirling - Lat.. 26003' N., Long. 80014* W.

9 MIAMI #1 - Lat. 2501*8 ' N., Long. 80012' W.
jjm.ami # 3 - Lat. 25°47' N., Long. 8ooil* W.

10 COCONUT GROVE, CHAPMAN FIELD GARDEN - Lat. 25°39' N., Long. 80018' W.
11 PENNSUCO # 2 - Lat. 2505 V  N., Long. 80022' W.
12 TAMIAMI TRAIL, 40 MILE BEND - Lat. 25°45' N., Long. 80Ol)-9« W.
13 EVERGLADES, COLLIER COUNTY - Lat. 25°51' N., Long. 81023' W.
14 HOMESTEAD, EXPERIMENT STATION # 1 - Lat. 25°30’ N., Long. 80030' W.





4 8 10 11 12 13 l4
Average All 
Stations

May 1, 
May 1,

1918'
1919 36.37 54.02 66.36 #63-94 51.08 54.71 54.41Tt--rr 1919
1920 48.33 56.49 54.62 #55.72 t>8 .l8 55-80 53.19
1920
1921 60.12 54-50 #59.0*1 52.05 67.1+1 58.62TT- 1921
1922 29.6k #33.05 39-94 60A 7 #58.30 39-07 42.26 43.25
1922
1923 44.1+8 62.37 60.89 70.49 82.57 #91-14 66.39 68.33
1923
1924 64.43 59.63 55.58 55.66 47.02 69.35 58.61
1924

1925 50.08 58.84 62.85 71.52 83.01 #89.14 69.00 67.51 68.99
1925
1926 45.63 57.34 50.89 69.65 68.22 #55.67 70.91 77.25 61.95
1925"
1927 42.84 45.79 60.43 61.10
1927
1928 45.72 37.63 53.83 37-88 43.49 #43.45 29.77 34.12 45.60 37.00 40.85
1928
1929 48.94 60.21 62.59 62.92 62.02 50.78 55-40 55.28 66.69 58.31
1929
1930 55.8? 69.43 69.50 88.49 #83.84 90.68 89.27 100.13 68.30 79.50
1930
1931 47.91 58.11 78.56 57.09 58.22 #63.05 75-51 #79.14 77.07 75.34  78.14________76.35__________ 68.71
1931
1932 30.1i8 25.65 32.97 33.11 37.70 55.85 51.06 54.04 48.42 38.62 53.42 34.73 4l.81 41.37
1932
1933 55.43 53-24 57-88 74.77 71-44 71.18  63.85 67.74 81.98 69.16 82.20 63.83 75-66 68.34

-~rr

1933
1934 68.05 #52.17 37.98 61.93 64.22 74.90 79.16 78.46 72.23 50.98 60.10 46.14 66.92 62.56

1935"
1935 50.89__52.45 45.76 57-33 48.11 62.92 61.00 60.18 50.04 68.29 56.75 62.81 56.38
1935
1936 46.96 48.35 45.84 44.35 51.77 #93-02 55-30 56.62 52.93 61.24 60.36 61.64 76.34 58.06
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8 10 11 12 13 14

Average
All

Stations
May 1, 1936

62.42 70.31 54.44 79.18 79-30 65.80
" " 1937 
" " 1938 45.55 43.84 ^ . 5 7 47.71 46.18 #61.38 47.66 43.53 47-39 61.37 49.32
" " 193b 
" " 1939 38.05 48.22 36.45 40.35 41.72 40.62 43.19 43.12 43.00 46.51 ^9-33 38.37 42.41
" " 1939 
" ' 1940 58.37 61.73 58.39 59.76 62.86 55-93 55-59 63.30 55-22 59-80 54.82 68.92 59.56
" " 1940 
" " 1941 54.72 54.31 64.34 71 .71  62.65 #69.33 73.58 81.29 67.52 58.11 66.20 85.70 67.45
" " 1941 
" " 1942 60.46 49.22 59-25 59.98 59‘31 77-30 57-44 #57-56 53.31 57-59 50.17 54-74 68.23 58.81
" " 1942 
" " 1943 40.08 39.58 35-59 42.85 55-55 #46.32 41.76 56.23 46.41 42-93 52.84 52.65 37-55 50.64 45.78
" " 1943 
" " 19UI+ 42.51 43.20 41.05 47.25 44.95 42.35 b6.6l 46.93 49-97 51.07 56.39 36.03 56.71 46.54
" " 1944
" " 1945 39.29 # 30.08 39.30 34.74 48.95 36.17 ##66.97 #28.30 45.28 40.54 44.28 49.27 55-35 42.96
» » 1945 
" " 1946 50.34 #53.52 44.26 57-22 55.28 56.75 59.08 #33.94 55.08 42.56 52.24 51.13 53.43 51.14
" " 1946 
" " 1947 58.65 1+8.33 48.26 #62.57 78.13 65.43 54.99 69.06 #45.31 71.44  63.25 52.59 66.30 66.83 60.80
" " 1947
" " 191(8 59.41 #54.97 67.89 83.57 102.54 105.62 #67.24 85.38 78.23 69.14 92. 78.76
" " 194a
" 19119 14.3.84 # 31.87 44.14 # 42.08 52.09 62.57 62.77 69.19 #55.55 57.67 53.91 72.28 54.00
" " 1949 
" " 1950 # 52.03 51-31 # 4 6 .7 6 54.29 55.69 72.33 #49.66 54.87 71.02 61.80 56.98
" " 1950
" " 1951 48.60 #35.43 41.83 #32 .54  52.70 56.20 #49.61 44.65 58.29 47.80 50.73 47.13
" " 1951
" " 1952 57-84 #48.31 51.25 66.09 4l.4o 44.80 #39.20 44.00 37.70 41.99 51.08 47.6l
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No. of Average Minimum
Years May 1 to May 1 May 1 to May 1 

Stations:Record: Rainfall : Rainfall

1 •if 2 49.75 30.48

2 25 46.48 25.65

3 31 50.05 32.97

4 28 52.21 #32.54

5 25 57.62 37.70

6 45 60.53 36.17

7 32 62.06 41.76

8 31 62.46 43.12

9 45 56.53 28.30

10 26 57.98 34.12

11 18 60.43 40.54

12 11 55.98 37.70

13 23 53.65 34.73

14 32 62.89 41.81

Average
All 56.39 ^0.85

Stations



Year of 
Minimum 
Rainfall

Maximum 
May 1 to May 1 
Rainfall

Year of 
Maximum 
Rainfall

1931-32 69.38 1905-06

1931-32 61.73 1939-to

1931-32 67.89 1947-48

1950-51 74.77 1932-33

1931-32 83.57 1947-48

1944-45 102.54 1947-48

19^2-43 105.62 1947-48

1938-39 #91.14 1922-23

1944-45 91.21 1908-09

1927-28 89.27 1929-30

1944-45 100.13 1929-30

1951-52’ 78.23 1947-48

1931-32 76.35 1930-31

1931-32 92.40 1947-48

1927-28 79.50 1929-30
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TABLE 9-

Dry
Season

1900-01

1901-02

1902-03

1903-04

1904-05

1905-06

1906-07

1907-08

1908-09

1909-10

1910-11

1911-12

DROUGHT PERIODS IN SOUTH FLORIDA 1900— 1947- - A SUMMARY OF ALL PERIODS OF TWO OR MORE MONTHS 
DURATION IN WHICH LESS THAN INCHES OF RAIN PER MONTH WAS RECORDED.

Miami Homestead Tavernier Long Key

6 Dec-May 10.63 

2 Jan-Feb 6.98

6 Dec-May 6.50

10 July-Apr 26.90

2 Nov-Dee 2.51 
2 Feb-Mar O .83

7 Nov-May 8.85 

5 Nov-Mar 3•92

2 Feb-Mar 5-84 4 Dec-Mar 12.l4

Key West

2 July-Aug 6.25
7 Nov-May 7.74

2 Oct-Nov 1.04
5 Jan-May 5-35

6 Dec-fey 12.06

6 Nov-April 7.42

2 June-July 3.10
3 Dec-Feb 1-33

5 Apr-Aug 13.37
4 Jan-Apr 11.14

2 July-Aug 4.92
6 Dec-May 4.58

2 July-Aug 2.84
8 Oct-fey 9.01

6 Nov-April 6.64

10 Nov-Aug 11.20

9 Nov-July 15.32

3 Feb-April 5•40
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Dry
Season Miami Homestead Tavernier

1912-13 3 Aug-Oct 8.30 3 Dec-Feb 4.94

1913-14 4 Dec-fer 3*8? 4 Dec-fer 4.92
2 May-June 4.39

1914-15 5 Jan-fey 12.86

1915-16 6 Nov-Apr 10.24 6 Nov-Apr 10.24

1916-17 6 Nov-Apr 9-43 7 Nov-fey 14.95

1917-18 6 Oct-fer 8.65 5 Nov-fer 5*44

1918-19 2 Jan-Feb 4.27 6 Nov-Apr 12.79

1919-20 9 Aug-Apr 21.71 6 Oct-fer 9.26

1920-21 4 Nov-Feb 7.33 3 Dec-Feb 4.85

1921-22 4 June-Sept 10.18 6 Nov-Apr 5-21
6 Nov-fey 5-09

1922-23 5 Dec-Apr 4.37

1923-24 6 Nov-Apr 9.08 5 Nov-fer 7-18

1924-25 2 Nov-Dec 1.38
3 Feb-Apr 7-03
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Long Key Key West

2 July-Aug
9 Nov-July

3 Feb-Apr

4.05
15-11

10 Nov-Aug 14.45

6.36

3 June-Aug 7.81
8 Nov-June 11.13

9 Nov-July 10.18 10 Oct-July 17.01

8 Nov-June 14.73 7 Oct-Apr 10.71

3 Nov-Jan 2.80 4 June-Sept 7*53
6 Nov-April 8.03

7 Oct-Apr 14.45 8 Dec-July 13.62

2 June-July 3-81 8 Oct-May 11.07
7 Oct-Apr 12.07

6 Nov-Apr 7*63 6 Nov-April 7-22

6 Nov-Apr 9.56 6 Nov-April 8.26

8 Nov-June 7.33 3 June-Aug 9*9°
11 Oct-Aug 18.51

6 Nov-Apr 7*24 6 Nov-April 9*29



Dry
Season Miami Homestead Tavernier

2 Sept-Oct
3 Feb-Apr

3-85
2.86

1925-26

1926-27 8 Nov-June 12.38

1927-28

1928-29

1929-30

1930-31

1931-32

1932-33

6 Nov-Apr 

5 Oct-Feb 

3 Jan-Mar 

2 Nov-Dec

5.73
6.26

10.34

4.56

2 June-July 2.70 
6 Nov-Apr 11.00

4 Dec-Mar 5.36

2
3

6

6

2
3

Dec-Jan 
Mar-fey

Nov-Apr

Nov-Apr

1933-34 3 Nov-Jan

1934-35 6 Oct-fer

1.40
4.28

7.22

12.62

Nov-Dec 2.33
fey-July 8.43

6 Nov-Apr 8.58

4 Dec-fer 5-45

4.45 6 Nov-Apr IO.69

7.22 6 Oct-fer 5.00

1935-36 5 Dec-Apr 12.62 2 Dec-Jain 3.18

1936-37 2 Dec-Jan 3.38 5 Oct-Feb 11.13 6 Nov-Apr 11.95
3 Apr-June 7.88

1937-38 6 Nov-Apr 4.87 7 Nov-fey 9.99 6 Nov-Apr 3.75
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Long Key Key West

3 June-Aug 9.19 3 June-Aug 6.52
5 Dec-Apr 6.68 7 Oct-April 10.65

10 Nov-Aug 13.61+ 10 Nov-Aug 7.8 7

9 Nov-July

8 Nov-June

2 Nov-Dec

2 May-June
9 Nov-July

3 Dec-Feb
3 Apr-June

6 Nov-Apr

8 Nov-June

13.82

11.69

2.94-

5.06
17.11

1.17
4.91

4.75

11.91

9 Nov-July

6 Nov-Apr

2 Nov-Dec

2 Jan-Feb 
1+ Apr-July

1+ Jan-Apr

7 Nov-May

6 Nov-Apr

9 Oct-June

2 Dec-Jan
2 Apr-May

9-55

8.87

6.05

7.87
11.33

7.49

8.33

5-55
12.91

3 .01+ 
4.53

7 Oct-Apr 12.32

17 Nov 1937 to 
Mar 1939 28.9!+



Dry
Season Miami Homestead

6 Nov-Apr. 6.39

7 Nov-May 13.21

1938-39 6 Nov-Apr. 7-89

1939-40 6 Nov-Apr. 16.15

1940-41 5 Oct-Feb. 15.58 4 Oct-Jan. 11.38

1941-42 4 Dec-Mar. 8.49

1942-43 2 July Aug. 4.60
7 Nov-May 17*97

4 Dec-Mar. 8.-51 

7 Oct-Apr. 11.08

Tavernier

3 June-Aug. 8 .10
8 Nov-June 17.60

8 Nov-June 15*35

4 Oct-Jan. 10.37

3.Jan-Mar. 5*96

5 July-Nov. 11.00 
8 Jan-Aug. 15.01

1943-44 *7 Oct-Apr. 13.90 6 Nov-Apr. 5.53 5 Dec-Apr. 4.15

1944-45 *11 Aug-June 18.40

1945-46 *6 Nov-Apr. 8.49

1946-47 *2 July-Aug. 7.25
4 Dec-Mar. 7-24

8 Nov-June 11.8l 9 Nov-July 9*°9

5 Dec-Apr. 7.14 7 Nov-May 13.l6

5 Dec-Apr, 10.4l 6 Den-May 16.I8

Long Key

Lignumvitae Key

13 July-July 19.50 

6 Dec-May 7-14

8 Nov-June 

7 Nov-May

3-99
12.28

Key West

5 May-Sept.
8 Nov-June

2 Oct-Nov.
4 May-Aug.

4 Dec-Mar.

11 July-May

2 July-Aug.
9 Dec-Aug.

8 Nov-June 

7 Nov-May 

2 Aug-Sept.

Station Average Duration in Months Average Monthly Drought Average Total Drought
Averages of Annual Drought Period Period Rainfall Period Rainf:
Miami 5-6 1.88 10.51Homestead 5.3 I .63 8.63
Tavernier 7.1 1.46 10.32
Long Key 7.5 1.44 10.71Key West 7-7 1.61 12.43

14.74 
14.24

2.62
7.64

10.04

14.75

4.28
16.15

7.99

11.45

6.38
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Table 9 compiled from available rainfall records for the 1900-19̂ -7 period at the following 
stations:

Miami #1 ~ Dade County - Lat. 25oif8‘ N., Long. 80°12' W.
*(Miami #3 - Dade County - Lat. 25o!l-71 W., Long. 80oil‘ VI.,
for July 194-3 through July 194?)

Homestead, Experiment Station ifl - Dade County - Lat. 25°30' N., Long.
Long. 80^30* W.

Tavernier - Monroe County - Lat. 25°00‘ N., Long. 80°33' W.

Long Key - Monroe County - Lat. 24°49‘ N., Long. 80°50' W.

Lignumvitae Key - Monroe County - Lat. 2k°k$)' 11., Long. 80°42' W.

Key West (Fort Taylor) - Monroe County - Lat. 24°33’ N., Long. 8loi*8 ' W.



Description of Pineland Sites for which Lists of Shrub Understory 
Plants are Given

1. Northwestern part of the Redlands (east of Redland Road just 
north of Silver Palm Drive) - A 10-acre tract •which last burned
in the spring of 1926. This tract is low-lying in relation to the 
surrounding grove lands and water stands here in wet years. The 
original pine stand was cut before 1920 with a few large pines and 
seedlings left and the area was farmed for one year (1922) - 
Tomatoes were planted in potholes, but the area was never bulldozed. 
At present parts of the area have a dense understory of cabbage 
palms to 20' tall, but there are few hardwood shrubs, and virtually 
no pine reproduction. The ground is covered with an ankle-deep mat
of pine needles; herbs and grasses sparse.

2. Pineland five miles southwest of Homestead in the area of the 
Loveland Road Fire (123-23) of December 1951*

3. Pineland Study Area #1 in Sawmill Road area of Long Pine Key 
in Everglades National Park.

4. Pineland Study Area #2 east end of Long Pine Key in Everglades 
National Park.

5. Shrubby pineland in the vinicity of Dark Hammock, Long Pine Key
in Everglades National Park last burned in 194-5.

6. Low pineland two miles northwest of Concrete Bridge in Everglades 
National Park. Badly burned in Long Pine Key fire of May 1950
(123 - 14).

7. Pineland two miles northeast of the end of Long Pine Ke?/ Road 
in Everglades National Park last burned in June 1951 (123-12).

8. Pineland along north edge of fire break for June 1951 Long Pine 
Key fire in Everglades National Park, probably unburned since 1945.

9. Pineland outside burn along firebreak for Rock Reef fire of 
June 1951 (123-17) north side of Long Pine Key in Everglades 
National Park.

10. Shrubby pineland one mile north of Long Pine Key Fire Tower 
in Everglades National Park.

11. Pineland near Turkey Hammock, Long Pine Key in Everglades 
Nations 1 Fark. Part cf the area surveyed burned in l̂ ay 1950 
(123-12) .

12. Pineland around Palma Vista Hammock east end of Long Pine 
Key in Everglades National Park.

1 3. Pineland near Little Royal Palm Hammock two miles west of 
the end of Long Pine Key Road in Everglades National Park badly 
burned-over in May 1950 (123-14).
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14. Osteen Hammock Pineland, Long Pine Key in Everglades National
Park. Burned in November 19^8 (123-10).

15. Pine Island in the glades two miles south of Long Pine Key
Fire Tower. Outside present Everglades National Park boundaries.

16. Densely shrubby low pineland along Saw Mill Road two and 
one-half miles north of Long Pine Key Road, Long Pine Key in Ever
glades National Park.

17. Pine-Palm forest three miles north of Overseas Highway (U. S. 
Route if l) Big Fine Key, Monroe County.

18. Densely overgrown Pine-Palm Ridge north of Overseas Highway,
Cudjoe Key, Monroe County.

Sites 17 and 18 are in the Lower Florida Keys. These 
pine forests differ considerably in the species composition of 
the shrub understory as shown by the table. They also differ 
greatly in aspect; many sites having a well-developed layer of tall 
(5-251) thatch palms (Thrinax) and silver palms (Coccothrinax) under 
the pines. Nothing similar is found on the mainland. Silver palms
occur in the pine forest shrub layer on the mainland, but only
rarely reach heights of over five feet there.

The species lists given in the table were chosen from a num
ber of snah plant survey lists at hand, and are believed to show the 
complete woody flora of the shrub understory at their respective 
sites.



1. Species marked (#) noted as locally predominant plants of shrub understory in various 
areas of pine forest.

2. Species starred (*) usually restricted to sink holeB in their occurrence in pineland 
shrub understory.

TABLE 10. WOODY PLANTS OF SHRUB UNDERSTORY AT 18 REPRESENTATIVE SITES OF SOUTH FLORIDA PINE FORESTS.

t
Con

SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 stancy

#Sabal Palmetto X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 1007b
(cabbage palm)

100$jfSerenoa repens X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
(saw palmetto)

100$#Cerothamnus ceriferus X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
(wax myrtle, bayberry)

6$Quercus pumila X
(scrub oak)

Quercus gemimata X 6$
(scrub oak)

83 $*Chrysobalanus icaco X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
(cocoplum)

50$Geobalanus oblongifolius X X X X X X X X X
(gopher apple)

Tetrazygia bicolor X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 00 VO

(No common name)
#Metopium toxiferum X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9Mb

(poisonwood)
Byrsonima cuneata X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 9 4$

(locust berry)
*Tamala Borbonia X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 94$

(redbay)
Croton linearis X X X X X X X X X X X X X X -J C

D

(No common name)
*Annona glabra X X x x X x x Y

(pond apple) A A



SPECIES 1
Randia aculeata X

(Wo common name)
Morinda Roioc X

(No common name)
Chiococca pinetorum X

(pinewoods snowberry)
Rapanea guayanensis X

(myrsine)
Zamia sp. X

(coontie)
Baccharis glomeruliflora X

(No common name’]
Icacorea paniculata 

(marlberry)
# Guettarda scabra

(rough velvetseed)
Guettarda elliptica 

(velvetseed)
Dipholis salicifolia 

(bustic)
Peiranisia bahamensis 

(wild cassia)
Torrubia longifolia 

(blolly)
# Coccothrinax argentea

(silver palm)
Rhus leucantha 

(sumac)~
Bumelia reclinata

(pinewoods buckthorn) 
w Ilex Cassine

(dahoon holly)

2 3 b 5 6 7 8 0 10 11 12

X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X \r
.A. X X X

X X X X X X V
/ I

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X

13 l4 15 3-6 17_13 _______ stancy
X X X X X X 100%

X X X X j\ X 100%

V
J*.

ir
-A. X X 73$

X X X X X 9 bio

X •67$

28$

X X X X 78$

X X X X X 78$

X X X 72$

X X X X X X 89$
\r
Jk. X X t r

U K X 0

X X X 7?$

X 3 X 56°/o

X X 67 lo

X X X X 85$

X X X X 83 i



SPECIES
Smilax sp.

(greenbriars) 
Lantana involucrata

(No common name) 
Quercus virginiana 

(live oak)
Ilex Krugiana

(Krug1s holly) 
Rhacoma ilicifolia

(No common name) 
Trema floridana

(No common name) 
Muscadinea Munsoniana 

(Muscadine grape) 
Eugenia axillaris

(white stopper) 
Waltheria americana

(No common name)
I # Conocarpus ereeta 

" (buttonwood) 
Rhabdadenia corallicola 

(No common name") 
Callicarpa americana 

(beauty berry) 
Echites Echites

(coathookvine) 
Lantana depressa

(ground lantana) 
Mosiera longipes

(pinewoodsstopper) 
# Dodonaea jamaicensis 

(varnish leaf)' 
Forestiera pinetorum

(pinewoods privet)

Con-
stancy



SPECIES 1 2  3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 1]

Ficus brevifolia X X X X X X X X
(shortleaf fig)

Chrysophyllum olivaeforme X X X X X X X X
(satinleaf)

*Magnolia virginiana X X X X X
(sweet bay)

*Salix amphibia X X X X V X X
(willow)

*Solanum Blodgettii X X X
(No common name)

# Lysiloma bahamensis X X X X X X ■\T-A. X
(wild tamarind)

Jacquinia keyensis X X X X X
(joewood)

Colubrina Colubrina X X X X X X X
(No common name)

Elaphrium simaruba X X X X X X
(gumbo-limbo)

Coccolobis laurifolia X X X X X X X
(pigeon plum)

Vachellia sp. X X X X X
(wild acacia)

Bumelia angustifolia X X X X
(saffron plum)

Eupatorium villosum X X X X X X X
(No common name)

Ficus aurea X X X
(strangler fig)

# Citharexylum fruticosum X X
(fiddlewood)

Exothea paniculata X X X X X

12 13 14- 15 16 IT 18
Con
stancy

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X X X X 83#
X X X X 12%

X X . 39%

X X 56#

X X X 39%
X X 6i%

X X 39%
X kk%

X X X 56#

X X 56#

X X X kk%

X X 33#
X 50#

17#
X 22#

28#
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SPECIES 1 2 3 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 15 15 16 17 18
don-
stancy

Toxicodendron radieans 
(poison ivy) 

Sideroxylon foetidissimum 
(mastic)

Psychotria nervosa 
(wild coffee)

Baccharis halimyifolia 
(No common name) 

Hypelate trifoliata
(white ironwood) 

Colubrina cubensis
(No common name) 

Alvaradoa amorphoides 
(No common namej 

Anamomls Simpsonii
(Simpson1s stopper) 

Psidium Guajava 
(guava)

*Diospyros virginiana 
(persimmon) 

Parthenocissus quinquefolia 
(Virginia creeper) 

*Cephalanthus occidentalis 
(buttonbush)

Ernodea littoralis
(No common name) 

Pisonia rotundata
(No common name) 

Pithecolobium guadalupense 
(blackbead)

Coccolobis uvifera 
(sea grape)

X X X

X
X X X  X
X

X X
X X  X
X X X  X
X

X

X X

X
X

X
X
X X X

X

X X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

22$

22$

28$

17$

22$
6$

6$

17$

6$

11$
11$

11$
11$

06c
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SPECIES 1 2 3 4 - 5 6 7 8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Con
stancy

Ichthyomethia piscipula 
(Jamaica dogwood) 

Khacoma Crossopetalum 
(No common namej 

Catesbaea parvifolia 
(No common name) 

IffiHhrinax microcarpa
(silky thatch palm) 

Urechites lutea
(wild allamanda) 

Caesalpinia pauciflora 
(No common namej- 

Solanum verbascifolium 
(potato tree) 

Eorrichia arborescens 
(sea oxeye)

Eugenia buxifolia
(Spanish stopper) 

Suriana maritima 
(bay cedar)

Mimusops emarginata 
(wild dilly) 

Reynosia septentrionalis 
(darling plum) 

Sophora tomentosa
(necklace pod) 

Erithalis fruticosa 
(black torch) 

*Rhizophora Mangle
(red mangrove) 

*Laguncularia racemosa 
(white mangrove)

-S.;::-.



SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Con
stancy

Borrichia frutescens X 6$
(blueweed, sea oxeye)

Hippomane Mancinella X 6$
(manchineel)

Drypetes diversifolia X 6$
(v<tiite wood)

Total Number of Species 19 39 52 53 57 12 50 45 4l 44 56 50 38 53 28 28 38 50
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The following table presents counts of shrubs over two feet high 
on a series of closely adjacent one-tenth acre circular plots on Pine Study 
Area #1 near the eastern end of Long Pine Key. Successive marked trees 55 
yards apart, which were part of a grid established in mapping a pine woods 
breeding bird census area, were taken as the center paints of the shrub 
study plots. Since the radius of a one-tenth acre circle is slightly over 
twelve yards it is seen that a gap about 30 yards wide occurred between; plots 
in each of the two rows studied. Data are given for six plots studied in 
Row "D", and for six studied in Row "B", which is 110 yards east of "D", 
and parallel to it. The most abundant shrub species in each plot is under
lined in the table.
TABLE 11. Quantitative Study of Pine and Shrub Understory, Long Pine Key
Shrub Layer Species Range Ttoal l/lO Acre Abundance Cbnstancy
1; Dodonaea .jamaicensis 252-26 100$

(varnish leaf)
100$2. Serenos repens 80-14

(saw palmetto)
100$3* Guettarda scabra 550-29

(rough velvetseed)
100$k. Sabal palmetto’ 23- 7

(cabbage palm)
36- 0 92$5. Tbrrubia longifolia

(blolly) l4-» 0 83$6. Rhus leucantha 
(sumac)

7. Metopium toxiferum 10- 2 100$
(poisonwood)

u> CD 1 O 92$8. Icacorea paniculata
(marlberry)

100$9. Dipholis salicifolia 13- 2
(bustic)

63- 1 100$10. Guettarda elliptica
(velvetseed)

67$11. Coccothrinax argentea 9- 0
(silver palm)

75$12. Ilex Krugiana 5- 0
(Krug’s holly)

83$13. Pinus caribaea 9- 0
(slash pine) 50$Ik. Zamia floridana 3- 0
(coontie)

25$15. Trema floridana 2- 0
(no common name)

25$16. Rhabdadenia corallicola 2- 0
(no common name)

67$17. Lantana involucrata 5- 0
(no common name) 92$18. Morinda Roioc 11- 0
(no common name)

:xbi>6c
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Range Total l/lO
Shrub Layer Species_____________ Acre Abundance___________Constancy

50 $
58$

58$ 
75$ 

42$ 
58$ 
17$ 
33$
8$
33$ 
17$ 
17$

19. Smilax sp. 7-0
(greenbriar )

20. Croton linearis 7-0
(no common name)

4-021. Ficus brevifolia 
(shortleaf fig)

22. Byrsonima cuneata 2-0
(locust berry)

4-023. Rapanea guayanensis
(myrsine)

2-024. Tetrazygia bicolor 
(no common name)

25. Elaphrium simaruba 1-0
(gumbo-limbo) 3-026. Eupatorium villosum 
(no common name)

1-027. Callicarpa americana
(beauty berry) 5-028. Cerothamnus ceriferus
(wax myrtle, bayberry)

1-029. Quercus virginiana
(live oak)

2-030. Chiococca pinetorum
(pinewoods snowberry)

1-031. Hex Cassine
(dahoon holly)

2-032. Citharexvlum fruticosum
(fiddiewood) 5-033. Eugenia axillaris
(white stopper) 4-034. Randia aculeata
(no common name)

1-035. Tamala Eorbonia
(redbay)

25$

17$

xixbQc
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tation
Size-Classes (in feet)

Shrub Layer Species 
1.
2.
3.

5- 6.
7.8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Ik.
15.16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2k.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

I Total Plants in each 
I size-class 
| Total Plants in l/lO 

acre plot 
Total number Shrub 
Species in l/lO acre 
plot

2D 3D
\/k 4/7 7/10 2/4 4/7 f7l0

39 26
37 44
29 80
21 2 ~H
15 7 1
10 8
7 1 7 2
5 1 8
6 8 2
5 22
4 6
4

3
2
2

1
1
1
1

5
2
2
1

186 7 0 238 5 2 
193 245
17 17

121

4d________  5D
2/h k/1 7/10 2/4 k/1 7/10

152 5 170 16
52 73
134 5 185 10
9 10 2
l 2 5
6 10 2
l 3 6 3

4 1
1 9 3
7 10

2
1
1

1 3
1

1' 5
3 4 1

1 2
1
1
2
1 2
1 1

1
1

369 13 0 496 56 0
382
382 556

13 25



'tation 6d _TD_______ 7B_______  6b
2fh 4/7 7/10 2/4 4/7 7/10 2/4 4/7 7/10 2/4 V 7 7/lQize-Classes (in feet)

ib Layer Species

1. 103 7 100 5 36 4 170 3
2. 49 48 14 70

3. 212 14 143 5 184 3 178 2

4. E 1 15 3 I H 2 17 2

5. 2 1 8 2 2 4

6. 11 5 8 3
7. 8 1 6 1 4 3 2

8. 5 1 2 2 1 8 1

9. 10 3 10 2 6 2

10. 10 2 6 14

11. 1 2 2
12. 3 1 3 1 4 1

13. 1 2 1 1 1 4 4
14. 1 1 1

15.
16.
17. 1 1 2 1
18. 8 3 4 10 1

19. 2 1 6 5 7
20. 2
21. 1 1 l
22. 1 2 1 1

23. 1 4
24. 1 2

25. 1
26. 1 3 1

27. 1
28. - 1
29. 1
30. l 2

31. 1
32.
33.
34.
35.

Total Plants in each 
size-class 

Total Plants in l/lO 
acre plot 

Total number Shrub 
Species in l/lO acre 
plot

21
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btal Plants in each 
size-class 
tal Plants in l/lO 
acre plot 
tal number Shrub 
Species in l/lO acre 
plot



TABLE 12. Characteristic Plants of the Grass-Herbaceous Layer in South 
Florida Pinelands.

Confined to Lower Florida Keys
South Florida Endemic
Mainly in sinks and low pineland

Herbs - Continued

Fabaceae - continuedAnemia adiantifolia

Rhynchosia cinerea 
Leucopterum parvifolium 
Rhynchosia simplicifolia 
*Galactia pinetorum 
*Galactia parvifolia 
Bradburya virginiana 
*Stylosanthes calcicola

Pycnidoria pinetorum

*Tripsacum floridanum 
Andropogon glomeratus
Sorghastrum secundum

Cenchrus echinatus
vCathartolium CurtissiiPanicum virgatum

Aristida stricta
Chloris glauca

Herbs

Fimbristylis castanea 
Dichromena colorata

Leucojaceae

Aletris bracteata

Orchidaceae

* Limodorum pinetorum 
Bletia purpurea

*Croton arenicola 
~“Ditaxis Blodgettii 
*Tragia saxicola 
vStillingia sp.
Bivonea stimulosa 

x*Chamaesyce serpyllum 
x*'Chamaesyce keyensis 
*Chamaesyce pinetorum 
*Chamaesyce conferta 
^Chamaesyce adenoptera

Mimosaceae
Neptunia floridana

Turneraceae

*Piriqueta carliniana

Cassiaceae Passifloraceae

x*Chamaecrista keyensis Passiflora pallida
*Chamaecrista Deeringiana

Cassythaceae
Fabaceae

Cassytha filiformis
Crotalaria maritima 
Crotalaria pumila 
Dolicholus minimus



Herbs - continued Herbs - Continued

Lythraceae

vAmmannia Koehnei

Gunneraceae

vProserpinacea palustris

Gentianaceae

vSabbatia Elliottii

Asclepiadaceae

Asclepias Rolfsii 
vAsclepias lanceolata 
Asclepiadora viridis 
Metastelma Blodgettii

Convolvulaceae

xEvolvulus glaber 
xEvoIvulus Wrightii 
xFvolvulus macilentus 
jpomoea tenuissima 
Exogonium microdactylum 
*Jacquemontia Curtissi'i~~

Solanaceae

Physalis angustifolia

Heliotropiaceae

v^Heliotropiuia Leavenworthii

Verbenaceae

*Glandularia maritima 
*Lantana depressa

Lamiaceae

Scutellaria Havanensis 
vHyptis radiata

Rhinanthaceae

Agalinis purpurea 
vAgalinis fasciculata 
Buchnera elongata

Acanthaceae

*Dyschoriste angusta 
*Ruellia hybrida

Rubiaceae

Houstonia sp. 
vDiodia tetragona 
*Eorreria terminalis

Carduaceae

*Vernonia Blodgettii 
Veronia scaberrima 
vEupatorium mikanioides 
vConoclinium coelestinum 
vMLkania batatifolia 
*Kuhnia Mosieri 
Laciniaria gracilis 
*Pityopsis Tracyi 
Solidago Chapxnanii 
vSolidago petiolata 
Aster adnatus 
Erigeron quercifolius 
vPluchea foetida 
Pterocaulon undulatum 
Melanthera parvifolia 
Coreopsis Leavenworthii 
Bidens pilosa 
Flaveria linearis 
*Cirsium vittatum

Primulaceae

vSarnodia ebracteata



HAMMOCK SITES OF TABLE 13.
The sites for which woody plant lists are given in the 

table were chosen to represent the greatest geographic range and 
the greatest variety of site conditions within the region possible 
from data at hand. The sequence of arrangement is roughly from 
south to north; and from dryer andcoastal sites to moister and 
interior sites. The amount and intensity of field study varied 
considerably from area to area, and some of the lists are certainly 
incomplete.

Sites 1 through h are in the Lower Florida Keys.

#1 - Southeast Hammock, Big Pine Key, Monroe County

Low hammock thicket partially on a shell beach ridge, 
partially on Key Largo (corralline) Limestone. Notable for the 
development of tree cacti, especially Cephalocereus keyensis.

#2 - Big Pine Key, Monroe County.

Hammock and hammock thicket located between mangrove swamp 
and pine-palm woods at east side of Big Pine Key on Miami Oolite.
Edges frequently burned. Includes some pine woods plants. Notable 
for the presence of the rare tree, Gyminda latifolia.

#3 - North end of Little Torch Key, Monroe County.

Scrubby hammock thicket on Miami Oolite. Notable as the 
only presently known U. S. locality for the tree, Clusia rosea.

#b - Watson Hammock, Big Pine Key, Monroe County.

Mature hammock patches dominated by gumbo-limbo (Elaphrium), 
strangler fig (Ficus aurea), pigeon plum (Coccolobis laurifolia), 
Jamaica dogwood (Ichthyomethia), poisonwood (Metopium), and satinleaf 
(Chrysophyllum); and recently fire-swept scrubby fields. On Miami 
Oolite. Only known U. S. locality for the tree, Cupania glabra.

Site 5 is in the Upper Florida Keys.

#5 - Lignumvitae Key, Monroe County.

A high (to l6 / ') key of Key Largo limestone with un
disturbed hammock forest. Intensively surveyed. The list includes 
plants from both upland and shore portions of the hammock. A large 
area of mature hammock notable for its variety of woody plants, and
for such rare items as lignumvitae (Guaiacum), Schaefferia frutescens,
and Drypetes lateriflora.
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Sites 6, 7, and 8 are coastal hammocks on shell teach ridges. 

#6 - North West Key, Florida Bay, In Everglades National Park.

Scrubby immature hammock on open shell beach exposed to much 
damage by wind and salt spray. Elevation of the beach ridge probably 
no more than 2--3 ' above the interior mangrove swamp and salt ponds 
of this Florida Bay key.

#7 - Long Key, Monroe County.

Hammock on shell beach facing the ocean. An older better- 
developed hammock than #6, on a considerably more elevated beach ridge 
and protected by a wide front beach.

#8 - Cape Sable, Monroe County, Everglades National Park.

Between East and Middle Cape Sable. An old mature hammock 
on stabilized low dunes of shell sand with 50 - 150 yards of beach 
grasses and open beach between hammock and shore. Much of the hammock 
now shows extensive fire and hurricane damage.

The hammocks of sites #6, 7, and 8 represent three stages 
in the development of hammock forest on south Florida shell beaches.
This development seems dependent on the topographic development of 
the beach, as increasing elevation of the beach ridge and increase 
in width of the front beach give increased protection against winds 
and salt spray. The vegetational development proceeds from a scrubby 
and discontinuous thicket growth of the few species which can tolerate 
the extreme conditions; to a closed hammock forest which closely 
resembles those developed on other substrates of the region in its 
physiognomy and floristics.

Sites #9 and 10 are in the southwest coastal area.

#9 - Bear Lake Road, Monroe County, Everglades National Park.

Hammock forest on deep coastal marl. Young forest on canal 
banks and road shoulders, and adjacent naturally elevated hammock 
areas. Surrounded by mangrove swamps, the site is at least occasionally 
ejqposed to some flooding by brackish water. The hammock is notable for 
the abundance of manchineel (Hlppomane), an Euphorbiaceous tree with 
toxic sap.

#10 - Turner River Mounds, Collier County, Everglades National Park (?)

Hammock forest developed on large aboriginal (Calusa?) shell 
mounds on the south side of Turner River near its mouth. The tropical



species which comprise this hammock are here approaching their northern 
range extremities. The list, based on a single visit, is probably not 
complete.

Sites #11, 12, and 13 are tree island hammocks on the 
southwestern Everglades near the inland edge of the mangrove.

#11 - Big Mahogany Hammock, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

Hammock forest dominated by very large mahogany (Swietenia) 
to 50 / " DBH. This hammock is of much ecological interest since it 
has apparently developed on deep hammock peat built up over marl, and 
not on an elevation of limestone. The indication is that this may 
represent a later stage in the development to maturity of the bay tree 
islands and cypress-bay heads of the southern Everglades.

#12 - Oak-Mahogany Hammock, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

Hammock on an island elevation of Miami oolite about !§■ miles 
northeast of #11. Shows interesting mixed dominance of live oak and 
mahogany.

#13 - Dewhurst Hammock, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

Another glades hammock on a rock island outlier of Long Pine
Key.

Sites #14 through 22 are restricted island areas of hammock 
forests on the main "ridge" of Miami oolite (Long Pine Key), partially 
or entirely surrounded by pine forest. They have suffered varying 
amounts of fire damage which is perhaps largely responsible for the 
floristic differences which are found. These hammocks were mapped 
and named by early tree snail (Liguus) collectors, and hammock names 
on the map of C. N. Grimshawe (1923) have been used insofar as the 
areas studied could be located on that map. Sites are numbered in 
sequence from west to east on Long Pine Key.

#lU - Small Hammock and Royal Palm Hammock (not to be confused with 
Paradise Key, 'site Dade County, Everglades National Park.

Two closely adjacent hammocks, notable as the only Long Pine 
Key hammocks containing royal palms.

#15 and #16 could not be identified from the Grimshawe map. They are 
located about two miles ENE of the west end of Long Pine Key Road. 
Edges of both were singed by the June 1951 long Pine Key fire. In 
addition 7#15 has been badly burned out inside by an earlier fire.
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#17 •• Turkey Hammock, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

#18 - Also could not be located from the map. It is 1-g- miles NW of 
the Long Pine Key Road along Saw Mill Road. Dominated by live oak.

#19 - Mosier Hammock, Dade County, Long Pine Key, Everglades National 
Park.

#20 - Osteen Hammock, Dade County, Long Pine Key, Everglades National 
Park.

A large hammock almost completely "burned out inside with a 
few unburned patches around the edges.

#21 - Dark Hammock, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

Dominated by Lysiloma bahamensis.

#22 - Palma Vista #2 Hammock, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

#23 - Paradise Key, Dade County, Everglades National Park.

The largest and most highly developed of the rock ridge 
hammocks of the park due to the fact that it was protected by deep 
sloughs on all sides until drainage lowered water levels. Since this 
time fires in 1929 and 19I+5 have devastated much of the hammock.

Sites #24 and 25 are tree island hammocks in the main 
Everglades north of Long Pine Key. Elevation appears to govern the 
occurrence of hammock species in this area. Hammocks are found on 
Indian mounds, on elevated limestone islands, and probably also on 
sites developing from bayheads where up-building peat deposits produce 
the req.uis.lte elevation.

#24 - Hammock on a rock island between the headwaters of Broad River 
and Lostman's River and close to inland mangrove edge. Notable among 
the glades hammocks seen, in the variety of tropical species it con
tains .

#25 - Composite list from two adjacent hammocks on Indian mounds in 
the east part of the Iron Pot Hammock fire of June and July 1951*
Both are dominated by hackberry (Ce.ltis) and contain relatively few 
tropical species.

#26 - 'Coppice' Hardwoods, Marsh Harbour, Great Abaco, Bahamas.

List compiled during a visit to the northern Bahamas in 
July 1952 and presented to illustrate the great floristic similarity 
between hardwood forests there and the south Florida hammocks.
Dense second or third growth thickets on limestone coastal hills.



TABLE 13. Woody Plants of 25 South Florida Hammock Forest Sites, with a List for a Bahaman 'Coppice" Forest (#26) 
shown for comparison. A total of 153 species.

Con- “
_________ SPECIES_____________1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

Agave decipiens

(l) Casuarina equisetifolia 
(Australian pine)

Ficus brevifolia
(shortleaffig)

Coccolobis laurifolia 
(pigeon plum)

Coccolobis uvifera 
(sea grape)

Pisonia aculeata
(pull-and-hold-back)

Torrubia longifolia 
(blolly)

Capparis flexuosa 
“ (bay-leavedcaper-tree)
Capparis cyanophallophora 

(caper-tree)
Pithecolobium Uhguis-cati 

(cat's claw)
Pithecolobium guadelupense 

(blackbead)
Peiranisia bahamensis 

(No commom namej 
Ichthyomethia piscipula 

(Jaimaica dogwood)
Zanthoxylum fagara 

(wild-lime)
Aayris elemifera 
' (torch wood)
Suriana maritima 

(bay cedar
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X X X 12$
X X X 12 $
X X X  X X X X X 32$
X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X  X X  X  X X X  X 88$ X

X X X X X X 2 bio X

X X X X X X X X X X X X 48 $ X

X  X X  X X X X X 32 $ X

X X X X X 20$

X X CO

X X X 12:$

X  X X X X X X X X 36$

X X X X X  X 24$

X  X X X X X X X X 36$ X

X X X X X X X X U) ro ■*a
.

X X 8$

X X  X X X 20$ X



SPECIES
Con-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

Elaphrium simaruba 
(gumbo-1imbo )

Metopium toxiferum 
(poisonwood)" 

Toxicodendron radicans 
(poison ivy)

Maytenus phyllanthoides
(gutta percha mayten) 

Krugiodendron ferreum 
(lead wood)

(l) Carica Papaya 
(papaya)

Acanthocereus floridanus 
(dildoe cactus) 

Harrisia Simpsonii
(prickley apples) 

Cephalocereus keyensis 
(No common name; 

Conocarpus erecta 
(buttonwood)

Eugenia buxifolia
(Spanish stopper) 

Icacorea paniculata 
(marlberry)

Bumelia angustifolia 
(saffron plum)~ 

Mimusops emarginata 
(wild dilly)

Vallesia glabra
(No common name) 

Urechites lutea
(wild allamanda)

X X X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 96$ X

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X  X 88$ X

X X X X X X X X X 36$

X X CO

X X X X X X X 28$

X X X X X 20$

X X X X 16$

X X

■B?-CO

X 4$

X X X X  X X X X X X 4o$ X

X X X X X  X X X X  X X 44$ X

X X X X X X  X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 84$ X

X X X X X X 24$

X X X 12$

X X 8$

X X 8$
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SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2k 25 stancy 26

Solanum bahamense
(No common name) 

Solanum verbascifolium 
(potato tree)

Solanum Blodgettii
(No common name) 

Varronia globosa
(No common name) 

Bourreria ovata
(strongbark) 

Mallotonia gnaphalodes 
(sea lavender) 

lantana involucrata 
(lantana) 

Citharexylum fruticosum 
(fiddle wood)

Ximenia americana 
(hog plum)

Casasia clusiifolia
(seven year apple) 

Bandia aculeata
(No common name) 

Guettarda elliptica
(smooth velvetseed) 

Morinda Roioc
(No conmon name) 

Baccharis halimnifolia 
(groundsel tree) 

Borrichia frutescens
(blueweed, seaoxeye) 

Borrichia arborescens 
(sea oxeye)

Thrinax microcarpa
(silky thatch palm)

X  X X 12$

X X X X X X 2ki

X X X X X 20$

X  X X 12$

X X X X 16$ X

X X

•eR.00

X X X  X X X  X X  X X X X X 52% X

X  X X X  X 20$

X  X X  X X X X X X 36$

X  X X X 16$

X  X X  X X  X X X X  X X X X X X 60% X

X X  X X X 20$

X X X X X X X X X X X  X X 52 $ X

X  X X X X 20 $

X  X X X 16$ X

X  X X X  X 20$ X

X X X 12$
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SPECIES
Con-

1 2 3 4- 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2li. 25 stancy 26

Coccothrinax argentea X  X
(silver palm)

Serenoa repens X
(saw palmetto)

Pisonia rotundata X  X
(No common name)

(2) Vachellia sp. X X X
(popinack)

Byrsonima cuneata X X
(locust berry)

Savia bailsmens is X
(maidenbush)

Drypetes diversifolia X X
(white wood)

Rhacoma Crossopetalum X
(Christmas berry)

Gyminda latifolia X
(false boxwood)

Exothea paniculata X • X
(ink wood)

Reynosia septentrionalis X  X X
(darling plum)

Eugenia axillaris X X X X
(white stopper)

Chrysophyllum olivaeforme X X
(satinleaf)

Myriopus volubilis X
(no common name)

Exostema caribaeum X
(prince wood)

Guettarda scabra X

X

x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

X  X x x x x x x x x x

12%

x x x x x x x x x x x
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SPECIES
Con-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

Chicococca alba x x x  x x x x  x x x x x x x x  x 64% x
(hammock snowberry)

Psychotrla nervosa x x x  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  76% x
(wild coffee)

Cerothamnus ceriferus x x  x x x x x x  x x x x 4 8
(bayberry, wax myrtle)

Irema floridana x x x x x x 24$
(Wo common name)

(1) Albizzia lebbek x 4%
(woman's tongue tree)

Clusia rosea x 4%
(monkey apple)

Mosiera longipes x 4%
(Wo common name)

Rapanea guayanensis x x  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  68% x
(myrsine)

Dipholis salicifolia x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  68% x
(bustic)

Erithalis fruticosa x x 8%
(black torch)

Chiococca pinetorum x 4%
(pinewoods snowberry)

Ernodea littoralis x 4%
(Wo common name)

Sabal Palmetto x x x  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  72%
(cabbage palm)

Ficus aurea x x  x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  80%
(strangler fig)

Vachellia Fames iana x 4%
(popinack)

Simarouba glauca x x x  x x x x x x x x x  48%
(paradise tree)

Hoppomane MancineIla x x 8%
(manchineel)
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Ccn-
SPECIES 1 2 3 b 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 lU- 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 2b 25 stc.ncy

Cupania glabra
(Wo common name)

x x
(guava)

Sebesten Sebestena X X
(geiger tree)

Hamelia patens X X
(scarlet bush)

Baccharis glomeruliflora X
(salt bush)

Thrinax parviflora X
(slender thatch palm)

Yucca aloifolia X
(Spanish, bayonet)

(3) Smiiax sp. X
(grenbriars)

(l) Agave sisalana X
(sisal)

Annona glabra X
(pond apple)

Guilandina Crista X
(nicker bean)

Guaiacum sanctum X
(lignum vitae)

Swietenia Mahagoni X
(mahogany)

Drypetes lateriflora X
(Guiana plum)

Gymnanthes lucida X  X
(crabwood)

Schaefferia frutescens X
(yellow wood)

Sapindus Saponaria X
(soapberry)

X  X

x

X

X X

X X X

X X

X  X  X X X X  X

X  X

X X X

X X X

X  X

X X

6
m

w

20%
2b?o

12%

32%

lf%

24%

4%

20%
u%

16%
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Canella Winteriana
(wild cinnamon) 

Nectandra coriacea 
(lancewood)

Jacquinia keyensis 
(joewood)

(1) Sapota achras 
(sapodilla)

Sidero^yion foetidissimum 
(mastic)

Schoepfia chrysophylloides 
(greytwig)

Sophora tomentosa
(necklace pod) 

Waltheria americana
(lib common name)

(l) Cocos nucifera 
(coconut palm) 

Erythrina arborea 
(coral bean) 

Farthenocissus quinquefolia 
(Virginia creeper) 

Forestiera porulosa
(Florida privet) 

Roystonea regia
(royal palm)

Paurotis Wrightii
(Wright's palm)

(l) Citrus sp.
(sour orange)

Colubrina Colubrina 
(wild coffee)

(4) Pinus caribaea
(Caribbean pine)



SPECIES
Con-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

Taxodium ascendens 
(pond cypress) 

Quercus virginiana 
(live oak)

Magnolia virginiana 
(sweet bay) 

Chrysobalanus icaco 
(cocoplum)

Ilex Cassine
(dahoonholly) 

Hippocratea volubilis 
(No common namej 

Vitis sp.
(wild grape) 

Muscadinia Munsoniana 
(bullace grape) 

Tamala Borbonia 
(redbay) 

Calyptranthes pallens 
(spice wood) 

Rhizophora Mangle
(red mangrove) 

Diospyros Mosiera 
(persimmon) 

Cephalantlxus occidentalis 
(buttonbush)

Anamomis Simpsonii 
(naked wood)

Lysiloma bahamensis 
(wild tamarind) 

Ampelopsis arborea 
(pepper vine) 

Bhabdadenia biflora 
(rubber vine)

x x  x 12%
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x  

x x  x x  16%

X X X X X X X X  X X X

X X X  X X  X  X X X

X X  x 12%

X X X  X X

X X X  X X X X X X  X X

X X X X  X  X X X

X X  X

X

X X X X

X X X X

X  X X X X X X X X  X

X X X X X X X X X X X X  48%

x x x x  x x  24%

x 4%

12%

4%

16%

16%

X



SPECIES 1 2 3 4  ̂6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

Baccharis angustifolia 
(salt bush)

Celtis mississippiensis
(southern hackberry) 

Cissus sicyoides
(possum grape) 

Tetrazygia bicolor
(Wo common name) 

Eupatorium villosum 
(dog fennel)

Salix amphibia 
(willow)

Hypelate trifoliata 
(white ironwood) 

Zamia sp.
(coontie)

Rhus leucantha 
(sumac)

Ilex Krugiana
(krug'sholly) 

Laurocerasus myrtifolia 
(laurel cherry) 

Colubrina cubensis
(Wo common name) 

Bumelia reclinata
(pinewoods buckthorn) 

Forestiera pinetorum
(pinewoods privet) 

Psychotria Sulzneri 
(wild coffee)

Mprus rubra
(red mulberry)

x x

x x x x x x 24%

x x 8%

X X X X X X X X X  36% X

X X X  X  16%

X X X  12%

x x x  12%

X X X  X  16%

X X X  X  16%

X X  X  X  16% X

x x x x x x x 28%

x 4%

x x 8%

x 4%

x x x x x x 24%

x x x  12%



SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IQ 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

Callicarpa americana 
(beauty berry) 

Calyptranthes zuzygium
(myrtle-of-the-river) 

Tournefortia hirsutissima 
(sea lavender) 

Sambucus Simpsonii 
(elder)

Ficus jacquinifolia
(No common name) 

Coccolobis sg.
” (No common name)
(5) Leucaena glauca 

(lead tree)
(5) Picramnia pentandra 

(bitter bush)
Pera bumeliaefolia

(No common name) 
Celastraceae

(staff tree family) 
(5) Eugenia confusa 

(red stopper)
Anamomis sp.

(No common name) 
Bumelia loranthifolia 

(buckthorn)
Duranta repens

(golden dewdrop) 
Tabebuia bahamensis 
~ (No common name)

x x x

X

X

12% 
4% 

4 f

x 4%

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X



SPECIES
15 Don-

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 stancy 26

(5) Psychotria bahamensis 
(wild coffee)

(5) Baccharis dioica 
(salt hush)

Unknown #1

Unknown jjQ.

Unknown #3

x

X

X

X

X

Number of Species 49 38 31 38 64 18 21 37 4l 21 37 21 38 4l 29 47 52 26 4l 29 35 31 73 33 15 57

(1) - Naturalized or escaped exotics.

(2) - Probably includes both Vachellia peninsularis Small and Vachellia insularis Small.

(3) - Includes several species.

(4) - Pines enclosed by encroaching hammock edges.

(5) - Bahaman species which occur in Florida, but were not found on any of the hammock sites covered in the
above table.
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BOTANICAL NAMES

Following is a list of all the botanical names used in 
this report. Names shown in the left hand column are those under 
which the species in question are treated in Small's Manual of 
the Southeastern Flora (1933), the latest complete taxonomic 
coverage of south Florida plants. For the convenience of readers 
who are not taxonomic botanists and who may wish to refer to the 
Manual, Small's names are used in the text.

For various reasons the nomenclature of Small's Manual 
is not acceptable in many cases and is no longer in correct use 
for a number of south Florida plant species. In the course of 
field work specimens were collected of many of the plant species 
encountered. This material was sent to Dr. Richard A. Howard, 
a leading student of the Antillean flora, for study and determina
tion. In cases where Howard's determinations differed from the 
nomenclature of Small's Manual, the current names are shown in the 
right hand column opposite the appropriate species in order to 
permit reference to other botanical literature. Names in the left 
hand column marked "X" are those of species for which Howard in
dicated that the nomenclature of Small's Manual is correct, after 
study of south Florida specimens. Unpaired, unmarked names repre
sent species of which no specimens were collected and are the 
writer's identifications and Small's names. Names marked with 
an asterisk indicate that specimens of the species have been 
deposited in the Everglades National Park Herbarium.*
Ferns - (nomenclature of Small's Ferns of Florida (1931)

Osmunda regalis L.
*X-Anemia adiantifolia (L.) Sw.

Polypodium polypodioides (L.) A. Hitchc.
Pteris caudata L. —  Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn.

(Bracken) var. caudaturn (L.) Sadebeck
Pycnodoria pinetorum Small
Adiantum melanoleucum Willd.
Blechnum serrulatum Rich.
Dryopteris normalis C. Chr.
Sphenomeris clavata (L.) Maxon

* Since tins report was submitted, Little's Check List of Native 
and Naturalized Trees of the United States (1953) has appeared.
In cases where names used by Little for south Florida trees differ 
from those of Small's Manual (other than in non-capitalization 
of specific names) Little's names are shown in brackets in the 
right hand column of this list.
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Zamia integrifolia Ait.
(Coontie)

Pinaceae

Pinus caribaea Morelet —  /P. elliottii Englm. var. densa Little 
(Caribbean pine, and DormanJ
Dade County Pine)

Juniperaceae

Taxodium ascendens Brongn. —  /T. distichum (L.) Rich. var.
(Pond cypress) nutans (Ait.) Sweet/

Typhaceae

Typha angustifolia L.
(Cattail)

Alismaceae

Sagittaria lancifolia L,
(Arrowleaf)

Poaceae

X-Tripsacum floriaanum Porter
Andropogon glomeratus (Walt.) B.S.P*

(Broom grass)
X-Sorghastrum secundum (Ell.) Wash 

*X-Panicum maximum Jacq.
X-Panicum virgatum L.
*X-Echinochloa Crus-galli (L.) Beauv.
*-Chaetochloa geniculata (Lam.) Millsp. & Chase —  Setaria

geniculata (Lam.) Beauv.
Cenchrus echinatus L.
Aristida stricta Michx.

(Wire grass)
*X-Chloris glauca (Chapm.) Vasey 

Phragmites phragmites (L*) Karst.

Cyperaceae
(*Cyperus odoratus L. - in part 

Cyperus odoratus L. (*Cyperus polystachyos Rottb. - in part
(*-C. polystacnyos Rottb. var. texensis (Torr.)

Fern.

Cycadaceae



Cyperaceae - continued

*X-Cyperus surinamensis Rottb.
*X-Cyperus ligularis L.
*X-C. Erunneus Sw.
*-Abildgaardia monostachya (L.) Vahl. -- Fimbristylis monostachya 

' (L.J Has sk.
•̂ X-Fimbnstylis castanea (Michx.) Vahl.
X-Eleocharis cellulosa Torr.
~*X-Pichromena colorata~(L.) A. Hitchc.
*X-Rhynchospora Tracyi Britton 
X-R. corniculata (Lam.) A. Gray
*-R. globularis (Chapm.) Small -- R. globularis (Chapm.) Small var.

recognita Gale 
*X-Mariscus jamaicensis (Crantz) Britton 

(Sawgrass)
*X-Schoenus nigricans L.

Arecaceae

Roystonea regia (H*B*K*) 0. F. Cook —  /R. elata (Bartr.)F. Harpe£7 
(Royal palm)

Sabal Palmetto (Walt.) Lodd.
(Cabbage palm)

Thrinax parviflora Sw.
(Brittle thatchpalm)

X-T. microcarpa Sarg.
(Silky thatch palm) _

Coccothrinax argentea (Lodd.) Sarg. —  /C. argentata Jacq.. Bailey/ 
(Silver palm)

Serenoa repens (Eartr.) Small 
(Saw palmetto)

Paurotis Wrightii (Griseb.) Britton

Pontederiaceae

Pontederia cordata L.
(Pickerel weed)

Juncaceae

*X-Juncus scirpoides Lam.

Dracaenaceae

Yucca aloifolia L.
(Spanish bayonets)



X-Smilax laurifolia L.
X-Smilax havanensis Jacq.

Leucojaceae

*-Aletris bracteata Northrop 
Agave decipiens Eaker
A. sisalana Perrine 

(Sisal]
Crinum americanum L.
Hymenocaliis keyensis Small

Marantaceae

Thalia geniculata L.
(Fire flag)

Orchidaceae

Limodorum pinetorum Small 
Encyclia tampensis (Lindl.) Small 
Bletia purpurea ~(Lam.) DC.

Saururaceae

Saururus cernuus L.
(Lizard tail)

Casuarinaceae

Casuarina equisetifolia Forst. —  /c. equisetifolia h j  
(Australian pine)

f/yricaceae

*-Cerothamnus ceriferus (L.) Small -- ftjyrica cerifera L.
(Wax'myrtle, Eayberry)

Salicaceae

Salix amphibia Small —  /S. caroliniana Michx^/
(Willow)

Smilacaceae



Quercus minima (Sarg.) Small 
Q. virginiana Mill.

(Live oak)
Q. pumila Walt.

Artocarpaceae

*~X-Morus rubra L.
(Red. mulberry)

Ficus aurea Nutt.
(Strangler fig) _

F. brevifolia Nutt. —  /F. laevigata Vahl./
(Shortleaf fig)

Ulmaceae

*X-Trema floridana Britton -- /T. micrantha (L*) Blume7_ 
Celtis mississippiensis Bose -- /C. laevigata Willd./ 

(Hackberry)
l

Polygonaceae

^-Coccolobis laurifolia Jacq. -- Coccoloba diversifolia Jacq. 
(Pigeon plum) _ _

C. uvifera (L.) Jacq. -- /C. uvifera (L.) h j  
(Sea grape)

Amaranthaceae

Acnida cuspldata Eertero

Batidaceae

Batis maritima L.

Pisoniaceae

X-Pisonia aculeata L.
*X-P. rotundata Griseb.
*X-Tbrrubia longifolia (Heimerl.) Britton 

(Blolly)

Annonaceae

X-Annona glabra L.
(Pond apple)

Fagaceae



Magnolia virginiana L*
(Sweet bay)

Nymphaeaceae

Nymphyaea macrophylla Small 
TSpatterdock)

Papaveraceae

Argemone mexicana L.
(Prickly poppy)

Brassicaceae

*•- Cheirania chei ran tho ides &L.) Link —  Erysimum cheiranthoides L.

Capparidaceae

Capparis flexuosa L. —  /C. flexuosa (L.) Lj"
Capparis cynophallophora L.

Amygdalaceae

*X- Chrysobalanus Icaco L.
(Cocoplum)

*-Geobalanus oblongifolius (Michx.) Small —  Chrysobalanus 
"(Gopher apple) oblongifolius Michx.

Laurocerasus myrtifolia (L.) Britton —  /Prunur myrtifolia (L.)
("Laurel cherry) Urban/

Mimosaceae

*-Pithecolobium Unguis-Cati (L.) Benth. -- Pithecellobium
feat's claw) _ unguis-cati (L.) Benth.

P. guadalupense Chapm. -- /Pithecellobium guadalupense (Pers.)
(Blackbead) ~Chapm./ ” . "

Alhizsia lebbsk (Willd.) Benth. -- /Albizia lebbek (L*) Benth./ 
(Women's tongue tree)

*X-Lys3lom?. bahamensis Benth.
(Wild tamarind)

Vachellia peninsularis Small ) Probably all = Acacia Farnesiana
V, insularis Small ) (L.) Willd.
V. Farnesiana (L.) Wight & Arn.)
Leucaena glauca (L.) Benth.

X-Heptunia floridana Small

lv!agnoliaceae
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*-Peiranisia bahamensis (Mill.) Britton & Rose -- Cassia
bahamensis Mill.

*-Chainaecrista keyensis Pennell —  Cassia keyensis (Pennell) Macbr. 
*-C. Deeringiana Small & Pennell —  C. Deeringiana (Small & Pennell)

fecbr.
*X-Caesalpinia pauciflora (Griseb.) C, Wright 

Guilandina Crista (Lt) Small 
(Nicker bean)

Fabaceae

Sophora tomentosa L.
*X-Crotalaria pumila Ortega 
*-C. maritirna Chap. —  Crotalaria rotundifolia (Walt.) Poir.
*—C. linaria Small —  C. rotundifolia (Walt.) Poir.var. linaria

(Small) Fern. & Schub,
*X-Melilotus alba Desr.

"7 White sweet clover)
Sesban emerus (Aubl.) Britton & Wilson —  Sesbania occidentalis

Poir.
Ecastophyllum Ecastophyllum (L.) Britton 
Araerimnon Browaei Jacq.
Ichthyomethia piscipula (L.) A. Hitchc. —  Piscidia communis 
(Jamaica dogwood) _ (Blake) Johnston

/P. piscipula (L*) SargJ  
*-DoIicholus minimus (L.) Medic. —  Rhynchosia minima DC, 
*-Leucopterum parvifolium (DC.) Small —  R. parvifolia DC.
*X-Rhynchosia cinerea Nash 
*X-R. simplicifolia (Walt.) Wood

Erythrina arborea (Chapm.) Small —  Erythrina herbacea L.
(Coral bean)

*X-Galactia parvifolia A. Rich.
G. pinetorum Small 

*-Bradburya. virginiana (L.) Kuntze —  Centrosema virginiana (L*)
Benth. var. angustifolium (DC.)

Griseb.
*X-Vign^ i-opena (L») Kuntze 
*X- St/los inth3 q calcicola Small

Linaceae

Cathartolinnm Curtissii Small
C. areniccle. Small

Cassiaceae
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Guaiacum sanctum L.
(Lignum-vitae)

Malpighiaceae

•ft-Byrsonima cuneata (Turcz.) P, Wilson - Eyrsonlma lucida (Mill.) 
(Locust "berry) _ Rich.

—  /B. lucidum DZ j
Rutaceae

Zanthoxylum fagara (L*) Sarg.
(Wild lime)

X-Amyris elemifera L.
(Torchwood)

Surianaceae

*X-Suriane, maritirna L.
(Bay cedar)

Simaroubaceae

Simaronba glauca DC.
(Paradisa tree)

Picramnia pentandra Sw.
(Bittsrbush)

Alvaradoa amorphoides Liebm.

Burseraceae

*-Elaphrium simaruba (L.) Rose —  Bursera simaruba (L.) Sarg. 
(Gumbo-limbo)

Meliaceae

*X-Swietenia Mahagoni Jacq.
"(Madeira, Mahogany)

Polygalaceae

*-Asemeia leiodes (Blake) Small —  Polygala grandiflora Walt. var.
leiodes Blake

X-Polygala verticillata L.

ZygophyUaceae
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Polygalaceae - continued

*X-P. ambigua Hutt.
Pilostaxis arenicola Small 
P. Baldwinii (Nutt.j Small

Euphorbiaceae

*X-Savia bahamensis Britton
Drypetes lateriflora (Sw.) Krug & Urban 

(Guiana plum)
D. diversifolia Krug & Urban 

(White wood)
*X-Croton linearis Jacq.
*X-Pitaxis Blodgettii (Torr.) Pax

Caperonia castaneaefolia (L.) St. Hil. —  Caperonia castaneifolia
(L.) St. Hil.

*X-Tragia saxicola Small 
*X-Gymnanthes lucida Sw.

(Crabwood)
X-Hippomane Mancinella L.

(Manchineel)
*-Bivonea stimulosa (Michx.) Raf. —  Cnidoscolus stimulosus (Michx.) 

(Tread* softly, Turkey foot) Gray
*X-Chamaesyce Serpyllum Small 

C. keyensis Small 
*X-C. pinetorum Small 

C. conferta Small 
X-C. adenoptera (Eertol.) Small

Spondiaceae

*X-Metopium toxiferum (L.) Krug & Urban 
(Poisonwood)

Toxicodendron radicans (L.) Kuntze 
(Poison ivy)

*X-Rhus leucantha Jacq. —  /R. copallina L. var. leucantha (Jacq.) 
(Sumac) DC*/

Aquifoliaceae

•-X- Ilex Krugiana Loes.
(Krug's bolls'-)

*X-I. Cassine L.
(Pahoonholly)
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Maytenus phyllanthoides Benth^
X-Rhacoma Crossopetalum L. —  /Crossopetalum rhaeoma CrantzT" 
*X-R. ilicifolia (Poir.) Trelease 
X-Gyminda latifolia (Sw.) Urban 

*X-Schaefferia frutescens Jacq,.
(Yellow-wood)

Hippocrateaceae

*X-Hippocratea volubilis L.

Staphyleaceae

»-Dodonaea jamaicensis DC* —  Dodonaea viscosa L. var. linearis 
(Varnish leaf) Sherff.

Sapindaceae

Sapindus Saponaria L.
(Soap berry)

*X-Exothea panlculata (Juss.) Radik.
(Ink wood)

Hypelate trifoliata Sw.
(White ironwood'J 

Cupania glabra Sw.

Frangulaceae

*X-Krugiodendron ferreum (Vahl.) Urban 
*X-Reynosia septentrionalis Urban

Colubrina reclinata (L̂ ller.) Brongn.
(Naked wood)~

*-C. colubrina (Jacq..) Millsp. Colubrina ferruginosa Brongn.
—  /C. arborescens (Mill.) Sarg.7*

*X-C. cubensis (Jacq.) Brongn.

Vitaceae

Vitis coriacea Shuttlew.
V. Slmpsonii Munson
Miscadinea Munsoniana (Simpson) Small
Cissus sicyoides L.
Aropelopsis arborea (L.) Rusby 

(Pepper vine)
Parthenocissus quinquefolia (L.) Planch.

(Virginia creeper)

Celastraceae
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*X-Kosteletzkya virginica (L*) A. Gray 
•̂ X-lhespesia populnea (L,) Soland.

(Seaside mahoe)

Buettneriaceae

Waltheria americana L.

Canellaceae

*X-Cane11a Winterana (L.) Gaertn,
(Wild cinnamon)

Clusiaceae

Clusia rosea L. —  /c. rosea Jacq.^
(Monicey apple)

Hypericaceae

Hypericum galioides Lam. -- Hypericum gallioides Lam. var.
reductum Sw.

Turneraceae

*X-Piriqueta caroliniana (Walt,) Urban

Papayaceae

Carica Papaya L.
(Papaya) ~

Passifloraceae

Passiflora pallida L.

Opuntiaceae

Acanthocereus floridanus Small 
Harrissia Simpsonii Small 
Cephalocereus keyensis Britton and Rose

Malvaceae
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*-Tamala. Borbonia (L.) Raf. —  Persea Borbonia (L*) Spreng.
(Redbay) ....... ~

*X-Nectandra coriacea (Sw.) Griseb.
(Lancewood)

Misanteca triandra (Sw.) Mez -- /Licaria triandra (Sw.) Kosterm./

Cassythaceae

Cassytha filiformis L.
(Woe vine)

Melastomaceae

*X-Tetrazygia bicolor (Mill,) Cogn.

Lythraceae

Ammannia Koehnei Britton —  Ammannia teres Raf.

Terminaliaceae

*X-Conocarpus erecta L. -- /C. erectus h j  
(Buttonwood)

Laguncularia racemosa Gaertn. f.
(White mangrove')

Myrtaceae

*X-Eugenia buxifolia (Sw.) Willd. -- /E. myrtoides ’Boi.rJ'
(Spanish stopper)

♦X-E. axillaris (Sw.) Willd.
(White stopper)

E. confusa DC.
(Red stopper)

Anamomis Simpsonii Small -- /Eugenia simpsonii (Small) SaxgJ" 
*-Mosiera longipes (Berg.) Small —  Eugenia longipes Berg.
Psidium Guajava Raddi. —  /P. guajava L./

(Guava)
Calyptranthes pallens (Poir.) Griseb.

(Spicewood)
Calyptranthes zuzygium (L.) Sw.

Lauraceae
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Rhizophora Mangle L.
(Red mangrove)

Epilobiaceae

Jusslaea' scabra Willd.

Gunneraceae

Proserpinaca palustris L.

Ammiaceae

tt-Hydrocotyle verticillata Thurib. —  Hydrocotyle verticillata Thunb.
~  var, triradiata (A." Rich.) Pern.

•̂ X-Spermolepis divaricata (Walt.) -Raf.
*X-Oxypolis filiformis (Walt.) Britton

Primulaceae

X-Samolus floribundus H.B.K*
*-Samodia ebracteata (H.B*K.) Baudo. —  Samolus ebracteatus H.B.K. 

Theophrastaceae

*X-Jacquinia keyensis Mez —  /Jaquinia keyensis Mez/
(Joewood)

Ardisiaceae

*X~Rapanea guayanensis Aubl. —  /R. guianensis Aubl^ 
e)

*-Icaeorea paniculata (Nutt.) Sudw. —  Ardisia escallonioides 
~(Marlberry) _ Schlecht & Cham.

-- /A. escallonioides Schiede & Deppe/

Ebenaceae

X-Diospyros Mosieri Small —  /D. virginiana L. var. mosieri (Small)
"(Persimmon) Sarg^

Rhizophoraceae
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*-Chrysophyllum olivaeforme L. —  Chry sophy Hum oliviforme L. 
(Satinleaf)

Sapota achras Mill. —  /Achras zapota 1>J 
(Sapodilla)

*-Sideroxylon foetidissimum Jacq. —  Mastichodendron foetidissimum 
(Elastic) ’ (Jacq.) Cron I

*X-Dipholis salicifolia (L.) A. DC.
(Bustic)

Bumelia angustifolia Nutt. -- /B. celastrina H.B.K^
(Saffron plum)

B. reclinata Vent.
MLmusops emarginata (L.) Britton —  /Achras emarginata (L.) Little7 

| (Wild dilly)

Oleaceae

Forestiera porulosa (Michx.) Poir. —  /F. segregata (Jacq.)
(Florida privet) Krug & Urban/

F. pinetorum Small 
(Pinewoods privet)

Gentianaceae

*X-Eustoma exaltatum (L.) Griseb.
Sabbatia Elliottii Stend. —  Sabatia Elliottii Stend.

Apocynaceae

*-Vallesia glabra Cav. —  Vallesia antiliana Woodson 
*X-Urechites lutea (L.) Britton 

(Wild aliamanda)
Rhabdaaenia biflora (Jacq.) Muell. - Arg.

*-R. corallicola Small —  Angodenia Berterii (A. DC.) Miers 
*-Echites Echites (L.) Britton -- Echites umbellata Jacq.

(Coathook vine)

As clepiadaceae

*-Asclepias Rolfsii Britton - Asclepias tuberosa L. subsp.
Rolfsii (Eritton)Hoods

•̂ X-A. lanceolata Walt.

Sapotaceae
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Asclepiadaceae - continued

X-Asclepiadora viridis (Walt.) A. Gray 
*X-Mstastelma Blodgettii A. Gray

Convolvulaceae

X-Evolvulus glaber Spreng.
*-E. Wrightii House —  Evolvulus Grisebachii Peter
E. macilentus Small —  E. Linifolius L.

*X-Ipomoea sagittata Cav.
X-Ipomoea tenuissima Choisy
IX-Exogonium microdactylum (Griseb.) House 

Calonyction aculeatum (~L.) House 
(Moon vine)

*-Jacquemontia .Curtissii Peter -- Jacquemontia jamaicensis (Jacq.)
Hall

Solanaceae

*X-Physalis angustifolia Mutt.
*X-Solanum nigrum L.
*X-S. bahamense L.

S. verbascifolium L.
(Potato tree)

*X-S. Blodgettii Chapm.
Lycium carolinianum Walt.

Ehretiaceae

Sebesten Sebestena (L.) Britton -- /Cordia sebestena 
(Geiger tree)

*-Varronia globosa Jacq. —  Cordia globosa (Jacq.) H^B.K. 
Bourreria ovata Miers

(Strong bark)

Heliotropiaceae

Mallotonia gnaphalodes (Jacq.) Britton 
(Sea lavender)

*X-Tournefortia hirsutissima L.
*-Myriopus volubilis (L.) Small -- Tournefortia volubilis L.

*X-Heliotropium Leavenworthii Torr,



Verbenaceae

*X-Verbena scabra Vahl.
*X-V. bonariensis L.
*X-Phyla nodiflora (L.) Greene 
*X-Lantana depressa Small 
*X-Githarexylum fruticosum L.

(Fiddlewood)
*X-Callicarpa americana L.

(French mulberry)
Glandularia maritima Small 

*X-T7. involucrata L.
Avicenniaceae

Avicennia nitida Jacq.
(Black mangrove)

Lamiaceae

*X-Teucrium Hashii Kearney 
*X-Scutellaria havanensis Jacq.
*X-Hyptis radiata Willd.

Rhinanthaceae

Agalinis purpurea (L.) Pennell —  Gerardia purpurea L.
A. fasciculata (111.) Raf. —  G. fasciculata Ell.

*-A. Harperi Pennell —  G. Harperi (Pennell) Pennell 
*X-Buchnera elongata Sw.

Acanthaceae

*-Tubiflora angustifolia (Fernald) Small —  Elytraria angustifolia
(Fern.) Leonard

X-Dyschoriste angusta (A. Gray) Small
Ruellia hybrida Pur sia. —  Ruellia heteromorpha Fern.

*-Diapedium assurgens (L«) Kuntze —  Dicliptera assurgens Juss. 
X-Justicia lanceolata (Chapm.) Small

Olacaceae

Schoepfia chrysophylloides (A. Rich.) Planch.
(Greytwig)

Ximenia americana L.
(Hog plum)
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RuMaceae

Exostema caribaeum (Jacq.) R. & S.
(Prince wood)

*X-Casasia clusiifolia (Jacq.) Urban —  /Genipa clusiaefolia (Jacq.)
(Seven year apple) Griseb^

*X-Randia aculeata L.
X-Catesbaea parviflora Sw.
X-Hamelia patens Jacq.

(Scarlet bush)
*X-Cephalanthus occidentalis L.

(Buttonbush)
X-Guettarda elliptica Sw.

(Velvetseed) _ _
*X-G. scabra Vent. —  /G. scabra (L.) VenL/

(Roughvelvetseed)"
*X-Erithalis fruticosa L.

(}31ack torch)
X-Chiococca alba (L*) A. Hitchc.

(Snowberry)
X-C. pinetorum Britton 

(Pinewoods snowberry)
*X-Strumpfia maritima Jacq.

Psychotria Sulzneri Small 
*-P. nervosa Sw, —  Psychotria undata Jacq.

(Wild coffee)
Morinda Roioc L. —  M. Royoc L.

*-Diodia tetragona Walt. —  Diodia virginiana L. var. latifolia

*X-Borreria terminalis Small 
X-Galium tinctorium L.

Caprifoliaceae

Sambucus Simpsonii Rehder 
(Elder)

Cucurbitaceae

•::~X-Melothria crassifolia Small

Lobeliaceae

*X-Lobelia glandulosa Walt.
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Ambrosiaceae I

Ambrosia elatior L.

Carduaceae

*X-Vernonia scaberrima Nutt.
VT Blodgettii Small 

*X-Eupatorium capillifolium (Lam.) Small 
*X-E. mikanioides Chapm.
*X-E. villosum Sw.
*-Conoelinium coelestinum (L.) DC. —  Eupatorium coelestinum L. 
*X-Mikania batatifolia DC.

Kuhnia Mosieri Small 
*-Laciniaria gracilis (Pursh) Kuntze —  Liatris gracilis Pursh 
Pityopsis Tracyi Small -- Chrysopsis Tracyj 

*X-Solidago Chapmanii T. Sc G.
*X-S. petiolata Mill.
*X-S. Leavenworthii T. & G.
*X-Aster adnatus Wutt.
*X-Erigeron quercifolius Lam.

Baccharis dioica Vahl.
B. halimifolia L.
B. glomeruliflora Pers.
B. angustifolia Michx.

*-Pluchea foetida (L.) DC. —  Pluchea foetida (L.) BSP 
*X-P. purpurascens (Sw.) DC.

Pterocaulon undulatum (Walt.) C. Mohr 
*X-Melanthera parvifolia Small 
*-Spilanthes americana (Mut.) Hieron —  Spilanthes americana (Mut.)

Hieron' var." repens (Walt.)
Moore

X-Borrichia frutescens (L.) DC.
B. arborescens (L.)DC.

^-Coreopsis Lewtonii Small —  Coreopsis Leavenworthii T. & G. var.
Lewtonii (Small) Sheriff.

*-Bidens pilosa L. —  Bidens pilosa L. var. radiata Schz.
*X-Heleniura vernale Walt.
*X-Flaveria linearis Lag.
X-Cirsium vittatum Small

Cichoriaceae

*-Brachyrhamphus intybaceus (Jacq.) DC. 
*X-Sonchus asper (L.) Hill
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